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Foreword 

On 23 Haren 1983 President Ronald Reagan described to the nation and 

the world his intention to direct tne U.S. military to undPrtake a program 

of research to investigate the feasibility of developing and deploy1ng a 

sy!=.:tem to defend the United States and its allies against attack by 

ba11tstic missiles. a so-called Strateyic Defense Initiative (SOl).., 

Lookiny back over the 2 1/2 years since that pronouncement, it: seems fair 

to say that, at least in this wrlter•s memory., no other single event. save 

perhaps the bombing of Hlros hima.. has stirred so much react ion among 

mil'itary. political. academic and scientific leaders not to nent1on media 

representatives, around the world. 

Even thouyh it was and is a research program. many people concluded 

that the weapons systems being considered either existed or were just 

around th-e cor·oer. Mi !:Jht these non-exi ster.~- systems be used as nbargai ni ng 

chips" 1n arms cvntrol negotiations with the Soviet Union? 

deploy them? Uow effective a shield would the SOl provide? 

Should we 

Fe as il> le or not, tbe Soviets saw the SOl as an effort by the u .. s. to 

seize the technological 1n1tiative and to create a force which, if 

workab1e 7 would ne~~te the major elements which undergirds Soviet claims to 

superpower stat~.s, its substantial arra_y of long and medium ranye 

land-based and submarine-based ba] listie missfles. Suddenly. the 

"ultimate.. of fens 1 ve weapon of the 1950's had been overtaken by new 

defensive technologies of the 1980's. 

R~er:l izing tha't such a concerted effort by the U .. S. would quickly 

surpass their own lead in space and ballistic missile defense and that they 

would be left in the techno 1 ogy dust. the Soviets mounted a tremendous 
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polit1cal campaign to stop the SDI. They played on divisions in the 

Western Alliance • using the SOl as the rreans for further driving the wedye 

between the U.S. and Western Europe. They quickly recovered fran their 

pouting sp;!11 over the Pershing I l/cruise missile deployments in Europe dnd 

returnP.d to the negotiating table. Gorbac'nev leads th@ effort to 

intimidate the West by calling the situation .. explosive .. as he prepares for 

a summit meetiny with Mr. Reayan. 

It is,. of course. important for the U.s. to assess Soviet views on 

strategic defense systems and,. in part1cular,. to separate form fran 

substance,. not an easy td.sk when Soviet writings and pronouncem:!nts are so 

affected by maskirovka. 

In the Spring of 1985 the center was asked to investigate Soviet 

literature dealing wittl space and ballistic missile defense in order to 

identify the major avenues along which the Soviets \ere moving. It was 

also important to determine if Soviet plans were affected by the SOl. 

Since. in the centrally-directed 

provides the primary framework for 

Soviet system. m11itary dOctrine 

establishing requirements,. both 

oryanizatianal and tech~olog1cal. it was appropriate to review doctrinal 

writings as a basis for understanding how the Soviets were developing their 

nsoi .... Of eo..tal importance was the study of ways the Soviets might counter 

the u.s~ def~nsive effort .. 

The Center was fortunate to be able to en1 ist the aid 

pre-eminent Sov1etofogi~ts, Dr. Jacob Kipp and Dr. Alfred Monks. 

of two 

Dr. Kipp. 

our old f.· lend and colleague .. is broadly knowledgeable regarding historical 

and c~rrent ~rends in the Soviet military especially in matters relating to 

operational art. Dr. Monks,. just prior to his coming to the Center as a 
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Sunner Fellow~ llad authored a book on Soviet military doctrini!. Both are 

fluent in Russian .. 

The other member of' the basic reseuch team was the writer and 

englneer whose recent research dealt with various e terrents of Soviet 

mi !itary technology,. particularly sensor systems and long-range missiles .. 

This interd1sc.iplinary team of senior researchers functior.ed in an 

almost r.lassical way,. each reading and analyzing the literatt.a.~e and 

synergiziny his colleagues in our frequent meetings. Support in locating 

and organizing the literature was ably handled by Ronald Wright and Kevin 

Stubbs,. both doctoral students fn the Oepartrrent of History and by two 

undergraduate students,. Joseph Muniz {history) and Rob Gest (aerospace 

engineering). Wright,. Stubbs and Muniz authored a section of the st:udy 

which actually came about dS a follow-on effort after the completion of the 

main study .. 

An effort such as this cannot came to fruition without the assistance 

of many other people.. Lisa 2almanek and Jessica Duran typed thP- drafts and 

Helinda lindsay oversaw the preparation of the final manuscript. 

To all of you I mLSt say. nwell done!~ 
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The objectives of thls overview are (a} to recount for the reader the 

general goals of the research which formed the basis for the studies 

contained herein., (b) to attemjJt. to identify 

described by the con'tributions and., {c) 

implication's of those results. 

s0t1e of the primary results 

to discuss some of the 

It must be stated at the outset ttlat in this Section the writer 1s 

attemptiny to describe in his own words the fruits of the efforts conducted 

by hio and his colleayues dur1ny the Summer of 1985. Those works contalned 

in the later Sections of this study deserve to be read in their entirety,. 

However, some sort of integrated statement is needed. the responsibility 

for which is mine alone. 

(A) ObJeCtives 

our task. stated in its most elementary form, was dS follows: study 

and describe the Soviet reaction to the Strategic Oefense Initiative 

(SOI). That statement is., in that succinct form, somewhat misleading for 

it suggests the notion that as of 23 March 1983., when President Reayan 

announced his intention to ~ursve the SOl. the Soviets were confronted with 

somethiny new and unexpected. That is not true. 

The Soviets have been thinking and writing about space and ballistic 

missile systems, defensive, offensive, reconnaissance and support, for at 

least 20 years.. J1uch of t:hdt literature is discussed and analyzed in the 

individual papers which comprise this revort. 

Therefore. j.lart of our task was to assess the trends which existed in 

the minds of Soviet authors before the SDI was announced and to attempt to 

discern any changes which occurred after 23 March 1983. 

Another part was to examine doctrinal and technological j.lrospects for 

an "end run" by the Soviets around the proposed SDI systems which are 
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confiyured primarily for defense against ballistic missiles~ While the 

Soviets might and probably will in the near tenn: develop means for 

penetrating the SDI, they might also confront the US with a different 

threat such as the delivery of warheads using very high speed
11 

i.e .. 

hypersonic. cruise missiles flying deep within the atmosphere. Such 

missiles would require the development of ramjet engines to replace the 

currently used turbojet engines which limit speeds to abouL. M=2.5 .. 

Aerodynamic. heating at higher Mach numbers would also require the 

development of h1gh temperature structures for such missiles.. Soviet 

research literature dealing with these areas of technology was also 

examined .. 

As the research effort evolved it became clear that the not1on of a 

Space TVO. a Space Theater of Military Operations. was a rather firmly 

rooted concept erOOracing Soviet military activities in space. Si nee the 

implications of that concept are rather important. the research team 

expanded its sphere of inquiry to 1nclude that topic6 

This. then was the general framework of our investlga~ion. 

{B) Results 

It is clearly truistic to say that all policies and actions undertaken 

by the U~S.S~R~ are centrally directed that is the hallmark of 

Soviet-style Marxism. Access to the levers of pc . .er 1s closely controlled 

by the upper echelons of the Nomenklatura. the relatively small group which 

sits atop the CPSU. so that admission to that status is possible only to 

those whose basic pr1nciples are embodiea in t.he phrase "of. by ctntl for the-

Nomenk.l atura. 10 As. a result it seems to many that there are a few 

differences between Czarist Russia and the modern Soviet Union the 
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Revolution has succeeded only in bringing new 11Czars" and their cron1es to 

po~r .. 

Dr. J. J. Dziak and others believe that the central governing body in 

the Soviet Union is the Defense Counci 1,. an organization which appears to 

be comprised of representatives of the major power structures wfthfn the 

U.S.S.R.. There is little doubt that the central direction for the Soviet 

military evolves from that group in the form of Soviet military doctrine. 

Doctrinal positions are usually reflected in the writings and speeches of 

high-ranking military officers but the parameters which influence doctrlne 

are manifold and frequently are discussed in the debates~ the "ordered 

ferment." to use another DziaK phrase. which percolate up through the 

system. 

Soviet military doctrine evolves out basic assessments of political .. 

perhaps geopolitical might be a better term,. conditions and objectives as 

well as economic and scientific development. Threat assessment is clearly 

inteyrated into the deliberations but the resulting positions are 

simultaneously active as well as reactive. While statements of doctrine do 

not describe objectives per se,. they do appear~ as John Erickson has 

observed,. serve to define requirements. including organf zational and 

technical matters,. which the hierarchy determines to be essentfal to the 

atta1nment of their goals. 

In tnt! process doctrine est ab 1i shes a framework. out of which flow 

strategy,. operational art and,. occasiona11g, new elements of military 

science. the system of knowledye defining the character and laws of war. 

Soviet military wr·flers have long been concerned about the impact of 

technoloyy an future wars and they have made si~ntficant ef~orts to predict 
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its effect. In the years between the two World Wars,. they foresaw the 

important role to be played by increasing mobile forces and firepower. The 

develoiJITE!nt of nuclear weapons,. coupled with .~ocket-powered missiles led to 

the description around 1960 by the Soviets of the so.called "revolution in 

military affairs. 11 As the pace of develo~nt of military technology has 

quickened over the past 30 years,. military leaders in the U.S.S.R. 

including Svechin,. Ogarkov. and others,. have written-. either directly or 

indirectly,. about the existence of a technological initiative and that its 

attainment should be considered as a proper m1l itary objective. 

Sensitivity to the role of technology in military affairs is perhaps 

best exemplified by a new Soviet Law of War which appeared in late 1983, 
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formulated before March-. 1983. and should not be construed as a response to 

the SOl.. It is~ 

The development and shift in the methods of combat are dependent 
upon quantitat1ve and qualitative changes in military technology, 
and upon the level of morale-military qualities of military 
jJE!rsonne 1 • " 

and is discussed in Section III in this paper by Or. Monks. 

It is important to the Soviets to assess not only the nature and 

influence of future military technologies but also their rate of develop

ment. From their writings one perceives that military space operations and 

ballistic missile defense systems ha11e been on the minds of Soviet military 

~lanners almost since the appearance of the first ICBM and the T1rst manned 

space flight. Pernaps because military considerations have so dominated 

their own thinking and because they do tend to nmirror-image" us .. they seem 

to have sensed a military threat from space from the days Qf the Mercury 
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program. Unquestionably,. they sa·.., the Manned Orbat1ng Laboratory (MOL) 

project as proof of the: u.s. intention to militarize space. 

In 1963. Sokolovsky' s Mf l1tary Strategy described how air defensP 

(PVO) h.ad expanded to include missile (PRO) and space (PKO) defense. In 

1966 General Matveyev described the need for active and passive optical 

systems designed to operate from 0.76 microns to 500 microns(!). cleorly a 

requirement for space-bac;ed sensor systems. 

The Soviets appear to have predicted that ICBM defensive technoloy'ies 

would develop rather slowly and that offensive weapons would dominate for a 

considerable span of years following the doctrinal "revolution•• of the 

early 1 60S and the ascendancy of the Strategic Rocket Forces to the 

position of first among equals 1o the structure of military forces in the 

u.s .. s .. R. The achievEment by the mid '70s of pa.r1ty 1n ICBfVSLBM delivery 

systems paved the way for another doctrinal shift. this one favoring the 

modernization of conventional war-ffghtlog forces. Soviet armed forces 

'ftere charqed with doing more than protecting the Motherland -- a global 

role was identified, one which charged them with defending the conq~.Ests of 

soci a 1 ism .. 

A1l during this time since Sokolovsky first called attention to the 

'space threat from the u.s .. {1963} and defined the space combat environrrent 

(1967). the military writings ln the U.S.S.R. continuously reflected plans 

for military space operat 1 ons.. Discussion of terminal phase (ABM) systems 

was extensive in the late '60s but disappeared after the ASM treaty was 

signed .. At that tlme the Soviets perceived the impact of political 

leverage in affecting the U.S .. development of military technology -- they 

concluded that President Nixon was forced by domestic politics 1nto arms 
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control agreements .. a view which h2s no doubt influenced their initial 

reaction to the SDI .. 

Associated with their view that offensive systems would dominate the 

missile/space picture for SOllie' time has been the belief that all defensive 

systems were limited in the number of taryets they could har.dle .. 

Penetration was simply a matter of overloading those systems ~sing .. as one 

Soviet writer described them-. "clouds of decoys .. 11 Attacks on space-based 

assets suc.h as sensor and communications satellites ~re considered useful 

in assisting O::Ooviet ground-based defensive systems in accaaplishing their 

mission .. 

Aya1nst this backdroj) of relatively near term operational rroves to 

assure the effectiveness of their ICBM forces 7 the Soviets continued their 

plans for the evolution of full scale military space operations. Several 

influential wrlters saw space as the ultimate combat theatre. some of tllem 

stating the belief that the nation which controls space will also control 

the earth. 

Perhaps the best evidence of their intentions to ultimately control 

space has been the development of the concept of a space TVD. Soviet 

military literature beyan to describe space as a theatre of military 

operations (TVD) in the 1970s withAnureyev 1 s description of combat zones in 

space. He described how iasers and ottler new technologies,. particularly 

heavy li'ft boosters, could open u~ the space theatre. The TVO concept 

would seem to connote the full range of combined arms military operations 

encorr;passing offensive as we 11 as defensive, reconnaissance and support 

(e.g. navigation) systems. In this connection Soviet thin~ing about 

military space operations appears tn transcend that of the U.S. 
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Based on statements in Soviet 1 fterature. the Soviets saw the SOl 

coming but. of course, 1t was not labeled as such.. Since their own 

assessment was that these technologies would be ratiler slow in developing, 

there appeared to be no subs~antial 

though some Soviet wrl ters credited 

changes in mi lita.ry doctrine even 

the U .. S. with having seized the 

technolo~ical initiative. Early In the • 8Ps tile Soviets were convinced 

that their political cards would not on1y enable them to stop the 

deployment of the Pershing II's and cruise missiles in Europe., but also t.o 

use anti-Reagan elements in the U.!::~ to slow or stop the pace of 

development of new weapons tectmologies. 

At the same time they seem to be considering new ways of countering 

space-Dased defensive systems which, while possibly able to detect}' track 

and oestroy ICBM' s during boost or post-boost phase and surv1 vi ng warheads 

-:!uri ng subs~quent segments of flight. would have enormous difficulty in 

intercepting a high speed cruise missile flying deep within the 

atmospllere. Alt.hough a turbo-jet powered cruise missile travelling at its 

limiting Mac.h nu•nber near M-2 .. 5 would present a difficult target for 

earth-based systems and an even tougher tar-yet for space-based systems .. 

increasing its speed into the hypersonic ranye would reduce its 

vulnerability even further. 

The Sov1et scientific research literature reveals the existence of a 

substantial effort to develop ramjet engine technology to a point where 

hypersonic cruise missiles could be utilized as an "end-runu around 

space-based defensive systems.. The literature describes hypersonic inlet 

and supersoni= combustion resLarch adequate to constitute a technology base 

f'or the design of such m1ssiles.. Importantly, it appears that the 
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publication ot diffuser research in the open literature ceased abruptly at 

the end of 1981,. indicating its possible importance in military weapons 

applications. 

It is likely that the Soviets saw the SOt announcement as an 

indica:tion of the U.S.. intention to accelerate the development of 

technologies which were already bein!;l studied prior to March,. 1983.. The 

SDI probably did not confront the Soviets with anything new and startling 

--their doctrinal positions regarding the evolution of their own military 

space capabilities and their plans for countering U .. S .. military space 

systems are in hand. They may,. however~ need to modify their plans if they 

fail to stop or slow the SDI via their political offensive. 

(C) Impllcat1ons 

In order to be of maximlm use the discussion of the implications of 

the research work reported herein should be cast il"l a framework which would 

include all facets of relations between the U.S. a~d the Soviet Union. The 

long range objectives of the two nations,. relations wlth Western Europe, 

trade and technology transfer, arms control negotiations:~ policy decisions 

by the new Soviet leadership, the future of the 5DI are but a f'ew o'f the 

elements which should probably be considered but such an approach is a very 

tall order indeed. 

This discussion will be conducted in rather narro\OIIer context. one 

which devolves fran those main ldeas 'Which are discussed in papers which 

fall ow .. 

One cannot redd Ute works of Drs. Kipp and Monks without being 

impressed with the increasing Sovi.et concern for the technological threat. 

Soviet response to the SOl wnich began before the SDI was announced has 
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been subst,antial ~ apparently exceeding in its volume and intensity anything 

which has yone beforea 

The u..,s. nas made efforts in the past to draw a response from the 

U.S.S.R~. one which hopefully would form the basis for a new. less 

adversarial relationship between the two nations.. Perhaps the best known 

and most comprehensive of these carre on the hee 1 s of the- Cuban Missile 

Crisis ln O.:.tober 1962 when. in spite of the substantial concessions 

granted to tne Soviets. they felt deeply humiliated at having been 

faced-down and forced to remove their missiles .. 

Sorre leaders have saic1 that ther·e was a conscious decision by the 

United States to let the Soviets attain mi 1 i tary equality in the hopes that 

their paranoia would d1sa!J'pear and that the u .. s.S.R. would become a more 

positive force in the community o'f nations. The era of detente., with its 

treaties, reduced development of U.S. \t'eapons, lncreased trade and cultural 

interactions did not produce change in the U.S.S.R. That may nave been in 

part a product of the U.S. involveqent tn Vietnam \ldlich led the Sov1ets to 

conclude that the U .. S. had lost the will to defend 1tsel f. tor. Brezhne¥ 

indicated that he expected the 11correlat1on of forces., to continoo to shift 

in favor of the U.S.S.R.. so that, by 1985., the Soviets could be the 

tiomfnant force in the World,. 

Whatever the reason, the Sov1et response to u.s. actions in the decade 

and a t ,f fell owing October 11 1962, was not !Mhat had been hoped. 

When the U.S .. began to rearm in the late 1970s,. the Soviets seemed to 

see it as a declaration of technological war since the u.s. began to 

consider a wtlole new array of weapons, not simply improved versions of 

ex1stfny ones. 
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This was a particularly onerous problem because their own projections 

foretold an increasing impact of technology on the nature d:nd conduct of 

war. One needs no more eloquent testimony than the Si)(th Law ol War,. 

discovered by Or. Monks. Several interpretations can be derived fr?m it 

two of the more obvious ones are: 

a) If the technological imbalance between two canbatants is too 
large,. no amount of wile and ingenuity on the battlefield can 
mak.e up the diffe~.,ce. 

b) If the trG<:JpS do not have confidence in their wearons (tech
nology) the1 r morale and combat effectiveness wil rli m1 ni sh. 
(One cannot help but recall the reaction of All;M banber 
crews Wlen the German ME-262 appeared in the skies over 
Germ•.ny.) 

The SOl repres'1nts an accelerated,. concentrated effort to develop higt\ 

technology weapons and the Soviets would re~ard it as clear evidence of the 

U.!J. intention to seize the initiative in ad'V\nced weaponry. If. as John 

Erickson says,. the Soviets hdve techniques for .~querying their system., and,. 

one preslMres,. malting accurate assessments of its capabilities,. they must 

have genuine cause ft"r concern over their prospects for staying sufficient-

ly close to the United States to permit them to rem~1n. over the long term. 

a superpower. 

No doubt a major qt.e·~tion 1n the l<remlim since March of 1983 has been,. 

•can tne American•s do 1t? Can they develop the SDI?N Although the direct 

answer they have evolved is not known,. their anti-SDI political program is 

so extensive that they clearly believe the U ... S.. might achieve its 

objective. therefore they want to stop or slow the u.s. effort .. 

Th1.: leaders of the CPSU are responding to the threat posed by U.S .. 

technology. It has brought them back to the negotiating table ho\Ever it 

remains to be seen if the results of those discussions will produce anthing 
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meaningful in the way of modifying the behavior of the U~S .. S~R~ Nonethe

less • ..e must remember that the Soviets have enorf!lous re-spect for the 

scient1ffc and technical talent of the United Statesa Looking beyond the 

SOl, a str-on9 research program in c~dvanced weaponry would appear to be an 

extremely important lever in the West's effort to bring about change in the 

Soviet Union. 

There is another side to that scenario -- Dr .. Monks mentions in his 

paper the prospect of a preemptive attack by the Soviets. a possibility 

which deserves further consideration. In view of their concern for "the 

technological initiative" and t.heir conclusion that quantity can have only 

limited effectiveness 1n countering a qualitative (1.e. technological) 

difference, if the Soviets be:coue con:vinced that th.e next "revolut1on in 

military affairs" will leave them in such an inferior posit1on as to 

threaten t.heir superpower status, they might take sane precipitate action 

to confront the West while tile correlation of forces is more in their 

favor. Here. a better unde:rstctnding of their techniques f"or assessing the 

balance in technological potential a the relative ~ of advance in the 

development of new weaponry, would be important~ 

The research reported here1 n shows three potential facets of Soviet 

thought regarding strategic defense and military space operations: 

a) a belief tn and commitpent to a comprehensive capabiltty for 
mi1ltary operations in space. combined arms activities to gain 
supremacy in space and to use space assets to support surface 
forces. 

b) a substantial effort to develop the technological base for the 
design and production of high speed crufse missiles as a means 
of delivering both nuclear and conventional warheads. 

c) a conviction that any system designed to defend aga1nst 
ba111 st ic mf ss1les can be penetrated by saturation. "clouds of 
decoys,•• to useAf'!.ureyev 1 s term. 
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How might these fit together to form c1 long range Soviet plan to maintain 

the viability of their offensive forces? 

Assuming that the SDI goes forward toward development and deployment~ 

it seems that their current doctrinal position is congruent with the notion 

of overloading any defensive s_ystem designed to intercept lCBM's and to 

limit the system insofar as is possible by attacking sensor and 

communications elements. 

As the SOl evolves. the Soviets will likely deploy high speed, 

long-range. cru1se missiles (HYCM's) to confront the u .. s. with delivery 

systems ,..ich the SDl is not designed to handle. This would have the 

effect of 11 br1ng1ng the u.s. back down to earth 11 in order to study. design 

and deploy methods to defend against the HYCH's. 

All the while that this scenario is unfolding~ the Soviets will 

continue to move ahead with their m111tary space program which eventually 

would c.onbine their own SOl with other space assets to pr-oduce capabilities 

consistent with a Space TVD. The ability to control space would assure the 

viability of their ICBM force and enhance their tenure as a superpower. 

If the SOl can be blunted by their political offensive then thf:! 

soviets would likely seek to develop smart .eapons !llllhich would strengthen 

their conventional,. land-based forces while continuing the1r move toward 

space supremacy. 

Finally, as the technological pressure mounts on the U9S .. S.R., lJtoo:: can 

expect significant changes in the relationship between the Soviet m\litary 

and the scientific establishment of the U.S.S.R.. These changes wil1 be 

aimed at ~!'"eater scientific productivity to support the evolution of 

advanced weapons systems. 
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Introduction 

The point of depart~re for this investigation of possible Soviet 

responses to the Strategic Defense In1tiat1ve must be an attempt to define 

what that research program upon which the U.S .. government has embarked is 

intended to achieve.. As President Reagan stated those objectives in h1s 

March 1983 speech,. they include moving the strategic context wfthin which 

the superpowers operate from one based upon mutual assured destruct ion to 

guaranteed survival through a vigorous research: program leading ""o the 

development of a system of defenses against ballistic miss11es .. l 

Goyernment spokesmen have taken great pains to emphasize three points: 

first, the program is a research effort; second,. the object1ve is to create 

an effective defense of the United States,. and, finally,. the program is 

supposed to be a step towards the reduction and elimination of the threat 

of thermonuclear war under which humanity has lived for the last four 

decades,.2 

Behind tnese three assumptions is yet another upon which the u.s .. 

military build-up under the Reagan administration has rested.. Following a 

decade of .:tetente it was necessary to increase Ame:rfcan power sufficiently 

to baryain with the Soviet Union from a "position of strenyth .. " 

In assessing the probable responses of the Soviet Union to this 

initiative and the research program that preceded it, the point of depar

ture must be a conscious effort to illuminate. penetrate. and explore the 

interconnections and interdependencies !A'hich wi:11 affect the Soviet 

perception of the inwnedfate. short-tenn, and long-term threat posed by the 

program.. The most capital mistake that could be made in this assessment 

would be to fall into the trap of naive empiricism .. Major General V .K .. 
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Konop lev has warned that such naive emp1 ri ci sm in its stereotypica 1 form 

concentrates exclusively on technological dimensions of military questions 

ignorlng the political side and treats the interactions between the 

c.ontendi ng parties as essentially a mirror-imag'i ng of technoloyical 

responses within the isolated realms of strategic doctrine and tactical 

use. At its very best such arguments will, on the basis of historical 

analogies~ attempt to extrapolate specific as~cts of a given situation 

into the indefinite future without any sense of the historical context and 

conditions under which the current situation developed43 The point is to 

recognize consciously the explicit differences bebeen the Soviet Union 

and the United States with regard to botn the subject and the object of 

such foresight. 

For the purpose of this analysis it is essential to begin with an 

explicit definition of the instit;utional and ideoloyical context of the 

Soviet response.. The Strategic Defense Initiative as a potent1a1 threat to 

the security of t.he soviet Union will come to the direct atte~tion of the 

Soviet Party-State elite functioning within the Politburo and the Defense 

Council. A.t these high levels of the party-state bureaucracy the 

assessment of the threat will in good !lEasure depend upon the canpetency of 

a host o'f experts within the Party and state institutions charged with 

assessing the political-military and the m111tary-technical aspects of the 

threat 9 When finally articulated, this response will become part of the 

military policy of the Caamunist Party of the Soviet Union and will, in 

turn. affect Soviet military doctrine.4 

The Military Policy of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union thus 

stands at the core of our problems for it is here that Marxism-Leninism and 
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military affairs are infused into Soviet military doctrine and science by 

meanc: of Marxist-Leninist teachings about war and t:he army.S Ideology in 

the Soviet world view is a guide to action, a prism through which the 

events of the objective world are organized as part of a system of social 

transformation, aiming at nothing less than transformation of the world. 

Since the time of Marx and Engels its ideologues have argued that the 

effectlve check against ideological ossification and dogmatism ts the 

constant testing of theory against vraxis. f1arxism-leninism demands of i'ts 

practitioners a unity of theory and praxis which serves as the ideological 

guide of a state. a commonwealth, and the international movement of the 

wor~cing class. Marxism-leninism explore the interconnections and 

inter~ependencies of theory and praxis. Theory must inform praxis and 

praxis must serve as a corrective to theory.. Praxis thus becomes a 

"feedback" loop w1thin this ideological system and allows it to give 

expression to its historicity.6 

Within the Soviet system the Communist Party exercises authoritative 

control of ideology., adjusting tt to socio-econcmic., political~ and 

military shifts in the correlation of forcesa The Party as a 

democratic-centralist institution mandates such tdeological adjustments 

through the decisions of the Politburo. the plenums of the Central 

Committee and the act ions of the Party Congresses. These adjustments take 

place within a Marxist-Len1n1st Weltbt1d which emphasizes the centrality of 

econanic modes of production within social processes. the political 

manifestation of the transformation of such modes taking the form of class 

stru~g1e., leading to the historically inevitable victory of communism. 

This particular eschatology which combines the Enl'ightenment's faith in 
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progress with the Romantics' attraction to soc1al revolution is supposed to 

briny about an end to exploitation of man by man and of alienction of man 

from mao and fran nature. 

Since the early 1920s when MiKhail Frunze first called for a "unified 

military doctrine 11 this concept has embraced the idea of creating a maximum 

of military power for the Soviet state throu9h a 11 unified organism welded 

together ••• by a community of political ideology .. u7 Military doctrine 

in modern Soviet usage embraces at a given time'S 11the system of views on 

the reality,. goals, and character of a feasible future war; on the 

preparation of the country and its armed forces and on the means of 

conditioning 1t."8 Soviet military doctrine, 1ike the military policy of 

the CPSU, is based upon Marxism-Leninism's teachings about war and the 

army. This ideological infusion into Soviet military doctrine affects its 

two mutually-connected and mutually-interacting sides: the socio-political 

and military-technical. Since Lenin the central emphc~sis has been upon the 

former. for Soviet officials, apparatchiki. and officers are taught the 

centralit.Y of Lenin•s refomulation of C1ausewitz•s dictum. "War is a 

cont~nuation of" politics by other, i~e. violent, rreans."9 War is in !:his 

context an instrUREnt to a political end~ but the end is, in turn, the 

product of the existing class and social arrangements ~thin the contesting 

sides. Po11t1cs in tl\is regard gives expression to the inter-connections 

bet~~een domestic and foreign affairs and is by its very nature concerned 

with the long-term thrust of such relations and not iii'IR'I!diate~ tactical 

maneuvers. 

driven. 

Soviet military doctrine is not, therefore, techno1ogically 

The military-technical side of doctrine does. however, encompass a 

wide r~nge of issues relating to the organizational development of the 
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armed forces., raising their comba'r preparedness. the perfection of tllP'ir 

technical equipment and control, and furtt~r development of Soviet military 

art. In tl11s context military art refers to the efforts to define the 

ways .. means and methods of the armed forces • pre par at ion and execut iun of 

tasks relating. to the defense of the U .. S~5.R. Thus., Wlile the 

mllitary-technical side of doctrine cannot Je called the wheel-horse of 

Soviet military doctrine it does. nonetheless,. impact upon the formulation 

of doctrine .. With Engels they return to economic transformation as the 

engine of soclo-econanic change,. the context of developing class 

hoseilities., and the sour-ce of new technologies, which directly find their 

uses in military affairs_ Scientific-techno1oglcal change has .. according 

to the Soviets .. accelerated to the point where it is possible to speak of a 

scientific-technical revolution. This scientific-technical revolution has 

had and continues to have a fundamental impact upon Soviet percepts of the 

relative potential of the competing social systems,. their governnents, and 

armed forces to achieve speciffc immediate goals and task.s aod the 

prospects for achieving those and other tasks in the future.lO Within 

military affa1rs it is now clearly possible to define two distinct stages 

to this scientific-techn1ca1 revolution: the first began in the mld-1950 1 5 

with the development and deploynent of nuclear-armed,. ballistic missiles, 

and the second came 1n the 1970s w1th the development and 1ntroduction of 

third-yenerat1on computers and automated systems of troop contro1.. In the 

early 1980's Marshal N. v. Ogarkov began to call attention to yet another 

stage associated with the development of ne.w types of weapons based upon 

radically different scientific principles.ll 

Th•! medium through which the Soviet military e1ite formally exercises 

its in luence upon the formation of So\rfet military doctrine is military 
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sc~ence. 'rihich has been defined as 11the system of knowledge on the 

character and 1 aws of war. the pre par at ion of the armed forces and the 

country for war • and the means to conduct it."' Infused witr Marxist-

Leninist ideolo~:~y, which serves as the prism through ~ich external ~vents 

are organized and categorized, Soviet military science has a class base and 

is infused with the spir1t of the party (partiinost').l2 Military science 

is,. however,. also shaped by technical change~ the praxis of war. and the 

economic resources available to the Soviet Union tt:nd its allies. By 

definition Soviet military science ls dialectical, i.e.,. it sees itself 

engaged in constant strug~le with bourgeois military science. The relat~ve 

success of Soviet military science in guidiny and informing Soviet military 

doc.tri ne depends in great rreasures upon the unity of theory and praxis 

achieved by its successful application to the conduc!: of armed struggle. 

As a recent wor-k done under the direction of General I.E .. Shavrov,. when he 

was Chief of the Voroshilov Academy of t-.he General Staff,. asserted: 

The most concentrated expression of milita~y-scientific knowledge 
is to be found in Soviet military doctrine. which etrbodies a 
system of scientifically sound views on the N!ality. character,. 
and means of conducting war. as well as on the demands of 
mi 1 i tary construct ion,. the preparation of the a~med forces ant1 
the country for the complete defeat of the aggressor., Soviet 
military doctrine finds its concrete manifestation in the theory 
and practice of the construction of the armed forces. io 
strategy. operational art, and tactics~13 

Military science and doctrine are tnus intimately and mutually 

connected in Soviet m'lli tar" thou~ht .. fli 1 itary doctrine becomes state 

policy regarding the gaals and character of a possible war. Doctrine takes 

into acc.ount Wlat sort of enemy ayai nst wtti en tne war wi 11 be fought~ the 

character and objectives of the war in which the state and its armed forces 
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are expected to participate, and the missions of the armed forces. 

Military science shapes and, in turn. is shaped by military doctrine. 

One part of Soviet military science ls military art,. which has been 

defined as "the theory and practice of the preparation and conduct of 

military actions on lands atsea~ and in the air."14 Military art must by 

its very nature develop in cof'lnection with the expansion of the arena in 

which warfare can be conducted. Acquisition of the technological neans to 

prepare and conduct military actions in space and under this definition 

inevitably carries with it the requirement to develop a military art in 

embra~ing all three levels oT warfare, i.e., strateyy. operational art. and 

tactics. From a Soviet perspective such a development tak.es place under 

two constraints. The first refers to the existing scientific-technical 

levels achieved by the competing soc'id'l systems. f-iarxists of all 

persudsions have and continued to have a healthy respect for the ability of 

bourgeois societies to engage in technological innovation. The q~estion 

twas rdther been whether such soclet1es could 1n fact,. given their social 

stru(.tures, engage in the necessary f"oresight and planning to make optimal 

use of the1r technological 1nnovations .. l5 The issue of military art for 

warfare in space then at one level cernes down to a question of whether 

Soviet political leaders and military figures believe that the 

scientific-technical revolution has recently made it possible to speak. of a 

new threat or opportunity from space"' The other side of the same question 

is expressed by what the Soviets refer to as law of 11 the unity dnd struggle 

of opposites~" In class strug~le,. international competit1on,and warfare, 

Marxism-Len1ni!tm emphasizes tnls interaction between the opposing sides 

wfth"!n a system of struggle and competition, the outcome of 'llilich is 

historically determined. i~e-~ victory of the forces of socia1ism.l5 
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The N.uclear RocKet Revolution in Military Affairs 

From the Soviet perspective the u~e of space for military purposes 

beyao in 1944 when the Germans initiated operat1onal ·launches of V-ls 

a9ainst London. Yet, the V-2 could no more be classed a space ~apon tttan 

the arrow or cannon ball could be called an air weapon.. In all three cases 

the weapon vassed throuy.h the medium without creat1r.g the necessity for the 

development of a military art for space. Major General 1.1 .. Anureev has 

hinted that such a trend might have developed if the Britfsh in their 

search for a counter tv the V-2 attack had developed cmbat rreans of 

1ntercepting the V-2s. However, in 1944-1945 the technological 

requirements for such a defensive system, embracing a target acquisition 

radar. computer-assisted control capability, and an interceptor rocket ~re 

not technically feasible. and the capture of the German launch s1tes proved 

the most effective 1reans of countering the threat.l7 It is worth notin9., 

however, that Soviet authors have called attention to the developnent of 

British defensive measures against the V-1 '1 flyiny bornb 14 as an appropriate 

starting point for consideration of the development of air def~nse systems 

against cruise missiles. In this case., as opposed to the V-2. exist1ny 

technoloy:( tak.en fran the military art of" air warfare made it possible to 

develop a workable solution to the V-1 problem at all levels of warfare., 

strategic. operational and tactical .. 18 The relativ~ effectiveness of these 

sets of measures underscores a spec1f1c theme of Soviet work on the 

development of military science and art: 

qualitative changes on the conduct of war. 

the impact of quantitative and 

Writing in the 1920s in the first systematic work on strategy compiled 

during the Soviet per1od" and the last unt11 Marshal Soko1ovsky 1 S Voennaia 
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strategic. operational and tactical. IS The relatiy~ effectiveness of these 

sets of measures underscores a spec1 fic theme of Soviet work on the 

development of military science and art: 

qualitative changes on the conduct of war. 

the impact of quantitative and 

Writing in the 19205 in the first systematic work on strategy comp1led 

during the Soviet pertod" and the last until Harshal Sokolovsky l s Voennaia 
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strategiia appeared in 1962. A. A .. Svech1n. a mtlitary spe~.;alist of the 

Imper'ial General Staff who had joined tt1e Red Army (RKKA) .. addressed the 

inherent problem of technological change as posed in the warfare of the 

industrfal er-a .. Svechin ran into substantial opposition within the Soviet 

military and Communist Party because his strategic assumptions embraced the 

idea of "war of attrition'" as opposed to operations designed to achieve 

destruct ion of the enemy,. On t.he other hand. lle was the first Soviet 

officer to address the twin problems of technological surprise and 

initiative 1n modern warfare. Svechin warned that the historical 

ex..,erience of industrial warfare had :nade it next to impossible to achieve 

technological surprise. He cited several cases, i.e ... tile French misuse of 

machine yuns durir1g the Franco-Prussian War and German employment. of gas 

during World War I .. to underscore the difficulties. In the former case 

Louis Napo ieon • s army had neither the necessary number of W!apoos or a 

military art for their employment in a decisive manner in combat.. In the 

latter case the German High Command hads when confronted by the 

urce:--tainties of gas warfare, decided to test the gas io canbat :!S i)art of 

their effort to dPvelop a military art for its tactical employme'lt. The 

res u1 t of thesP." efforts was to reveal to the enemy the potential danger end 

the loss., therebys of operdtional surprise. svechin conr.luded that 

technological surprise was possible in theory but difficult to achteve in 

practice w 19 

On the other hand, svechin viewed "technolog-:cal fn1t1at1ve" as a real 

and obta1nable military objective. Svechin emphasized that the side which 

mduaged to gel: and maintain the technological initiative gained many 

advantages. The key to holding the in1ti.ative was a massive 1ntell1gence 
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effort to disc.,·.,er and study the maj.:1r tenden-cies in enemy technology. 

joined with a security program that concealed such developwents from your 

adversaries. Technological initiative here,. however, embraces more than 

research and developrrent and includes mass production of the systems in 

qt.estion. A ~Meapons system 1n this view can only have a deci~ive and 

radical impact upon the conduct of war if it is employed in sufficient 

numbers .. likewise. its impact depends upon the development of a military 

art which will maximize its impact at all levels of warfare. The 

incremental addition of new types of weapons in such circumstances will 

lead to their absorption within the existing military art as nothing more 

than supporting means to the already-existing structure of forces .. 20 

Svechin's views had a profound impact upon the development of Soviet 

m11itary thought during the later 1920s. B. H. Shaposhnikov, himself a 

former tsarist General Staff officer and voenspets from the Civil War. 

cited Svechin 1 s work approvingly in his ellucidation of the role of the 

Gene .. al Staff" as the 1'brain of the army. n Sh.aposhnlkov underscored the 

necessity of developing an inteyrated plan through the cooperation of the 

civilian leadership and the general staff for prepartng the national 

eco11my for war.. Shaposhnikov openly acknowledged the political hegemony 

of" the Party in such matters but stressed the need for pre-war planning as 

the only effective neans for engaging in modern. industrial war .. 21 In the 

1930s after the creation of the Soviet General Staff it did under Stalin 

assume just this role~ 

Writing in the mid 1920s Svechin's ideas on economic mobilization of 

the nation to support military modernization were conditioned by the 

economic realities of the New Economic Policy. a set of meastres M'lich 
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Lenin and his Party had introduced in 1921 to bring about a recovery of 

peasant agriculture dnd the revival of petty trade. While the NEP did 

briny about rapid economic recovery .. by the !ate 1920s serious qt.estions 

were being raised within 'Lhe Party about policy changes which would 

radical Jy accelerate the p?,ce of econanic growth and bring about industrial 

developnEnt according to a state-adopted plan. rn the rnn i tary, voices 

were ralsed suptJQrtfng such a course. M. N .. Tukhachevsky, one of tl'le 

RKKA's most outstanding commanders during the Civil War and Chief of Staff 

of the HKKA .. 1925-1928, began to call for the .. total militarization•• of 

Soviet society. Tukhachev·;J.;y rested his argument upon lenin's concept of 

imperialism as a systerr of warfare ca.pltalism and Frunze's "unified 

military doctrine'1 witll 1ts vision of inevitable conflict bet\l!leen the young 

Soviet state and the surrounding. hostile capitalist powers.22 

Wit~ Tuk.hdchevsky 1 s encourayement a number of br1yht. youny officers 

of tne RKKA began to .:onsider the problem of "future war" ln this period. 

One of the most ·m~?rtant contributors to this research was V. K~ 

Triandafillov., who s<·rved as Section Chief of the Operations Directorate of 

the RKKA from 1923 to 1931., at which time he died in an airplane accident. 

Tr1andafillov 1 S work focused on the problem of the scale and character of 

modern offensive operations, designed to disrupt and destroy the enemy 

defense througtlout the lr depth .. Based upon his analysis of the military 

praxis of World War I and the Civil War and his assessment of the trends in 

armament development., he asserted that deep., successive operations would be 

the key to victory in future war. However, 1n his analysis of the 

economJc-technolagical bases for such operations Triandafillov divided 

Europe into two parts: a Western zone where existing economic capabilities 
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made it possible to create large-scale mechanized forces and an Eastern 

one, i ncl u.ding the U.S.S.R.. where economic backwdrdness prec1 uded the 

1 ar~e-scale introduction of such technology and therefore confined 

mechanization to small-scale increments and experiments.23 

Writing in 1929, Triandafillov's analysis was an implicit call for the 

acceptance of Tukhachevsky 1 s •total m11 i tari zat ion" of the society as an 

1mmediat.e requirement for the defense of the Soviet Union. For 

Tukhachevsky and Triandafi11ov it did not matter whether Western capitalist 

powers had embarked upon the creation of large-scale nechanized forces by 

the late 1920s. It was enough. given their ideological ass001ptions 

regarding the inevitable hostility between capitalism and socialism, for 

such societies to have created the technological prerequisites for such a 

mechan1zation.24 

Sy the late 1930s, even as Stalin carried olit his sweeping purge of 

the Soviet military. the institutional mechanization for engaging in 

similar exercises in military foresight regarding the possible trends in 

the development of h.astil1t1es within the next five year plan had been 

created. After 193~ Tile Soviet General Staff under Shaposhnikov undertook 

the task of assessing _ . .e probable military environment in which each five 

year plan would take place. The prospects of hostilities, their nature. 

and the probable adversaries were evaluated in conj unc.t ion with 

technological assessments. The future marshal and head of the General 

Staff, 1960-1963. 1964-1971, M. V. Zakharov descr1bed this process in which 

he took part as one in \lflh1ch the General Staff as the '"unwink.ing eye• 

wttich constantly gazes ahead into the future.!'25 Zak.harov term~ this 

process as one of compet1tion between general staffs for relative 
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advantage,. in which each sought to penetrate the 11holy of holies~ .. their 

adversar1es' war vlans,. while making every effort through 

counter-intelligence to prevent enemy penetration of ones own planniny 

vrocess .. 26 

This was the system with which the U .. S~S.R .. 'fought and won the Great 

Patriotic War and with which it had to confront the dawn of the nuclear era 

and the beginning of the military exploitation of space.. Although in some 

ways hampered by Stalln 1 s management style and control of channels of 

communication, the Soviet military system seems to have functioned 

reasonably well. The beginnings of Soviet atomic research., leading up to 

the detonation of a bomb in 1949, have been well-covered e1sewhere .. 27 The 

Soviet program of rock:et research and development is not so well-known and 

deserves our attention as the starting point for Soviet interest in the 

exploitation of space .. Soviet rocket research has its roots in· 

pre-revolutlonary Russla and tne inspired genius of K~ E. Tsiolkovsky, who 

in the f1rst decade of th1s century speculated on the exploration of the 

universe by rocket-spaceship .. 28 Russ1ats radical democr4ts \!ere notably 

sympathetic with such ideas; the early Bolshevik A. A. Boydanov even wrote 

a novel, Krasnaia zvezoa, about such interplanetar}· journeys.29 

Interest in the military applications of rocket technology was quite 

extensive in tsar1st Russia. However, after the October Revo 1 ut fon and 

with the outbreak of the Civil War the new Soviet yovermrent turned its 

attention to the militar-y application of rocket technology and took the 

first steps towards developing state-funded institutes for the development 

of rocket science and technology,.30 In 1921 'the Jet Laboratory was founded 

1n Moscow under the direction of N~ I. Tikhomirov, a chemical engineer .. 
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Until his death, Tikhomirov pushed his laboratory's efforts in t.he 

development of solid-fueled rockets. Early successes 1n this area led to 

the decision by the Military Research Committee of the Revolutionary 

Military Council of the U.S.S.R. to expand Tikhom1rov's laboratory into the 

Gas-Dynamic Laboratory (GDl) in 1928. In the sasre yea.~ Tikhomirov 

su..,ported the proposal of a young university yraduate from leningrad, V .. 

P. G1ushko, to build an "electrothermal" rocket engine. Glushko 1 s proposal 

was accepted in f1ay 1929 and a new section joined the hnl~. 31 Research and 

development of rocket technology continued throughout the 1930's even 1n 

the face of the disruptions to Soviet society engendered by Stalin 1 s 

purges. In 1931 the Central Co unci 1 of Osaviakhim (Society for the 

Assistance to Defense al'ld Aviation-Chemical Construction) directed the 

creation of anotner research facility for the study of jet propulsion .. 

Shortly thereafter this facility became the Central Group for Studying Jet 

Propulsion {TshiRO}. headed by F. A .. Tsander. It was TsGIRD, GIRD after 

1932, which launched the Soviet union•s first successful liquid-fueled 

rocket in August 1933 .. 32 ln order to coordinate rocket-jet propulsion 

research GDl and GIRD .ere formed into one agency, the Jet Scient 1 fi c 

Rest! arch Institute {JY!.!.!l. 

Pre-war Soviet rocket research enjoyed its greatest success in the 

development of so11d-fueled rockets for ground and air launching. Building 

upon the work ot Tikhomirov. who died in 1930, Soviet engineers developed 

such sol1d-fue1ed rockets of various sizes and tested their launching fran 

ground platforms and aircraft. l~rshal Tukhachevsk.y. who was then chief of 

armaments f~w the RKKA, supported these efforts. Such solid-fueled rockets 

yot thP.ir first combat tests late in the fighting at Khalkhin-Gol in August 
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1939, when air-launched rockets ~retested against Japanese aircraft- Sy 

the outbreak of the Great Patriotic War, the developnent o'f solid-fueled 

rockets and mobile launching systems had reached the stage of deployment. 

These multiple launcher~ mobile systems became one of the most deadly 

weapons of Soviet artillery preparation and became known to the- world as 

katiushas. In the course of the war the military art associated with the 

employment of this new weapon system under\Ve'nt development, 1eadfng to the 

develO}>ment of the katiushas as an integral part of the Soviet artillery 

offensive .. Gradually rocket units were formed into larger formations. 

until Soviet commanders had at their disposal entire katiusha divisions. 

cap'lble of f1r1ng 3.840 rockets in a single salvo and delivering 230 tons 

of ffre upon tne enemy .. 33 One or the most stunnin~ examples or the 

offensive use of this new instrUP'Ient at the operational level carne at 

Jassy-Kishinev in August 1944. when M. I. Nedelin. commander of artillery 

for the 3rd Ukrainian Front. used the katiushas with other artillery means 

to shatter the Rumanian and German defenders.34 

SOviet developnent of larger lfquid-fueled rockets continued during 

the war but the immediate tactical and operational needs of the military 

received ~1mary attention. Soviet scientists and engineers were 1n a 

position to evaluate the progress made by German rocket engineers during 

the war and made strenuous efforts to absorb those innovations into their 

own work .. In 1945 Stalin made the decision to pursue vigorously the 

development of atomic weapons and the means of their delivery~ including 

both 1 ong-range av1 at ion and rocKets. Because of pre-war and wartime 

experience rocket development tell w1th1n the purview of artillerists. The 

f1rst rocket unit of the .:oviet Army was formed in July 1946 from a Guards 

Artillery Regiment coovnanded by Major General A .. F. Tveretsky.35 
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The world learned of these successes in October 1957 when Korolev 

oversaw the launch into orbit of Sputnik I. This event which marked a 

major st-.!p forward for the u.s .. S.R. in its rocket program was also a 

spectacular provaganda success. setting in motion an intense competition 

between the two superpowers to derlve major international advantages fran 

its programs for the exploration of space. At the same time 1t also marked 

the real beginning of the militarization of space as both powers pursted 

the development of ballistic missile systems for the delivery of nuclear 

weapons at intennediate and intercontinental ranges.. In December 1959 the 

Soviet government authorized the format.ion of a new combat branch of the 

Soviet Armed Forces. the Strategic Rocket forces, with M. I. Nedelin as its 

f1 rst commander. 36 

The development of nuclear weapons and systems of their delivery 

began in the mid-1950's to have a profound impact upon Soviet military 

science. military doctrine. military art and the m111tary policy of" the 

CPSU.. Under Khri.Jshchev there appeared a tendency to assutre that the 

nuclear-rocket revolution had made other forms of m111tary power secondary 

to the defense of the U.S.S.R. Tile Premier was particularly adept at using 

the early Soviet space spectaculars to underscore both the implicit 

mi 1 itary po\er of the U.S.S.R .. and the world-class status of its science 

and technology.37 

Militarization of Space in Soviet Military Doctrine 

Adaptation of Soviet military thought to this new situation began 

after St.alif•"s dealh d.nd t.ook on o. I!JOJtlefltum all its own in the late 19SOs 

as Soviet officers sought to grasp the implications of the new weapons 

systems for military science and art. This task fell to the Soviet General 
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Staff and the Higher Mil it.ary Academy,. renamed the Academy of the General 

Staff in 1958~ In 1957 the post of Deputy Director of the Academy for 

Scientific-Work was created.. For four years Lieutenant General N. r.. lomov 

held this post,. and he was followed in 1958 by lieutenant General A. I. 

Gast11ov1ch,. ...no served untll 1964. Associated with this increased use of 

the Academy of the General Staff as a th1 nk td.nk. to deal with the impact of 

nucledr weapons upon the art of war went a renewed concern for the problem 

of strategy., which had received little attention at the academy since the 

1930s. In creating a text book for the Academy's course on strategy. 

General of the Army G. K .. Malandin., who had served as Deputy Chief of the 

General Staff .. 1948-1952' .. 1953-1955. and General Gastilovich played a 

leading ro1e.38 This effort served as the foundation for the first 

systematic., mass-circulation volurtl:' on strategy since the appearance of 

Svechin's work 1n the 1920ts~ Voennafa strategiia. which appeared in 1962 

and 1isted Marshal V. 0. SoKolovsky as ed1tor-in-chief.39 

Marshal Sok.olovsky ( 1897-1968} had joined the RKKA in 1918 and rose 

quickly during the Civ1l War to command a brigade and serve as divisional 

cnief of staff .. ln the inter-war period he combined command assignments,. 

education. and staff work and in 1935 became chjef" of staff in a m111tary 

district. The outbreak of war in 1941 found him posted as a deputy chief 

of the General Staff'. In the flrst phase of the war he served as Chief of' 

Staff for the Western Front and then the Western Direction., an intermediary 

canmand entity,. linking the various fronts with Stavka. In the second 

and third phases of the war he commanded the Western Front,. 1943-1944. and 

then was posted to the 1st Ukrainian Front as Chief of Staff, serving first 

under MArshal Zttukov and then Marshal Konev. following the war Sokolovsky 
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ser·ved as Chief of Staff to Group of Soviet Forces Germany until 1949 when 

he was appointed Deputy Minister of Defense.. From 1952 to 1960 Sokolovsky 

served as tst Deputy Minister of Defense and Chief of the General Staff.. 

After 1960 he served until his death in the Group of General Inspectors of 

the Ministry of" Defense, an institution founded in 1958 to provide a 

consultative mechanism to use the expertise of senior commanders too old to 

hold active cammand appointments~40 

Sokol ovsky' s Voennaia strategi i a was and should, therefore, be 

considered a work of the General Staff, commissioned during Sokolovsky 1 s 

tenure as Chief of the General Staff and reflecting that institution• s 

efforts to adjust strategy to the nuclear-rocket revolution in military 

affairs. Voennaia strateyiia ~nt through three editions in rap1d 

succession: 1962, 1963, and 1968. It is therefore a valuable sGurce for 

examining the shifting Soviet emphasis on the impact of thermonuclear 

weapons upon military strategy .. It is also significant because in the 

volume Sokolovsky introduced the concept of militarization of space.. This 

discussion. as 1t inevitably must wtth a ist-leninist ideological 

framework. was couched in terms of u.s .. efforts to transform space into a 

mil 1 tary arena. 

Sokolovsky defined space means in the first edition to include 

11 Strategic weapons" directly and as support systems of other strategic 

weapons. The Marshal no~ed the leading role of the USAF in the development 

of U.S .. space systems and identified research efforts in the following 

areas~ 11reconnaissance. ear1ywarnings, radio navigation, cOHIIJunications, and 

defense against ballistic missiles and @nemy satellites. as well as those 

to be used for noclear strikes against enemy strategic ground targets."41 
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Sokolovsky dr~w particular attention to the trend towards militarization of 

space implicit 

research and 

in U.S. budyetary allocations 

de ve 1 oprre nt,.. In addi t fan, to 

and plans for long-range 

major investments in the 

development of space reconn.afssance, electronic warfare. navigation~ and 

detect1on of nuclear explosion satellites., he called attention to the 

proposed research effort in the construction of aerospace vehicles. 

Finally, he noted: "The deve 1 opment and use of space systems for the 

destruction of ballistic m1sslles in the boost phase, for the recognition 

and destruction of enemy military satellites. etc., is also planned."4Z 

All of these deve1opnents tere to be pursued, according to Sokolovsky's 

analysis., while the United States moved rapidly from relying upon manned 

bombers to deliver nuclear strikes to a posture embracfng the ba1 Hstic 

missile as the primary weapon of strategic nuclear war, a process l!lhich 

Sokol ovsky est 1mated would transpire by 1966~ In this discussion 

Sokolovsky pointed towards space as an aux1llary environment to support 

strategic operations but held out the prospect that the Soviet Union should 

anticipate that by 1975, ff current trends continued, space would becane a 

combat environment 1tself.43 

The second edition of Voennaia strategifa, which was signed to press 

in late August 1963 -- less than a year after the Cuban Missile Crisis had 

brought the two super powers close to nuclear war, introduced major changes 

in Soviet postulates about space. The Marshal•s concept of thermonuclear 

war stlll rested upon an amalgam of deep strategic operations designed to 

destroy the enentY 1 S forces and economic potential in combination with a 

hardheaded assessment of the political element of such a struggle. Thus, 

the use of thermonuclear weapons was still treated as a means. indeed. the 
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decisive means of achieving what remained a political end .. The volume 

continued to counsel prudence in the application of" military power within 

this context. Indeed. Sokolovsky argues in the second edition that the 

Soviet Union's successes in rocketry and space f11ght since 1957 had forced 

the U.S. to abandon its proclairred strategy of .. massive retaliation" in 

favor of one em~hasiz1ng the avoidance of thermonuclear war.44 

At the same time nuclear rockets had radically altered the concept of 

theater of mi 1 i tary act ion by substantially changing their spacial and 

temporal aspects. This was a theme developed by Major General S. Bronevsk.y 

in Voennaia mysl' in July 1973, where the General argued that the armed 

forces had to be prepared for war in specific theaters. taking into account 

the imjJact of new technologies --notably aviation and ballistic missiles 

-- on the spacial and temporal aspects of tile conduct of operations.45 

Such a concept embraced a deepening of operations into intercontinental 

dimensions along with a concaRrnitant shortening of time. S~ce was not 

treated as a separate theater of war. althouyh it was rree1y acknowledged 

that space would play a significant role in the acceleration and expansion 

of' command. control. canmunication and intelligence functions. Marshal 

-Sokolovsk.y did not list space as a theater of combat action but noted that. 

U.S. political and military figures \lilere calling space "the strategic 

theater of t.omorrOW11 and identified 11 cornmand of space~' as a national 

objective for the next decade.46 

While concentrating on U.S. programs to improve C3[ capabilities via 

satellites. i.e., attributing to 1mmediat~ U.S. programs m1ss1ons similar 

to those of Soviet systems tn support of strategic warfighting. Marshal 

Sokolovsk.y identified a number of long-~ange programs,. 'l!tlich ¥ere supposed 
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to turn space into a combat envirornent, including anti-satellite systems 

(ASAT). space planes for which the Oyna-Soar Project was tne first step .. 

and orbital bombardment systems (BOSS) under development. He also treated 

t:he u.s .. !ffO!:lram to reach the moon as a first step towards militar1zatlon 

of that ce1estial body. He noted that work was progressing on lasers. 

plasma beamst- and anti-gravity '!Eapons. He concluded. flA11 these facts 

r10int to the fact that the American imperialists are on the path to the 

direct use of space for the execution of their aggressive plans.'"47 

This conc1 us ion,. of course. underscored the differences between 

socialism and capitalism: Sok.olovsky pictured Soviet space successes. 

which he enumerated. as servin9 the cause of peace and scient if1c 

progress.. However. the Soviet Union could not ignore the fact that u.s. 
imperialism was using its space program to militar-ize space in preparation 

for nuclear attacks upon the Soviet Union and other socialist countries.48 

The Marshal stated that: "It would be a mistake to allow any sort of 

superiority to the imperialist camp in this area .. It is necessary to 

counter the imperialists with more effective methods and neans for the use 

of spare in de'fensive tasks.. Only in th1s way is it possible to deny them 

the use of space for an aggressive and dE!struct ive war. "49 Sok.o1ovsky did 

not discuss the military art which would have to support such an attempt at 

space den1 al in the context of the strategic. llpe:rat tons, Wllch he had 

descr1bed. It ts worth noting that the programs he described were 1n the 

research and develop112nt stage and so did not yet require an explicit 

military art for the conduct of combat aga1nst them.. At the came time in 

their absence the Sov1ets could coWlt: upon the use of their own C31 assets 

1n spd.ce.. Without effective ASAT means the disruption o'f U.S. cJI assets 
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in space was also quite limited. Thus,. in the shortrun space was an 

auxi11ary environrrent for strategic war,. ln which .. thanks to their space 

means, both sides could count upon relatively stable and increasinyly more 

sophisticated C3I capabilities.. In discussion the trends in the 

developmnt of the U.S. strategic posture fron e_arly 1963 to 1966 projected 

not only radical growth in the land-based and sea-based ballistic missile 

systems. \l!lh1le the modernized long-range bomber force remained relatively 

co:~stant ln size, but also the initial procurement of '1 active space 

weapo~s~ capable nf destroying enemy ICBMS and satellites and of deliveriny 

nuclear strikes.50 Tnese acquisitions were,. however,. projected to be quite 

small in comparison with the range of missions and the implied combat nonms 

required for such: systems to have a qualitative impact on the conduct of 

strategic operations. 

This emphasis upon c3I was one of the first indicators of the impact 

that cybernetics was beginning to have upon the Soviet Mil i tdry. In 

October 1962, as the Cuba Missile Crisis was reaching its climax,_ A. I. 

Berg,. a Deputy Minister of Defense in the 1950Js and the initiator and 

leader of research in cybernetics and its application, linked the field 

with Lenin's interest in the Scientific Or9anization of Labor (NOT). 

Thereafter cybernetics, operations research, and the appl 1 cat ion of 

mathematical lTI!thods to military affairs received priority attention.51 

Such an emphas1s was justified 1n practical and ideological terms. In 1966 

Major General N. Ia. SushXo and Lt. Co1. T .. R. kondratkov collaborated on 

the first Soviet work to bring mathematical methods into the methodology of 

Military theory and practice., offering an introduct1on to forecasting 

tec.hni ques as a necessary response to the on-going scienti f1 c-techni cal 
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revolution in military affalrs.&Z I. I. Anureev of the: Academy of the 

General Staff d1sc.ussed a wide range of applications of mathematical 

methods to military affairs, relating them specifically to a trend towards 

the mathematization of knowledye. whtch was drawing rnilttary affairs closer 

and closer to the natural sciences via cybernetics. At the same time the 

application of morp modern computer technoloyy to the resolution of all 

sorts of mi 1 i tary and canbat-rel a ted problems he 1 d out the prosp!ct of 

reduciny decision time by increasing the speed with which information could 

be processed.53 

In June 1907 Anureev used mathematical methods to discuss the problem 

of nuclear warfighting. In h1s treatment Anureev addressed the problem of 

trying to m..xtel the interaction of stratel)iC forces in a nuclear exchange 

and introduced into Soviet literature the problem of counter-force as 

opposed r.o counter-value target 1ng., In his conclusion Anureev suggested 

that the most expedient method of shifting the correlat1on of forces during 

a nuclear exchanye was not the exclusive targeting of enemy weapons systems 

but to attack the enemy's system of troop control and to disorganize 

thereby his ability to carry out a sustained. coordinated attack. Lacking 

that ability. the enemy's strategic forces woulC: be substantially 

deyraded.54 Command and control assets wPre, of course. 1n the process of 

be1ng placed into orbit,. putting a high premium on the ability to sustain 

such assets for one 1 s own forces and to degrade those of the adversary. 

Space was,. according to S .. Vol 'nov, one of the areas where this 

electronic revolution in command and control was making its impact felt. 

Appeariny at the same 1:ime as Ar.ureev's article on mathematization of mil1-

tary affa1rs, Vol'nov's article discussed the u.s .. Departnent of Defense 
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programs dealing with elec~ronic warfare in space. Volfnov emphasized the 

increasing u.s. investnEnt in electronic capabilities for its satellites 

and spacecraft .. ~ presented the American decision to invest in IURV 

technoloyy for its ICSMs as one made possible by the quality of U.S. 

electronics and cybernetics.. This investment,. which Vol 1 nov predicted 

would reach 200-300 million dollars by 1970, was a prere:quisite for the 

militarization of space,. which the U .. S .. intended to transform into "'a new 

sphere for conducting war operations,. both for purposes of supporting 

combat actions by all branches of the: Armed Forces. and for conduct1ng 

independent, space. offensive and defensive operations."55 

In March 1967 Engineer-Colonel A. Vasil' yev offered his own assessnent 

of U.S. programs for the militarization of space. In t\is discussion 

Vasil'yev concentrated upon the fanner, rather than the latter., aspect of 

U S .. programs., i.e ... the use of space to support strategic combat opera-

t. ions. The reconnaissance role of U.S. space satellites got top priority 

and t.hen treatment of satellites to aid communications. naviyation., collect 

geod.et.ic dlld meteorological information. Second pr i or1 ty went to manned 

s.pacecraft .. e~pecially the Dyna-Soar Program. which Vasil'yev linked to the 

plans to build a Manned Orbital Laboratory (MOL). Vasil'yev predicted a 

manned space presence by 1975 and anticipated major benefits f'or ttJL from 

the Apollo Project.56 The end of Vasillyev article struck a different 

tone. In it the Colonel hinted that the Space Treaty signed in 1967 by the 

U.S •• UK. and U.S.S.R. had in some measure created a check upon U.S .. plans 

for the m11itarizcrt1on of space. 11 At the end of January 1967 representa

tives of the U.S.S .. R .... u.s .. and Great 3ritain signed a treaty of principles 

of state activity in the study and use of outer space., including the Moon 
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US .. programs .. i.e ... the: use of space to support strategic combat opera-

The reconnaissance role of U .. S. space satellites got top priority 

and t.hen treatment of satellites to aid communications. naviyation .. collect 

geodet.ic dnd meteorological information. Second pr i or1 ty went to manned 

s.pacecraft .. e~pecially the Dyna-Soar Program. which Vasil'yev linked to the 

plans to build a Manned Orbital laboratory (MOL). Vasil'yev predicted a 

manned space presence by 1975 and anticipated major benefits 'for ttJL from 

the Apollo Project.56 The end of Vasillyev article struck a different 

tone. In it the Colonel hinted that the Space Treaty signed in 1967 by the 

U.S •• UK. and U.S.S.R. had in some measure created a check upon U.S .. plans 

for the militarizcrtion of space. ilAt the. end of January 1967 representa

tives of the U.S.S .. R .... u.S .. and Great 3ritain signed a treaty of pr1nciples 

of state activity in the study and use of outer space .. includlng the Moon 
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and other ce1estfal bodies. The treaty establishes legal no'"1ns, juridical 

principles and laws concerning the use of space .. Up to this time. some 

have attempted to look upon space as a sort of undeveloped junyle and hoped 

that tne law of the jungle -- might mak:es riyht -- would prevan. The 

treaty forces tile reflection and review of such views .. us7 This treaty and 

the 1963 Test San Treaty tere to Vasil 'yevand some ottlers within the soviet 

leadership. both civil and military. evidence of the possibility of 

constructing a ~b of relations which would inhibit u.s. militarization of 

space. keep that threat within manageable proportions and allow the 

U.S.S.R. to maintain its place as a space superpower without having to face 

the prospect of unbridled canpetit'fon. Colonel Vasil 'yev ret: ired but he 

continues to occupy a conspicuous place in Soviet studies of the U.S. 

defense e'ff'ort,. especially thf! space program. as a researcher for the 

Institute of the Study of the United States and Canada of the soviet 

Academy of Science. 

Vasil'yev'sv1ews touched upon a central problem confronting the soviet 

military by the late 1960's: having been confronted by an American atomic 

monopoly since 1945 and having made strenuous efforts to !:l'•:"!ate its own 

intercontinental nuclear arsenal, the Soviets Yere po1sed to reap the 

benefits of their 1nvestrrents. And the question remained: haw would the 

U .. S. respond? By July 1967 Soviet of'f'icers were discu~sing the ec.onanfc 

foundations of Soviet military doctrine,. While highly conventional in 

their treatment of the components of m11ttary doctrine and the issues which 

it addressed. these authors emphasized the impact which the economic 

~ondition of the state had upon both the political-military and mllitary-

technical sides of doctrine. While explicitly clear in the latter case 

wfttl regard to the state's m111tary capabilities. the effect was also 
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present on the political-military side as it affected class arrangements 

and the character of the aggregate social product .. The authors identified 

three periods (stages) for SOviet military doctrine. on which the econmlic 

base had a profound effect.. In the first,. that of the Revolution, Civil 

War. Foreiyn intervention, and New F-:onanic Policy. econanic backwardness 

constrained Soviet military doctrine in a time of struygle fol" survival,. 

With the econanic transformations of the five-year plans the Soviet Union 

achieved a level of industrial development which made possible the 

implementation of an advanced mi1 i tary doctrine during the Great Patriotic 

War. The third stage the authors described as one of a scientific

technical revol ut 1on dominated by \'Eapons of mass destruct 1on and their 

delivery systems.. Such ..eapons had revolutionized the relationship of 

pre-war preparations and wartime conduct. Short wars between nuclear 

powers were possible because in the first ~ew hours of hostilities. nuclear 

weapons could be used to destroy an opponent's econanic base.58 

Ho'IJI!ever,. the authors acknowledged the possi bi 11 ty that trends 1 n 

warfighting could in some measure reduce the conseqt2nces of nuclear 

attacks upon an adversary• s industri a1 base. 1 ncl udi ng concealnent and 

dispersal. In add it ion. the authors pointed towards the deve 1 oprrent of 

11defensive 'leapons capable o~ seriously netJtralizing the destructive force 

of nuclear weapons. M The creation of such weapons was on the technological 

horizon and made it possible to consider the reemergence of protracted war 

as strategic o'f'fensive systems were countered by strategic defensive 

systems.. The authors explicitly pointed tu t.lle contradiction betleen 

offensive and defensive weapons as one factor which would affect the corre

lation of forces in the future.59 
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By 1968 the Soviet mil ttary had focused upon the: problem of foreseeing 

the trends which would affe"Ct the scientific-technical revolution. t-tarshal 

M. v .. Zakharov, who had served as Chief of the General Staff fran 1960 to 

1963, when he was replaced by t1arshal S. S. Biriuzov, and from 1964 to 1971 

after Biri uzovJ s death, called upon an intense campaign to further perfect 

Soviet military science in which he spoke of the need for "new elaborat1ons 

and bold daring in military theory and resolute rejection of preconceived 

points of view'" w drawn from the praxis of the 1 ast war. The prob I em 

instead was to link military praxis and weapons developnents associated 

with the scientific-technical revolution in a search for new solutions 

embracing tlleoretical foresight of future. Concisely, the issue was the 

nature of future war at all levels of combat: strategic, operational and 

tactical .. The driving. force and the locus of theory construction was the 

nuclear-rocket leapons which the Marshal described as "of decisive impor

tance for increasing the might of ~he Soviet Union. 1160 Zakharov listed a 

number of tasks which the scienttfic-technical revolution had placed before 

Soviet m11ftary science and identified the shift fran war fighting based 

upon a series of successive operations culminating 1n the defeat of the 

enemy•s forces to that of a single, deep strike w1th maximum concentration 

of force in the min1mun amount of time. Zakharov identified this as the 

decisive combat form affecting the military art of all branches. Military 

science was in its subject and content supposed to support the elaboration 

of th1s concept, including the study of the ~robable enemy, his m111tary 

theory, and the ideology of imperialism 5 61 

A major theme of this new effort in Soviet military science was the 

use ot= space 1 n warfare. Voennaia mysl' c.arried a number of articles 
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touching upon space. Engineer-Colonel V. Anyutin treated the U~S. 

reconnaissance and electronic warfare programs using space satellites. ln 

this article space was identified as an sphere where military experts fran 

c.aj.dta 11 st countries expected armed c.onfl i ct, but the author •s treatRent 

concentrated upon space systems which suppot·ted combat in other theaters.62 

Other authors treated the interaction of strategic offensive and defensive 

systems. Indeed, in May 1968 Voennaia ~51 1 published back-to-back 

articles dealing wlth the proposed U .. S. ABM system. 11 5ent1nel ," and the 

modernization of U.S .. strategic forces. Engineer Colonel V .. Bezzabotnov 

described "Sentinel .. as a limited system~ It was clear from his discussion 

that the limit existed at two levels. On the one hand, •Sentinel• was., in 

fact,. only a sl iyht improvement_ over Nike-Zeus. A 1 thouyh a more c·omp lex 

weapons system 1ncor-poratir.g two ABM interceptors .. "Spartan"' and 11Sprint, u 

and an advanced radar and contnand and control system, the 115entinelu did 

not prompt a reliable defense for both counter-force and counter-value 

targets. Bezzabotnov noted 14c.Namara's into a high-cost procurenent program 

when Vietnam was eatiny up defense dollars. But McNamara's objections were 

treated as matters of cost-effectiveness since the Secretary of Defense had 

announce-d that the U.S. should consider spending not $41"! billion but $400 

billion. if at~ ·ly effective ABM defense was feasible. The comp1icatton,_ 

as Bezzabotnov noted, was 'that u.s. defense experts could already foresee a 

means of overwhelmi'lg the best ABM system by means of I.URVs.63 

Bezzabotnov aiso treated 11Sentine1'" as a system that was politically 

liaited. Hc.Namara•s "zig-zags" on ABM development and the decision to go 

forward with a 11ra1ted sentinel system in 1967 were the product of 
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political limitations favoring symbolic!l as opposed to substantive, 

actions. McNamara • s effort to se 11 tne ABI1 decision as having no effect on 

u.s .. -Soviet relations and almed primarily at a suppOsed Chinese threat was 

a polite fiction.. 1-tcNamara•s realism in advocating a limited system was 

less a product of his 11 peaceloving" sentiments ttlan a hard-headed assess

ment of the technical lim1tations of available components to perform the 

task of mis.;ile interception.. Bezzabotnov suggested that McNamara had been 

caught in an untenable position hy the polttical infighting bet~en 

President Johnson and hfs rightwing critfcs~64 

If political and technological constraints vere imposing "zig-za-gsu on 

u ... s .. ABM research and developrrent prog:rams!l no sut::h constraints could be 

seen in the u.s, program for tha modernization of strategic offensive 

forces. Here Soviet authors pointed towards the rapid roodernizat1on of 

ex1stfng strategic systems!l especially the MIRVing of ICBMs. The logic of 

MlRVs lay fn the increase in the number of targets destroyed without 

increasing the number of lift vehicles and in the radical increase in 

demands that would be placed upon any defensive system!l thanks to nurilers!l 

maneuverabflity of re-entry veh1cles. and mask1rovka.65 At the same time 

an inter-agency group with the u.s. government had already developed a 

paradigm for the next generation of ICBHs Wlder the designator 01 WS-120A. 11 

The authors identified a sel"'ies of requirements that this new system would 

have to meet: "1nsure penetration of any aPtf-m1ssile system kh1ch can be 

created during the: next ten years;. have a high degree of accuracy of target 

destruction; and withstand a nuclear strike inflicted by ballistic missiles 

which have a high degree of accuracy .. "66 The authors described this weapon 

as a larger version of the Minuteman w1t.h considerably greater payload and 
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range. The WS-120A,. which would become the Minuteman III. was supposed to 

cost $10 billion and take 10 years of development,. leading to a force of 

200-300 missiles. It is worth pointing out that twenty years after the 

fact. this missile is still the backbone of U.S. ICBM force. The Soviet 

discussion asSll!'IEd that the u.s. would resolve the vroblem of ICBM protec

tion by one of two roads: either protect the •• ew ICBM silos with an ABM 

system or develop a mobi1e system. T¥ author~ did not anticipate any 

great difference in the costs of either so1ution.67 

They did. however., call attention to the u.s. critics of the u.s. 

strategic modernization program. TheSE: critics within the USAF Association 

dealt witn three problems: the increased threat which more accurate Soviet 

ICBl-15 waul d pose to the force; the threat of electromagnetic pulses from 

nuclear explosions to the ICBM force on the ground or in flight; and the 

possibility to locate SSBNs in the ocean's cloak.68 None of these problems 

could be resolved "mE!rely by increasing the nr.mt»er of strategic missiles or 

warheads."69 The solutions lay in the immediate and broad application of 

science and technology to strategic systems. Given the recognition by 

Soviet military commentators of the dialectical relationship between 

offensive and defensive WE!apons systems,. it would seem that the authors 

..ere. in fact. speaking of a broad-front approach which went beyond ICBM 

modernization. 

This theme. \ofhich in Soviet literature became identified with U.S. 

plans for the '"militarization of space." was shortly developed by Iu. 

Listvinov in Voennaia my~l •. Ustvinov dated American plans for the m'ill

tarization of space to October 1945. when the Navy ~xpressed interest in an 

earth satellite program. What had happened. ho'll!lllever. was that Airerican 
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overconfidence had allowed the Soviet Union to get ahead and deliver a 

psycholo!Jfcal "Pearl Harbor" with tts launch of Sputnik in October 1957 .. 

Amon~ the U .. S.. advocates of militarization of space listvinov gave 

prominent place to senator and later President Lyndon Johnson.. The 

decision to create a civilian space agency 11 NASA .. had, according to 

listv1nov, run into powerful opposition fran "hawks" who wanted a unified 

program under military directlon. A major advocate of such an approach was 

General Curtis leMay* 'forrrEr commander of SAC .. It was LeMay ancl the USAf 

~o were presented as the advocates of the manned orbital laboratory (f10L}, 

which the author pictured as the first step in 1965 to the construction of 

space armadas ..70 In di scuss1ng the 1964 Presidential elect ion,. the author 

noted that Johnson had followed tOe Kennedy administration's line of a dual 

track space proyram., but Listv1nov argued that by 1965 'the Pres1dent was 

under attack from the right and had moved to embrace the creation of a 

space canbat force .. The line of argl.l'l'lent here led directly to 

militarization, i.e ... the cr-eation of combat forces wfth a basic miss1on of 

neutr-alizing enemy ICBMs .. However. as General LeMay had recognized. the 

road led to the "'developrrent or qualitatively new -- but not *absolute• 

arms systems.u7l Critics of the current program of strateyic lJXldernization 

called it a nuclear Mag1nat Line and advocated outflanking the Soviet Union 

technologically. listv1nov 11 unlike Vasil'yev,saw no web of political-legal 

developments which were acting as a check upon space militarization. 

The discussions of offensive and defensive strategic systems and the 

militarization of space took place w1th1n a specific geostrateg1c context 

-- one remarkably favorable to the U.S~S.R. On the other hand, the United 

States was locked in an expanding land war in Asia that 1n no way 
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threatened the direct securit:y of the U.S.S.R. On the other hand, the war 

was imposing a telling economic'" political, military and international 

burden upon the chief bastion of the capitalist system.. /!~ the same time 

the modernization of Soviet strategic forces had progressed to a point 

where the U.S.S.R. did, in fact. for the first time have the ability to 

employ its nuclear crsenal on an intercontinental scale. The Soviets W!re 

well aware of the fact that the very potential of this developme:nt had 

brought about another "zig" in American grand strategy .. It was in this 

context that the third and final edt tion of Sok.tJlovsky 1 s Voennaia 

strategiia appeared. 

The revisions between the 2nd and 3rd editions were substantidlly 

greater than between the 1st and 2nd. The treatment of UaS. and NATO yrand 

strategy and basic trends in the development of their armed forces empha

sized "flexible response" and long-range strategy to achieve politico-

military objectives. The structure of the armed forces in this new 

strategy no longer was determined by balancing the branches but was related 

to the fulfillment of specific missions .. The two top-priority missions 

were strategic attack and defense .. Under the former, the Soviet authors 

identified the Triad and supporting forces. Under the latter~ they grouped 

air deTense~ anti-submarine warfare forces. ballistic missile defense, dnd 

space- defense along with the supporting command. control. communication and 

intel11yence assets to support each capability~ In these areas,. as in 

others. the U.S .. objective was to seize and keep the technological initia

tive under t:he ass•Jm,ption that falling behind in decis-ive areas of arms 

competition could lead to nothing less than the disadvantaged side being 

<~un11aural1y disarmed."72 This discussion took. place with.in the context 

of a specific treatment of the need to develop a generalized superiority 
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in both means of attack and defense.- including the creation o'f "an 

effective means of antfmissile and antispace defense,. so as to reduce 

losses in men and material from enemy nuclear strik.es."73 At the same time 

one of ttle driving forces in the modernization of u .. s .. strategic offensive 

forces was tfle need to overcO&Tle successfully a Soviet PRO system. 74 For 

the Soviet Union technoloyy did not drive doctrine. but the U.S. effort to 

seize the technological initiative and undermine the reliability of Soviet 

weapons systems by its very nature required a response. From a soviet 

perspective the modernization of u.s .. strategic forces was interconnected 

with and dependent upon military-political and the military-techotca1 sides 

of U.S .. doctrine. A Soviet re'iponse to such trends had by its very nature 

to grasp those interconnections and dependencies 75 

One area of development which received extended treatment in tne 1968 

edltion was the military space program. which the authors described as a 

concerted effort to mi 1 f tar1 ze space; 

The militaristic circles of the U.S.A. are the principal 
aggressive force nuturing insidious plans for using space 'for 
military p~rposes and transforming space into a new theater of 
military operations~ they consider space the most suitable for 
implementation of global military operations.76 

As this statement tmplies, thP. Soviets saw U.S. plans for the militariza

tion of space moving from a role of combat support for other non-space

based weapons systems. through the creation of weapons aiming at space 

denial (means of antispace defense). toward the develop.rert of offensive 

svace systems designed to conduct operations in space and to strike ground 

targets from space. Th.c:.t this process f"efl~c;ted a alalectical interaction 

and a technolog1c.al spiral was not acc1dental. voennaia strateg1ia posited 

a current stage of space developOEnt 1n \4lich the cosmos was a supporting 
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medium for operations elsewhere. The analog was the sky duf'"ing the early 

days o~ aviation when balloonists. alrship pilots. and aviators used the 

sky for reconnaissance in Suj.>port of yround operations -- a situation that 

preceded the Wf'"iyht brothers' flight at Kitty Hawk and continued to exist 

into World War I when aviation developed the capability to engage in 

air-to-air combat with the initial objective of denying the adversary use 

of the air and then developed the capacity to strike at ground targets. ln 

the first phase of air warfare as 1n space warfaf'"e the arrival of assets in 

the medium had radicall.f altered the r·econnaissance capabi1ities of both 

sides. putting a premium on the organization of the intelligence collection 

and analysis process and creatin9 the need for camouflage" concealment and 

deception of ground forces.77 

Sokolovsky's analysis left the impression that this stage of t~ 

militarization was well-developed. having reached a new plateau in 1965 

with the emergence of the capacity to launch multipurpose satellites .. On 

the other hand. systems for space denial. which embraced both ABM and space 

defense systems, W!re only in their developmental stage.. The book listed a 

number of pro.;,i.:!cts -- "bambi." "sort1 !lw and "sa1 nt" which had been 

pursued and then abandoned when it became clear that their technical 

complexity. high costs, and margfnal utility made them unacceptable.78 The 

prQ'nising avenues of develop11Y1nt in these areas were still MOL and the 

Gemini pro.yram. wh1ch the Soviets described as a manned satellite 

interceptor t.estbed.79 

Finally. the Soviets depleted a number of projects including Oyan-soar 

and BOSS (an orbital banbardment spacecraft system) as the final techno

logical indicators of the more-distant third stage. when space would 
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become a medium for the launching of strategic attacks upon ground 

targets. Mastery of space was the lever to po1itico-mtlitary hegemony 

according to U.s.. advocates of the mi 1 i tari zat ion of space .. In the 

shortrun., i .. e.~ over the next decade,. no technological miracles \'ere goiny 

to neutralize the Soviet strate~ic arsenal. Indeed., investments in 

defensive PRO dOd PKO systems ~re quite liKely to yive very marginal 

returns, ones totally out of keeping wlth the investment costs according to 

U.S. defense analysts.BU At the same time massive expenditures on research 

develop~TEnt in these twin areas were fully justified because., according to 

Western defense specialists., "the side which first creates an antimfssile 

(antispace) defense will have the most important strategic advantage which 

would allow the threatening of war or its unleashing without fear of the 

enemy's retaliatory :stri Jces. "81 

For the United States such a system with the ability to protect 

counter-force and counter-value targets held out the prospect of restoring 

the u.s. strategic invulnerability wn1ch had existed down to 1945. thanks 

to geostrategic circumstances. [n describing the origins and developfiE'nt 

of the Nike-X program within the context of the problem of continental air 

defense. the authors underscored U.S. efforts to create "an effective 

antimissile and antispace defense"' which they laOOlea as the road to 

.. strategic superiority in the mi 1 ita.ry sphere .. "82 

Soviet programs during the same t'fme period were pursuing the 

acquisition of m111tary capabilities in space in precisely the same avenues 

att!"'1buted to the United States.. The u.S~S.R. had an extensive program of 

reconnaissance satellites. was developing an anti-satellite system, and had 

begt.m the l"esearch and development of an ABM system., based upon the further 
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improvement of their SAM technology. The Soviets were also pursuing the 

deve 1 opment of fr-actional orbit bombardrrent systems (FOBS). 'which might be 

described as a techooloyica1 homunculus a modest version of the 

fullblown orbiting strike weapon capable of carrying out nuclear strikes .. 

The conclusion to be drawn fran the tttird edition of Voennaia strategiia 

and other works appearing in 1968, was that the Soviet General Staff had 

already developed a probable scenario for the militar-ization of space. The 

three stages were clearly outlined; the operational constraints on existing 

technologies seemed to sugyest that while staye one was well-advanced, 

staye two would not arrive for at least another decade. Finally. the first 

research efforts aimed i't mounting offensive systems in space would be even 

more modest. and not have a strategic impact for at least well into the 

second decade. This scenario did not pay much attention to the political 

forces within the capitalist camp th.at might for whatever reasons wish to 

slow. halt. or redirect the arms race .. 

Detente and Arms Control 

In 1969 Soviet attention focused precisely on tllis aspect of U.S. 

military policy~ In January an unsigned review of John s .. Tompkins' The 

Weapons of' World War III: The tony Road Sack from the Bomb gave prominence 

to one aspect of that work: the development of science and research capa

bilities 1n the u.s. around the U.S. defense effort. Tompkins had argued 

that the at-tempts to sell a national science and techPology policy based 

upon the Soviet threat and ..... e ci vi 1 ian pay-ofts had run into problems. 

With an expanding list of civilian needs and radically increased costs for 

research and development on military hardware even such h1glt prestige ttems 

as the space program and Apollo l!llere facing sharp cr1t1ctsm.83 The 
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critical point here is that Voennaia mysl' had shifted its line to embrace 

the idea of political constraints as an effective check on u.S~ efforts to 

get technological superiority. 

Further evidence of this new line of analysis was quickly 

forthcoming .. In 1968 G .. Trofimenko had published Strategy of Global War, 

in which its author, who tr.ent on to be become the Chief of the Foreign 

Policy Department of the Institute for the Stu:dy of the United States and 

Canada, provided an analysis of the domestic political context to the 

evolution of" U .. S .. military-political strategy in the postwar period.. The 

vo1wne appeared under the impr1nture of the Publishing House 11 International 

Relatfons,u which is directly affiliated with the Institute of WOrld 

Economy and Internat1ona1 Affairs, the largest and oldest of the Soviet 

civilian think tanks, dating back to the prewar period .. 84 This analysisJ 

which treated deve·lopffents down to the Johnson administration'" incorporated 

the concept milftary-i'ndustrial canplex as an institutional actor in the 

process of policy formation. However'" Trofimenko saw the complex as 

divided by contradictions arising out of objective circumstances. For him 

the lcey point was: 11 The greater the importance dcqu1red by the military 

potential of the imperialist states, the more difficult it 1s to apply it 

as an i nstruREnt of foreign policy. 11 The frustrations of Vietnam W!re 1 n 

this case only an imnedi ate manifestat1on of the central paradox of the 

nuclear age .. rrofimenko assumed, however, that their impact would be 

profound reyardlng domestic support for U.S .. grand strategy .. 85 

It might. be argued that the opinions of a civilian analyst in one of 

tt.e new think tank.s would hardly have appreciable impact upon the Soviet 

mil itary• s views on the same topic. Many al"'gurrents can be mustered to 
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support such an assert 'ion. The think tanks were recent creations. The 

style of the Soviet leadership was 1.0 want inte11iyence collection and not 

independent analysis frcm specialists. The men in t~se think tanks are 

outside the loop in setting ~oviet defense policy and so will not have a 

major role in threat .assessment, especially where prudence and tradition 

demands hardheaded realism and worse-case assumptions~ But, and this is an 

important but., the sovlet leadership does seem to have given the civilian 

assessment s~ credibility. Indeed, Trofimenko 1 s volume was reviewed 

faYorably in Voennaia mysl' and recannended as a canpan1on volume to 

Sokolovsky's Voennaia strategiia. Even more conspicuous is the fact that 

the reviewer was not a senior military officer but a civilian with close 

ties to the foreign policy elite and Central Committee of the Party. 

Anatoli Gromyko.86 

Gromyko's article was more than a review of Trof1menko. In assessing 

u.s. military-po11tical strategy he asserted "that the u.s. military

industrial elite had abandoned victory in a general nuclear war as an 

atta1 nab le objective. He ~nt on to say that while the vast majority of 

this elite held such d view they had not abandoned the search for a 

military-technical policy that would mak.e limited war feasible .. This path 

was one of zig-zags veering betllleen 11total war and peace."87 The various 

U.S. strategems were designed to impose certain rules upon the U.S.S.R. 

The point was not that U.S .. policy-makers had become peaceloviny. Rather, 

Gr~ko demanded that Soviet analysts transcend their traditional functions 

of unmasking and de-noUflcing t:lle plans of the imperialist warmongers and 

uanalyze the position of those who, d\R to objective circumstances and more 

'flexible thinking, reco~ni ze the extremely dangerous c.onseq~.ences of the 
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arms race and who would like to slow this process." Granyko did not assert 

that such 11realism" was by any !lEans the dominant trend in u .. s. politics. 

He pointed to the fate of former Secretary o~ Defense Robert McNamara as an 

example of ~at happened to such "real fsts." It is valuable to contrast 

Granyko• s analysis of McNamara with that of those of Anyut in's. In the 

latter case the secretary's realism was driven by cost-effectiveness 

criteria and emphasis fe 11 upon his declared wi 11 i ngness to pr.rsue an 

effective ABM system. irregardless of cost. as opposed to the flawed 

interrum solutions which were feaslble with current technology .. In the 

former case Gromyko characterized McNamara as a more or less sober analyst 

of trel'ds in the arms race. Where Snyut 1n had seen a dispute among the 

faithful over means and not ends. Gromyko saw the fighting as symptoms of 

more fundamental d1v1s1ons, what t~~~~e might describe as the collapse of the 

postwar bipartisan approach to grand strategy. This debate was not about 

the nature of the adversary. McNamara had becane one of the architects of 

the U .. S. m111tary-industr1a1 complex and was a committed anti-conJnunist .. 

The sh1ft was more subtle and involved an erosfon of ideological confidence 

in the ability of technology to answer the strategic di1emma created by the 

mass acquisition and deployment of nuclear weapons by the Soviet Un1on688 

Gromyko carried TrofirrenkoJs analysis Forward into the Nixon 

administration, contrasting the assertions of Ser,.etary of Defense Laird 

calling for strategic superiority wfth those of President Nixon about 

"sufficiency" as a policy objective4 He pictured the acid test of these 

competlny conceptions as coming oYer the "hawks" calls to transform 

the 11 sent inelu ABM system into the Sa"feguard ABM system, a dense defense 

a.ga1nst Soviet ballistic missiles. at a cost of SSO bi11ion. Gromyko 
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identified Senator Edward Kennedy as one of the voices in the Senate who 

were charging that such a program would be a waste of resotrces and vere 

calling for increased spending on domestic programs~ Granyko concluded 

that the 'Nixon administration. whatever its ideological asslnpt ions was 

being forced by domesttc econanic and social conditions to 5e'ek to moderate 

the arms race ~89 

At exactly this juncture the Soviet leadership was activel:J ca11ing 

for normalization of relations betveen the United States and tile Sovie't 

Union. Even in the wake of the Soviet-Warsaw Pact invasion of 

Czechoslovakia. Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyk.o had been qu1ck to call for 

res!Rption of d~ 1logue. It is true that in the same period, 

October-November 1968. Breztmev had used the 5th Congress of the PZPR in 

Warsaw to articulate a justification for that action and to raise it into a 

principle of interstate relations within the Socialist system as the 

Bre zhnev Doctrine a But the rather restrained U.S. response to events in 

Prague may well have suggested to those in Moscow that the forces of 

realism were much stronger- than initial Sov1et assessnents had credited 

ttlem. Certainly the political confusion of that spring. summer and fall 

added Wt: ight to such arg~Anents. In November 1968 Premier Kosygi n had 

former Secretary McNamara visit with him and in a series of rreetings 

thereafter with u.s. officials advocated both detente and the need for 

talKs on strategic arms l1mitat1ons. Signals from the Nixon administration 

in early 1969 indicated that the President did accept strategic sufficiency 

as. a policy objcc!.ivc.. At a press conference at the Foreign Ministry L. 

H. Zamyatin made a clear call for strategic arms talks. citing the 1963 

Test San. 1967 Outer Space Treaty and 196& Non-PrDliferation Treaties as 
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evfdence of the .. broad understanding in the world both of the dangerous 

consequences of continuing the arms race and of the necessity to take 

effective RE:asures for halting that race.,"90 Zamyatin went on to call for 

negotlatlons to limlt and ultimately bar all nuclear weapons. 

In March 1969 President Nixon announced that the u.s. would pursue 

develovnaent of the sar-eguard ABM system,. In his statement the President 

enumerated three p~rposes: protection of land-based ICBM:s fran Sov1et 

attack; population defense against foreseeable Chinese missile capab1lt1es 

well into the next decade; and modest protection aya1nst an acc1dental or 

irrational attack from the Soviet Union 1n which only a fraction of that 

country's ICBM arsenal would be used.91 The signal fran the U .. S .. was~ as 

this press conference sug~sted. that Sategudrd ~ould be as limited fn both 

senses of that term as Johnson's Sentinel had been. 

Sov1et articles by military ofTicers on the U.S. space program in 1969 

reflected a contfnuiny div1~ion in their ranks regarding the assessment of 

u.s. intentions to "militarize space.u 19 Rogned1n treated the U.S. space 

pr~ram as primar11y military in 1ts or1entatfon. However,. he stressed the 

fact that since 1963 a set of treaties had blunted this drive and held oot 

the prospect of the dem111tarization of space. Yet,. here the author seemed 

to draw a line betlilleen space reconnaissance counter-neasures which would 

make it difficult to attack satellites in orbit. For Royedin the decisive 

are4 of space competition was 1n low earth orb1t. where sucn systems could 

support other combat assets.92 The U.S. space program was stfll Q--1ven by 

the assumption that superiority in space,. based upon holdfn:- the 

technological 1nft1at1ve,. would translate into real po1itico-m111tary 

po~r. However,. the vrospects for ra.dical breakthrOu!:fhS with existing 
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technologies were quite low. The real pay-offs were to be foreseen in the 

more distant future .. 

U.S. m1Htary theorists devote considerable attention to the 
elaboration of operational-strategic concepts on space as a 
possible area of military o..,erat ion.. The substance of their 
conclusions is that near space can be used primarily for armed 
forces support and for battle against missile:. systems of the 
probable enemy.. In addition they consider that: the physical 
provert ies of ~pace offer suitable cond1 t ions for deve 1 oping 
basically new techniques of warfare.S3 

Two points are particularly noteworthy in this quote. The first is the 

~nt ler tone regarding the warmonyering imperialists 1 u probab 1e enemy." In 

earlier works Soviet officers would have called a spade a spade. The 

second point is that the translation of the final sentence is ambiguous as 

it reads. In Russian the word tekhnika covers both techniqi.E:s and 

technology.. I suspect that the author neant new technologies~ W'lich \JEre 

to be incorporated in space-bas~d weapons systems. Such new technologies, 

if they were developed and daployed in sufficient scale. could bring 

fundamental changes in military art and. indeed, transform space into a 

theater of military operations well beyond that described in So.k.olovsky. 

But the author's main point was that e~ist1ng technologies did not hold out 

any such immediate pros pee~.. 

As if to reinforce this theme Iu .. Listvinov gave an appraisal of the 

Apollo Moon Program which played down its military pay-offs .. Listvinov 

stressed that heavy lift boosters and 1ong-tenn voyage capab1l1t1es did 

have major military benefits. but sta~ed that the real benefit cam~ in 

near-earth orbit of manned laboratories. The U.S. space vrogram which was 

then abo~ to land on the moon had run into funding problems. The national 

pr1de .... ~ich had helped to generate support for it was no longer there.. Now 
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the space effort would have to be sold in tenns of .;i.lnedi ate military 

advantayes4 The bureaucratic politics of thfs process listvinov descrlbed 

as a RErging of NASA and DoD space programs wlth the military 9etting 

"space stations. flotillas of aerospace vehicles interceptors and 

fighttrrs. 11 94 Listvinov's style of exposition was certainly more in keeping 

with earlier Soviet military writings on militarization of space, b•Lt his 

conclusions were basically in line with those of R.ognedin's: the area of 

contest was near space; major developrrents in 11ft capacity with reduced 

costs of orbiting payloads. and the development of technologies were 

lony-range prospects and not immediate thredts4 

Preceding the 24th Party Congress Voennaia fi\YSl' carried an article 

which touched upon the problems of foreseeing such trends and avoid1 ng 

technological surprise. The author, Colonel L .. Kuleszynski. was a Pole, 

and the article had originally appeared in M.ysl Wojskowa in 1970 .. 

KuleszynsK1 discussed surprise as a psychological c.ondit1on and borrawed 

from cybernetics the concept of entropy which in this case nEant the degree 

to which surpr-'se brought about the steady degradation or disorganization 

of a system. Surprise was not a passing phenomenon out could have a 

continuing impact on the conduct of wa.r. Indeed. the author argued that 

the degree of surprise was an inverse function of the victim's probable 

expectation of the event. In chis fashion foresight, wttile not an absolute 

counter. could serve as a vital antedate. The point was to keep , the 

system ready for surprise so that 1t could respond rationally, avoid panic, 

and recover quickly. KuleSZYf1Sk1 agreed wtth Svech1n•s earlier asse-rtion 

tnat L~ graJKier tne scale of surprise t~ more d1ff1cu1t it. was to 

achieve. Kuleszynski 1 is ted six counter-meas•wes to the threat of 
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surprise. While all of these applied to each level of c.anbat, they could 

also be applied to technolo~ical developments as well: 1) study of the 

modern methods of conducting canbat operations as well as the potential 

character and methods of future war; 2) improve the ability to pr-edict by 

getting away fran subject1v1sm, voluntarism, and intuition and "'oward 

logical, dialectical, mathematicized calculations; 3) develop and improve 

intelligence and reconnaissance systems; 4) avoid enemy provocations since 

in being provoked the commander does what his opponent wants; 5} mainta-:n 

the flow of information to subordinates about possible (predicted) enemy 

actions; and 6) increase the combat stability and readiness of the system 

of troop contro1.95 The k.ey to the execution of surprise was to limit 

enemy access to information about your forces, means, and intentions, to 

deceive h1m with false infonaation. to disorganize his command system by 

active measures. At the same tine,. Kuleszynski warned tha..: it was most 

dangerous to base one•s own plans on the assumption that such actions would 

achieve and maintain surprise.96 

The 24th Party Congress in March 1971 represented a clear victory for 

those who wished to pursue detente w1th tile Unite-d States, including the 

SAlT negotiations and ASH Treaty. Some, notabl.:f lawrence Caldwell, have 

argaed that prior to the Party Congress the military was forced to accept a 

more modest budget as a result of a .. modern1st11 driYe to expand the 

economy. As in most such cases there is an elel'll:!nt of t;""uth here. In 

1970-1971 a shake-up was under way in the Soviet militar:r. Marshal 

ZaL.harov retired as Chief of the General Staff. dnd Marshal A. A .. Grechk.o, 

who had served as Minister of Defense since 1967, emerged as the most 

authoritative voice w1th1n the Soviet military. Zakharov's successor, V. 
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G. Kulikov,. was a relatively junior canmander in 1971. having only served 

as a chief of staff to an independent tank brigade during the Great 

Patriotic War. In canparison, Zakharov and Grechko had each senior canmand 

or staff responsibilities at the army and front levels. In th1s context 

the General Staff does not seem to have enjoyed the sort of commanding 

authority, which 1t has possessed under Zakharov~ 

It is quite true that Brezhoev in his major speech on foreign policy 

to the Conyress stressed the theme of .. detente" and an active struggle for 

peace, includlny arms controJ .. 97 On the other hand, in his discussion of 

Soviet economic developaent du,..ing the Ninth Five-Year-Plan. 1971-1975. 

Brezhnev emphas 1 zed the scient i fi c-technlcal revolution as the key to the 

transformation of the national economy. Brezhnev speclfica11y acknowledged 

the intensification of canpetition between the sod alist and capitalist 

systems in this area.. While emphas1z1ng increasing the social product in 

all sectors, Brezhnev drew special attention to the problem of turning 

sc1ence itself into a direct factor of production and to drive Soviet 

enterprises to leap at scientific and technical innovations~ This emphasis 

seems to suggest that the CPSU had g1 ven top priority to research and 

developme,c under the next five-year plan. In addition to the ccmpe 11 i ng 

needs of domestic econom1c expansion there were two other powerful factors 

affecting this 11ne.98 First, the Party 1 s assessment of tte international 

climate was one of a shifting correlation of forces in favor of the forces 

of socialism and a significant decline in the i!1Wlediate mil1tary threat 

confronting the u.s .. S .. R. Second. in many areas of military technology the 

Soviet Union had already cOOtpleted its procurement cycle and was at the 

stage of research and developn2nt, where the 1mmed1ate prospects of the 
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appearance of deployable~ efficient weapons systems w=re relatively low for 

the immediete future,. i .. e.~ during the next five-year plan.. The acquisi

tion of space weapons systems,. including Soviet ABM development,. certainly 

fit within the framework of t'hls cmalysis. 

After the Party Conyress a great mass of c1 rcumstant i al evi de nee 

ap~ared to support this analysis. Yn April 1971 Soviet cosmonauts 

presented the flights of Soiuz 6. 7 and 8 as evidence of the long-range 

benefits to science of permanently manned space stations. 

stated: 

One of them 

Our science has approached the creation of long reriod orbital 
stations and laboratories and these are deci!",ive means for the 
hroad conquest of space. Soviet science regards the creation of 
orbital stat•ons .,-~th replaceable crews as man•s main path into 
space. They can be cane cosmodrome s in space and j ll'npi ng off 
points for flight to other planets. ti.ajor scientific labora
tories for the research into space technology and biology~ 
medicine .. yeophysics, astronomy anfj astrophysics will come into 
be 1 ny. 99 

This agenda took a long look at space and a prolonged period of study 

before practical application in space of these studies. In July Voennai a 

~.. which had all but ignored manned space flight. suddenly gave a 

pr01. ~~nt place to an interview with Soviet cosmonauts. Major General G. 

T. Bergevoi went further to picture large. manned orbital stations as 

laboratory-production facilities where research engineering could take 

place dealing with such exot1c technolog1es as crystal growing 1n a vacuum, 

electron-beam technology. manufacture of micro-electronics. and the oroduc-

tion of ultrapure mater1als.IOO l:o1one1 G. S.. Shoni n pointed out that 

V~nnaia mysl' in its coverage Of space- and spacecraft had concf!ntr--atect 

almost exclusively on automatic vehicles and given little covera~e to 

cosmonauts or the1r ships. The editors themselves promised to correct th1s 

overs1ght.l01 
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In August 1971 Voenna1a mysl' carried an entire set of articles which 

treated trends in the developnent of space technology and the1r military 

application. Jn an uns1~n~d article discussing the tasks of military 

science in liyht of the 24th Party Conyress the journal was silent .about 

any immediate threat from the capitalist world regarding the militarization 

of space. However. the article did stress the need for Soviet military 

sc1enc.e to develop its powe1~s to foresee "future prospects for development 

of means of armed combat."' Emphasis was .. however. placed upon rapid 

decision-making and minimization of losses.. Military science dfd have the 

task of organ1zing and sustaining cooperat1on among the various forces and 

means but this task was confined t;o land. air,. and sea~ There was no 

rrention of space as a problem of military art. Instead, military science 

was to study U.S. capabilities and potentialities in order to accurately 

assess the threat. The editors emphas:zed the need for doctrinal solutions 

which would minimize losses. reduce the time involved in the conduct of 

decisive operations and maximize combat potential through combined arms 

solut1ons .. Space as a dimension to military science's deliberations was 

thus only a supportiny meditn and not a decisive one in contemporary armed 

combat.l02 

This theme Colonel A,. Vasil'yev elaborated upon in the same 1sst.E o'f 

Voennaia mysl'. ln an analysis of the develaprent of u.s. military space 

systems and equipme-nt the colonel concentrated upon two themes: the 

imoediate use of space to support combat operations in the air,. on the 

ground. and at sea. Vasil'yev noted that even with tighter purse strings 

for the defense budget space: research and development stili had a high 

priority. The 1nvestRent in the shortrun. however. seemed to be directed 
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towards the support of combat ope rat ions through the deve 1 opment of mult 1-

purpose satell1te systems t.o conduc <econnaissa.nce, electronic warfare., 

communi cat ions., and navigation functions.. These were imrredi ate technolo

gies wh1ch Vasil' yev expected to undergo evolutionary improvenent .. l03 

The colonel also noted some researdl efforts which were going to pay 

off only in the more distant future. These included UOL, as the Soviets 

described ''Skylab 1, 11 which they saw as the platform for studying manned 

operations in space. More importantly, the author noted the U .. S. "ntention 

to develop under joint NASA-USAF sponsorship a 11manned spaceship for 

repeated use."' This vehicle. which the author described as a two-stage 

system capable of carrying out rnissions of 7-30 days length would evolve 

over the next decade into the u .. s. "Space Shuttle." 

vas'illyev treated th1s program as part of the general trend in the 

u.s. development of mi 1 i tary space systems ::,ut couched his aryurre nt in 

terms of the 'financf al savings which reuse able systems would bring ro the 

process of inserting manned and unmanned equipment into orbit. The mili

tary tasks which such a system might perform included the capture and 

inspecti6n of foreiyn satellites, space reconnaissance of earth objectives. 

transportation of crews and equipment to space stations and even lunar 

landing bases {l), and launch.fng of military satellites into geocentric 

orbits and retrieving them.l04 vasil'yev did not attribute a military 

capability to the shuttle itself.. Instead. he pictured it as a programma

tic focus for the U.S. mf1itary-civilian space program. playing an analog

ous role in the 1970s to that which the Apollo Program had played in the 

1960s. 1~e& • ., progra~n which WQ:t,tld c<Jrry both r-J?s~arch ond developrrent 

benefits to other space-related military programs and enjoy substantial 

national prestige and support~ Vasil'yev concluded: 
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From what nas been said~ one can see that the u.s. military space 
systems and equipment are constantly being improved on the basis 
of technical and technological achievements and accumulated 
experience. With the goal of reducing expenditures on SJ.Iace 
systems, there is a tendency towards creating multipurpose 
satellites and manned space craft for repeated use, and the 
latter, apparently will become the basis of the entire U.S. space 
proyram up to 1980., just dS in the 1960s the basis was the 
uApollB~ program which had as its goal putting a man on the 
moon. 

Soviet statements about their own space program and their explicit 

analysis of the U.S. space program in the early 1970s suggest that Soviet. 

military experts expected a decade of competition in the realm of research 

and de ve 1 opme nt • Political circumstances and technological capabilities 

had by the early 1970s combined to forestall the threat of the militari

zation o'f space as Soviet experts had understoOd that phenanenon in the 

1960s. The case for this interpretation was made oy [. I.. Anureev., a 

professor at the Academy of the General Staff and one of the Soviet Un1on•s 

leading theorists of nuclear warfight1ng,. In the same 1sste of Voennaia 

!!!l!!...:. where vas it' yev •s art ic:le appeared,. Anureev used a di scusslon of the 

methods of mi 11tary science to make a Sfteepi ng case for the greater mathe

matizat1an of mi11tary science.. Anureev drew particular attention to the 

role of "the dialectical law of transition of quantity to quality" to treat 

the problem of technologi~al initfat1ve and surprise. Citing Engel's 

remarks on the topic., Anureev emphasized that only the mass introduction of 

qualitatively new weapons systems can lead to radical changes in tty.! 

character and mE!thods of wag1 ny war .106 No mention was made of space 

systems in particular. However. the entfre context of tn1s discusslon and 

\lllhat followed it make it plain that Anureev wets~ indeed., .a:;:;ess1r.g the 

general prospects for such qualitative breakthrough which would radically 

affect the conduct of war. 
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~-------. 

Anureev in his call for greater mathematization of military science 

tied the law of transition of quantity t.o quality with the 1aw of the u.tity 

and struggle of opposites and the neyation of the negation. Wars Anureev 

de pi c. ted as an interactive proce::.s 1 nvol vi ng two sides engayed in armed 

struggle to achieve specific political objectives. This is., of course .. 

vintage Clausew1tz a la lenin .. But An ureev pointed towards a process of 

interaction between offense and defense,. where the party possessing the 

initiative was able to produce reactions in the other side .. l07 The 

development of warfare remained for Anureev historically grounded ir. pas1:: 

experience anr:l conditioned by present conditions. A correct understanding 

of these two should., according to the author, allow one to predict the 

future.. Such predictions should not be based upon mere ex-trapolations of 

current trends. On the contrary, the key to such foresight 1ay in tiY 

ri!:Jorous application of the law of the negation of the negat·ton.l08 

Specifically Anureev pofnted to the fact that the study of the history of 

the development of methods of conducting military operations indicates that 

sometimes old, obsolete methods have been reborn on a new., higher social 

and techno1o~ica1 basis. Technological change. thus, played a conspicuous 

role in military affairs but one cond1tioned by the interactive processes 

outlitted in 'the law of the un;ty and struggle o'f opposftes. The str·uggle 

for the technological initiative was a two-sided. interactive prucess .. 

Anw-eev ar']ued one way of forecasting this process of neyat ion of t:he 

negation was the application of mathematized knowledge to military 

science. After outlining various techniques. Anureev concluded that mathe

mat1ca1 modelling affered great promise because. although +:hey could not 

reflect the entire real process of phenomenon. they could make it possible 
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to encompass complex systems of operations and to study numerous variants 

to the solution of specific military problems and aid in selecting the 

optimal variant 6 109 

These methodological comments might at first ylance seem to have no 

direct relevance to the problem of' ttle militarizat1on of space. However. 

they should be interpreted within the context of a major work on ASH and 

space defe:1se systems which Anureev published at the same time.. "The work 11 

based upon an analysis of U.S. weapons technology was a tour de force in 

the applicat1on of th.e Yf!ry laws which Anureev had explored in Voennaia 

The entire structure uf the work was an attempt to address the 

problem of interact ion between strategic of fens 1 ve systems and defensive 

ones.. The central reality of strategic warfare was 11 and Anureev asserted. 

would remain the ballistic miss11e.. Such unprecedented technology had to 

lead. 1n Anureev's opinion. to a struygle bet.een offensive and defensive 

systems.. This process. Anureev asserts,. began literally with the 

development of the first: baiHst:ic missiles by Nazi Germany during World 

War II. Responses to the threat included attempts to destray the 

industrial base supporting the weapons production. which Anureev considers 

to have been ineffective. and projects for the development of a ballistic 

missl1e defense system. The components of such a system were quickly 

grasped by the Anglo-American:: an effective radar system for location of 

the missile in flight. a missile weapon system to intercept the ballistic 

missile. and a computer-assisted command and contr-ol system to manage 

target interception and destruction. Anureev•s point here is not that such 

a system was fe~sible in 1945 but rather that the component varts of such a 

defensive ans~r could be foreseen.llO 
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In this discussion Anureev applied the law of the negation of the 

negation to the specific problem of potential trend,;: in tne developll'ent of 

strategic offensive and defensive systems and concluded that the advantage 

still lay with the strategic offensive forces because the di.rection of 

their modernization. especially the introduction of rnRVed missiles., 

greatly complicated the problems of defense.. Anureev discussed a wide 

range of other measures which could be used to conceal. deceive. and 

misinform the enemy's defenses. Anureev's conclusion was that competition 

between offensive and defensive systems would continue but thct there were 

no invnediate prospects for the creation of an effective ABH sy;.tem against 

mass attacks if such a system was based upon the intercept ion of one 

missile by another during reentry~ using existing technologies. The 

argtnent here fully supported the political decision to sign both the SALT 

I and ABM Treaties. Anureev did not rule out technological deve1opmnts 

..tlich could shift this correlation between offensive and defensive systems 

and ex:plicit1y pointed to the problem of rapid obsolescence of missile 

weapons.lll In discussing the U.S. program of missile modernization 

Anureev saw its bas'!c objective as getting "the greatest possible increase 

in their combat effectiveness as ~11 as reduction in expenditures on 

development. production and operation.ll2 

In treatinq ABM and space def"ense weapons Anureev concentrated upon 

the interact 1 on bet "Ween technical requirements imposed upon the defense to 

match this modernization of strategic offensive forces and the intense 

politfcal struggle which surrounded the U.S. programs to acquire an ABH 

system. With no immediate tech:"1olog1ca1 breakthroughs on the shelf !fthich 

could transf"orm the correlation between offensive and defensive systems, 
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Anureev's argument was one for prudent procurement of available ABM tech

nology and substantial investrrents in research and development of more 

advanced technologies \Oftlich offered radical breakthroughs but only on the 

horizon.. Anureev nowhere asserted that the ICBr1 must remain the unchal-

lenged st.r ategi c arbitrator .. Rather~ he emphasized the need to look to 

rlevelopments in computers and control technologies, radars and sensors~ and 

more advanced weapons systems~ 

Anureev depicted tne Nixon Administration's decis.ion to develop t'he 

Safeguard ABM system as a de facto recognition that existing "technologies 

in a11 three areas~ i.e .. , radars and sensors~ computers and command and 

control systems. and missHes and weapons~ ~re unequal to the task of 

providing a reliable defense for population centers against mass attacks .. 

The best an ABM system might achieve. according to the Soviet off"icer~ was 

protection aya1nst a small~ uncoordinated attack and the degradation of a 

larger attack to allow u.s .. counterforces to ride out the attack. and 

reta11ate.ll3 

Anureev did. however. point to u.s. efforts to improve the chances of 

ABM defense by developing satellite-based sensor systems which could detect 

ICBM boosters from launch and the development of chemical lasers Jt1ch 

could be used to attack such targets in their boost and mid-trajectory 

phases.ll4 The succe:s of such a system would depend upon the linking 

together of early warning satellites with a 11 fleet of combat spacecraft" 

similar to those envisioned 'in the Bambi Project. Anureev pointed to u .. s .. 

speculations about the feasibility cf creat1ny such a system by the late 

1970s and 5PE!'Culated aboul: the developments in mi5s11e and laser technolo

gies necessary to make the system functional 1n the ABM role. From a 
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Soviet perspective the key advantages to the new technology lay in the 

ability to provide for early engageREnt before the ICBM could deploy 

counter-measures and in the possibility of engaging in a battle of attri

tion over the entire traject01·y of the attacking missiles. The key to the 

success of such a program lay in a number of new technologies and. in 

reduciny ttle costs uf puttiny payloads into space while increasing the 

dependability of orbital objects,.llS 

Anureev concluded his work with a treatment of the prospects for the 

development of space defense weaports systems. Here again he stressed the 

interaction between offensive ·and defensive systems and underscored the 

advantages to be derived fran neutralizing and 1egrading enemy space-based 

command and control systems. Anureev drew attention to the articulation of 

concepts of space control in the U.S. and outlined the varlous programs for 

the detection and tracking of space objects. Again Anureev stressed the 

tension between present capabilities and improvement of capacity by system 

modernization with regard to sensors,. corrm:and and control. and weapons. 

One such system of the future was an air-launched ASAT system., He also 

discussed the use of ttJLs and manned ASAT systems capable of inspecting. 

capturing and destroying hostile orbftal objects in space defense. Anureev 

presented these developments within the context of an emerging U.S. 

interest in combined arms warfare in a s~ace theater.l16 

The book•s entire ar-gooent was a call to support the arms control 

process as one 1n keeping with the current technological correlation and 

the shifting strategic balance in favor· of the U .. S .. S .. R. SALT I and the ABM 

Trea-cy of 1!:172 offered a structure to an arms race which was militarily and 

political Ty appropriate to the Soviet Union. Anureev provided a sophisti

cated argument in support of that Gase 1n h1s book. 
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This point was explicitly acY~owledyed by revie~rs of the volume, 

1nc1uding Major General Provorov... Writing in Voennaia mysl",. Provorov 

approa .led Anureev's book as a treatment of the steadily increasing role o'f 

aerospace defense as a characteristic feature of the technological re:volu

tlon in military affairs.ll7 Provorov made the telling point that 

Anurt:ev's extensive treatRnt of offensive missiles and space systems was 

the key to understanding the core of the book. "military-strategic and 

sc1ent1f1c-technical problems of antim1ssile defense.u Provorov called the 

reader"s attention to Anureev"s discussion of the interaction and inte,.

dependencies to be found in the U~S. nsafeguard" ABM system.)18 The 

argunent here rested upon the assumption that serious technical problems 

had impinged upon the prospects of success of such a pro~ram and had led 

realists in the U .. S. to grant the premise that in the stmrt run an effec

tive ABM system was not on the horizon... At the same time PF"'ovorov noted 

that u.s. policy still had an aggressive intent and that the u.s. was still 

se:ek1ng to bols'tel" its claims to world leadership through the acquisition 

of 0 global weapons systems.u 

W1th reyard to the technological ,.oadblocks to an effectlve ABM system 

Provo,.ov pointed to radar and computers r-elating to battle manage~nt. 

With reyard to interception of ICBMs and their warheads Provorov pointed to 

two contradictory trends .. On the one hand, because of the slowing which 

takes place during F"'eentry. 1nte:rcept1on during that stage of flight seemed 

to offer greatest premise. But such a system required the development of 

more advanced radar systems to see over the horizon. At the same time the 

development of MIRV technology mdde it imperat:lve to lntercept the bus 

before the individual warheads had separated, creating many more targets 
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and allowing the enemy to e09age in a full range of deception measures .. 

Early engage.rent before riiRIJing thus became a top priority for d successfu-l 

AS!1 system. The unstated conclusion to be drawn from this proolem was that 

using intercept weapons operating at ballistic speeds against ICBMs could 

not resolve the problem.ll9 Given the rapid modernization and expansion of 

the Soviet strategic arsenal in the late 1960s and early 1970s, the 

correlation between offensive and defensive systems for the immediate 

future seemed to be one favoring a stable development along anticipated 

technological lines. Provorov cited BrE:·zhne¥ 1 5 speech to the 20th Party 

Congress to underscore the fact -";1at Soviet offensive forces lere and waul d 

rE!main a deterrent to any and all aggressive forces.. The U.S.S.R could 

meet any attempt to achieve military superiority by its own timely 

countermeasures. The rhetoric justified the modernization of offensive 

forces just as it projected the searctt for long-term technological 

solutions to the problems of ABfi and space defense .. l20 

The theme of long-term research and deve1opnent was further explored 

in another article by Anureev. The ostensible subject of the article was 

the correlation of mi !itary science and the natural sciences. but the 

subtext was the general direction of the scientific-technical revolution in 

military affairs. Expl or1 ng the direct~ i ndlrect and feedback connect ions 

between mili-tary science and the natural sciences Anureev drew attention to 

the revolutionary transformation of troop control which was cominy with the 

introduc.t ion of cybernetics into military affairs. Anureev 1 s theme here 

was one close to the earlier topic of the mathematization of mtlitary 

science but unc...erscored tht:: revo1 ut ionary :::hanlies in troo!l control as the 

foundation for revolutionary changes in The developme-~ of mi lita~y 

hardware. Th1s led to an em'"'as1s upon mathematical models anc. ~imulations 
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as a way of indirect verification of solutions to practical military 

problems. This method was to be applied in peacetime with major emphasis 

upon forecasting weapons development and changes in doctrine. Anureev 1n 

this regard pointed to quantun electronics .. the bas1s of both laser and 

particle beam systems.., as one 1rea which would lead "to the development of 

new areas of tactics. operational art ond strategy .. "l21 The natural 

sciences were only then developing the theoretical principles which could 

be applied to weapons systems. but Anllf'eev asserted that a close 1 ink 

between military science and the physics of elementary particles could be 

forecast. 

The thrust and direction of these observations by Anureev and o.thers 

were towards the feasibility of arms control agreements covering existing 

technologies and reflecting the correla:t:ion of forces which had emerged in 

the internation;;tl arena as a result of 1mproveEnts 1n the Soviet Union's 

geostrategic situation and the complications -- both in.:ernatfonal and 

domestit: -- wtlich constrained U.S. policy. Sodet military ooservers did 

not take this situation ~s one that would continue indefinitely into the 

fu ... we and seem to haw been well aware of the areas of technological 

development Which m1gnt in the future affect the strategic balance and make 

a major shift in the correlation oi strategic offensive and defens1ve 

systems pos!-i1ble .. These areas ~re: radar and sensors. cnmpute.~s and 

control technolog,•. lasers and particle beams. and the acquisi-tion o"i- spctca 

technology which wo1.1ld make it possible to place greater payloads into 

space at substantially reduced cost. thus allowing a po~r to introduce 

into space suff'icient assets to exploit the ~JOtential of these othar 

weapons technologies from space itself. These were only trends and not yet 
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weapons systems. Anureev's point was that the military had a vested 

interest in supportiny research. and developiEnt in the natural sciences so 

that military science would be able to apply the latest discoveries to 

potent·ial weapons technologies. The subtext of the SALi and ABM 

Treaties was a postponement of the decisive phase of the struggle over the 

militarization of space until such advances might be applied.l22 

The Soviet research and development effort would appear to have been a 

major one. However, it was in large measure driven by an explicit recog

nition that the U.S. was comffiitted to the same process. Indeed. the atten

tion Soviet authors devoted to the space shuttle program confi~"'ms the 

impression that the shuttle was seen as the key to U.S. mi11 tary space 

efforts. A. Vo1od1n identified a number of missions which the shuttle 

could perform including reconnaissance, identification and interception of 

enemy space objects, intercept1oo o'f missile warheads and the destruction 

of strategic targets. The author did not identtfy such targets as to 

location but did see111 to imply earth targets. 

trans part spacecratt had two key advantages: 

The shuttle or multiuse 

econany and versatility. 

Volodin saw such craft as being used as space tugs for lunar and deeper 

space activ1t1es and noted their ut111ty in transporting materials for the 

const~uction of permanent space stations* He attributed to USAF leadersh1p 

a desire to employ the shuttle for ABM and space defense purposes.123 

Volodin•s piece on the prospects of the svace shuttle, then only in the 

piam1ng stages, could be canpared witll Colonel Yur'yev•s mundane article 

on space satellites as reconnaissanCE' systems. The article contained the 

ust~al deta11~d technical "!nformat.ion a&o~.:t 1atest devclopuents 1n u.s. 

reconnaissance sate11itPS within the context of 3upporting combat o..,era

tions 1n other theaters of military operations. In keeping with the Soviet 
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general assessment of existing technalo.g1es Yur"yev made no mention of the 

militarization of space5 Nor did he address the potential development of 

anti-satellite systems,. which could degrade or destroy reconnalssance and 

communication satellites and thereby undermine the command and control 

systems upon which modern military operations rested~124 

Based upon Sov1et forecasts of the pace of ~apons development., a 

seeming anomaly appeared in the mid-1970's .. On the one hand,. Soviet fore

casters 'Ere fixing upon a "Weapons development cycle of ten to fifteen 

years wft.h the explicit expectation that the pace of weapons developments 

would accelerate as a result of the scientific-tectmical revolution in 

military affairs. At the same time the authors associated with the Genera1 

Staff trere posting a shift 1n the correlation of forces as a result of the 

Soviet acquisition of a strategic arsenal capable of countering any Ameri-

can claims to military superiority. This had the effect of radically 

reducing the prospects of nuclear war from the Soviet perspective since its 

initiation by the West no lonyer made any political sense. The Soviets did 

not accept and indeed found quite alien u.s. st~ategic doctrines based upon 

asstnptions of deterrence by post facto punishrrent. For the Sovtet General 

Staff and party elite as well, war continued to be a continuation of 

politics by other means. In keeping with the achievenent of strategic 

superpower status and its policy of relaxation of tensions. i ~e .. detente, 

Colonel Spirov interpreted the SALT I Agreenent as a de "facto enG tc the 

Cold War imp<'lsed upon U.S. poHc.YTRakers by their political defeats in 

Vietnam and the emergence of a strategic balance favoring the Soviet Union: 

The present correlation of forces between the U.S.S.R .. and the 
U.S.A .. has found expression 1n the agreement signed in Hay 1972, 
regar-ding questions of the limitation of strategic offensive 
weapons and systems of anti-111iss11e defense. Agreements en these 
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questions give witness to the downfall of the policy of 'cold 
war' wh1ch has been conducted by American imperialism for more 
than a quarter of a century.l25 

Spirov anel his fellow authors pointed towards two contradictory con··e

quences of this situation.. One was an increasing interest iil new scienti-

fie and technological developments which might permit the u.s. strategic 

arsenal to escape this dilemma and the other was a doctrinal search: for 

some m11itary adaptations which would restore political utility to the 

U.S. strategic arsenal. Soviet responses in both areas ~re symmetrical., 

i.e. to follow such developments wnne modernizing both the scientific

technical and milit-1.ry-political base of the Soviet strategic posture .. 

Colonel General N .. A. Lomov., in his conclusion to this volume. identified 

fo~Jr features of" the sc1ent1f1c-technical revo1utions impact upon military 

affairs: 1) the fact that nuclear ~Jt~eapons and their delivery systems had 

ob1 iterated the boundary bet\Jeen front and rear; 2i the fact that these 

same weapons had created the preconditions for the achievement of wartime 

abj"ctlve' in a short !>'riod of t1me; 3} the fact that the armed f<r.ces. 

and here he 1ncluded all branches, under the conditions of a nuclear war 

had to be able to resolve combat tasks which tere rad1cally different from 

those performed 1n the past; and 4) the fact that the revolution in 

m111tary affairs h.ad to a sign1ficant degree elevated the importance of 

supr1se as a factor at all levels of cocnbat.l26 

The results of these developments pushed the Soviet military towards 

consideration of non-nuclear operational options under conditions of the 

existing C~~Jrrelation of strategic forces. while at the same time giving 

greater emphasis to the study of local war .. soviet military science 

devoted increa~d attention to the conduct of deep operatlons us1ny conven

tional forces and surprise to achieve military successes in a strategic 
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envlrorunent ln whlch the nuclear option could be delayed, forestalled or 

preempted by the Jud1clou!# use of modernized conventlonal forces. Strate

gic par1ty,. since it robbed the u.s,.. of faith in its abll ity to achieve 

escalation domination in theater-nuclear or strategic exchange. was suffi

cient to make rapid deep operations by conventional forces an appealing 

military option. But strate9ic parity rested upon the continuation of' the 

existing correlation of forces into the future. In the short runs this 

seerned a viable policy. Whether it was over the lony-term depended upon 

the military-polit1cal and scientific-technical i'Ssessn-ent of trends. All 

the evidence suggests that by the mid-l970s, the Sovlet General Staff was 

well aware of the fact that the scientific-technical revolution in military 

affairs had entered a new stage, distinr.t from the one dominated by 

nuclear-rocket technology. and centering apon the military application of 

cybernet 1 cs to problems of troop contro 1 .. In ere as i ng emphasis upon the 

man-machine-system interface, the application of automat:ed systems of 

control to all aspects of' military affairs. and the expanded application of 

operational research. systems analysis and system design engineering give 

witness to this shift. Yet,. this new stage in the scientific-technical 

revolution could not be confined to strategic systems and. as the litera

ture suggests, stimulated a wid-.: ranging cons1df.ratloo of troop cc.~. ;rol 

throughout the Soviet military. 

Sovfet i'lterest in and discussion of ABM and space defense during th-e 

same perfod was remarkably restrained. Soviet statements about their own 

space program and their commitment to manned orbital stations became a 

reality with the expansion of the Sg1uz and the Saliut Pt>ograms. Armit:ious 

plans \Ere hinted at involviny the industria11zation of space dnd the 
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generation of energy through the construction of space stations to convert 

solar energy 'into electric power and sending it back to earth. Such plans 

requ·tred a radical expansion of the loads which could be placed into orbit 

and a s.iynificant reductlon in the transportation costs of such payloads .. 

In this contex.!: Soviet. authors .. including LL Anureev. examined the u.s .. 
Space Shuttle Program. which had been authorized in 1972.127 

Anureev • s book on reusable spacecraft contains a vast amount of 

technical data on the U.S. Shuttle Program from the various competing 

desi~ns and proposals fran which the shuttle evolved to extensive informa

tion on the missions and uses envisioned for the shuttle ~en it was placed 

into service .. Anureev emphasiz~ ttw econan1c rationale for shuttle 

development and described it as a transport vehicle which by reducing 

payload costs could facilitate a whole range of more ambit iouc;; space 

projects, using even more advanced technologies .. Anureev's treatment of 

the !)f'"ogram was quite extensive and his conclusions underscorad the utility 

of sucn a syst-em.. However, one of the most conspicuous features of this 

volume, which appeared in 1975, was the author's silence about the mi,itary 

app1ications o'f the shuttle. This s11ence is es_pecially puzzlin~ from so 

eminent an authority on ABH and space defense systems. That the book was 

pW11shed by Voenizdat makes the omission do1.oaly curious.. The only point 

where Anureev explicitly addressed the shuttle's role in the U.S. mili

tary space program came at tile end of the study. Here. A.nureev noted the 

substantial investme-nt p1~nned by NASA in tl.: program and cited "foreign 

press so1rces on the role the DepartJEnt of Defense was playing in shuttle 

~s1gn.l28 H1s remarks were by sovieT s~andards reserved in tne extreme: 
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The U .. S. Department of Defense has tak.en an active role in the 
solution of the principal decisions relating to ~he TSC transport 
space craft. the conduct of different research and tests. It is 
reputea. t;hat the selection of the program for the creation of 
the TSC to a greater degree depends upon the support fran the 
Department of Defense that on economic factors.129 

Anureev's reserve here in discussing military applications of shuttle 

technology cannot be explained bv any failure on his part to grasp the 

truly radically new prospects for the ex~loitation which sucn a system held 

out. Nor!t as recent evidence confirms. can it be explained by a lack of 

Soviet interest in or knowledge of tilt! systel'l's applications. The absence 

of references to the potentlal military m1ss1ons o'f the shuttle and more 

general references to U .. S. plans for the militariza""Cion of space seems to 

have been a particular fruit of detente!t since the book was written during: 

the period when both sides expected mdjor advantayes from the relaxation of 

tensions and each ttad sound reasons not to provoke nE"edless conflict. It 

was,. after all .. t~ time of Apollo-Soiuz. At the same time 'tile should 

emphasize the extent to which such a treatnent of the shuttle and the 

militarization of space was in Keep1ng with Soviet views on the nature of 

the correlaticn of forces in the international arena. Soviet authors 

repeatedly stress the rrimacy of polit1cs as the sources of armed 

confT,ct~ Capitalism had not changed its spots. but Soviet analysts. by 

the middle of the decade. were wil11ng to see structural restraints that 

operated to inhibit i~per1a11sm's aggressiveness. 

Throughout the era of detente, 5oviet c1vi1 and military spokesmen 

embraced a highly sophisticated analysis of t~ in-ternational scene and 

U .. S. dar st:1c poJ1t1cs which emphasized "t.he increased paralys1s of U.S .. 

po11cy and the emergence of substantial and powerful forces who ii" thefr 

political realism sought to restrain the 3dventurist po1tcies of the more 
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m.ilitant elements of u.s. elite. General Hil 1 shtein of the Institute for 

the Study of the United States and Canada offered a most intriguing analy

sis of these tende'icies ~n his book. on the U.S .. military-industrial 

complex.. Written four .,;--ears after Anureev 1 s technical treatment of the 

issue!:. of A8M and space defense and reflecting the dominant themes of 

Brezhnevls peC&ce offensive. Mil'shteinJs treatme;,t of the military

industrial canplex was highly soptllsticateo by Soviet standards and went 

\ell beyond Marxist-leninist precepts about state capitalism and war. 

Indeed. the central theme of the book, which drew heavily upon U.S. 11 new 

left" scholarship and more centrist critics of the foreign policy and 

national security processes. was that in the process Qf its development the 

military industrial complex had generated within its o~ ranks elements who 

for objective reasons. based upon a realistic assessment of the trends in 

the corre 1 at ion of forces~ were unwilling to accept any futher military 

adventures. ~He at the same time remaining institutionally canmitted to 

or at least accepting thE further militarization of U.S .. foreign and 

domestic policy. 

These forces, wtl1ch M11 1 shte1n too assoc1.atec1 with former Secretary of 

Def'ense McNamara and others in the Nfxon administration, had learned 

restraint as a result of the U.S. setbacks in Vietnam .. Mil 1 Shtein divided 

the U.S. HlC into liberal and conservative wings. reflecting American 

JJE!rc.eptions about the "'hawks and doves of the 1960s and 1970s .. u The 

conservatives or hawks were still sell!k.ing complete victory but lacked a 

domestic political base to support their policies. They were also more 

wil11ng tu see 1n the military instr~nt as a solut1C'n to difficult and 

complex international pr-oblents.. The liberals or doves. on the other hand,. 
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could be clefi ned as realists on three yrounds: they sought to conduct a 

foreign and national security poHcy based upon limited political objec

tives and limited military means; they Uflderstood the necessity of an 

organic connection of military. economic. and foreign policy in the 

i nternat ion a l arena and were more wi 11 i ng to address the 1 i mi ts of military 

iJO'IEr in resolving international issues and finally they \'!ere realists in 

their understanding of the total irrationality and unacceptabtlity of the 

11 Yery idea of global war in our era .. ••130 lt is worth notiny that 

M11 1 St-.. P.in did noi. refer to global thermonuclear war as a subcategory of 

global war. Soviet Atilitary do-ctrine did not acknowledge the possibility 

of conver:tional global war, rather it emphasized that conflict between the 

socialist and capitalist systems must escalate into global thP.rmonoclear 

war.. As oppost!'d to U.S. notions of deterrence by punish1n1H1t or theater 

nuclear war. the Soviets ~re by the mfd-1970s emphasizing the possibili"ty 

of regional conflict whlc.h would be contained by the accepted judgement of 

both camps regarding limited means and ends. l.o the final analysis Soviets 

not only continued to see war as a continuation of politics,. but had also 

grasped the fact that objective conditions were leading elements of the 

U.S .. elite to accept a more narrow and limited definition of the U.S .. -

Soviet contest.l31 

Mil' shtein linked his analysis of Lhese trends with the politics o-f 

ABM and the impact of Vietnam. ~l'shte1n concluded that the victories won 

by the hawks in pranoting a first-generation ASH system or dubious techni

cal Rl!r1t had fn ttte end strengthened the hand of the opposition. 

Hil•shtefn noted ttlat the real"!s'Cs in the U .. S. were hardly "dove!;",. one-

world£>-s, or advoc.at:!S of un11aterill disarmament. On the contr ... ry; in 
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order to sink the ABM system whlch they saw as technically and doctrinally 

compromised the 1"1iberals" advocated the modernization of offensive 

systems,. including such programs as MIRV development. Minuteman moderniza-

t.ion,. and replacement of the Polaris SLBM: with the Poseidon. Mil 1 shtein 

argued that one of the major prcmoters of ABM development 'fl!ere defense 

contractors who had been involved in the Eisenho...er-l(ennedy expansion of 

the U.S. strategic arsenal. and now possessed excess industrial capaci. ty 

and no other orders. The strategic modernization program. while fulfilling 

doctrinal requirements,. also created another demand in this monopsonistic 

s'!tuation.132 

M11 1 shtein argued,. however._ that in the final analysis the shock of 

Vietnam was what tipped the po1it'ical balance within the American elite by 

threatening to d1srupt conventional politics and by forcing some elements 

within the e 1 i te to seek. to reduce the i nfl l.Enc.e of the professional 

military on policy formation while ~t the same time not weakening the 

military-industrial CQfl'lplex. Supposedly this was the line followed by 

Nixon and Kissinger and led to detente. the SALT Agreement and ASH 

Treaty. The empt\asis upon the politics of ABM itt bringing about the 

dcrninance of realism within a Republican administration. headed by an 

avowed anti-communist with the best of credentials as a cold warrior-. 

suggested a basic shift in American politics.. Sut Mil 'shtein did not see 

this shift as irreversible.l33 The struggle continued and by implication a 

prudent Soviet policy would follow a line that protected and promoted 

Soviet ir.t.erests while avoiding provoking an an"t:i-Soviet mood within the 

u.s. policy and thereby strengthening the hand ot the conservatives and 

hawk!-.134 The competition betN!en socialism and capitalism continued. The 
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class struggle had no;>t been suspended~ But new international circumstances 

had radica11y enhanced the relattve power and prestige of the Sov1et Union. 

Taken together tt.e Anureev and Mil 1 Shtein vol urnes reveal what was 

f·H"obably the mil ftary-technlcal and mtlitary-political assessment of u.s. 

strategic doctrine.. Tile Soviet leadership did not expect the arms race to 

end. but it did hope to use the anms control process to create a climate of 

acc0010dation. enhance the security of the U .. S.S.R. J" and devise a web of 

agreements Which would inhibit u.s. efforts to exploit a strateg1c 

tectmological initiatlve or to seek strategic superiority by means of 

technoiogtcal surprise. That this interpretation of detente was misunder

stood by all sides in Washington seems quite evident. By the mid-1970s. 

the Soviet m11itary was no longer talking about winning a nuclear war-. and 

the political leadership in the person of Brezhnev repeatedly stressed the 

horrors of such a conflict. But from the perspective of the General Staff 

and the Politburo. these points fn no way negated the general utility of 

mi I itary power in tile conduct of foreign relations.. Rather. Sovfet 

milft?ry science began ta investigate the application of the latest 

discoveries of science and technology to conventional war-fighting wfth the 

objective o'f revolutionizing mechanized operations Dy increasing their 

speed. depth and decisiveness. From a Soviet perspective th1s was a 

prudent policy in k.eepfng with thE:! concept of 11mited conflict and the 

rising importance of local wars. The fruits of this line of development 

can now be seen in the Soviet order of battle. its doctrine ... and the west's 

concerns over the applic.ation of t..he concept,. operat:ional-maneuver group. 

to combat in a Eur-opean thaater of military operations.l35 

Strategic rnoderni zat ion did continue apace. and Soviet concern 

regarding the appl1c.at1on c.:- new technologies to strategic warf1gtlt1ng was 
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evident. In 1976. Orlov published a study designed to familiarize his 

public with the rapi'"'ly expanding field of lasers. Sased upon foreign 

developments of laser systems since 1961, Orlov outlined the principles of 

their action, their construction. the various models and their basic parts 

and talked about their military application, esvecially target designation 

and siyhting.136 Orlov did, however. discuss the various U.S .. programs to 

turn the laser into a weapon using heat as the agent of destruction. Orlov 

concentrated upon chemical lasers and discussed their utility in destroying 

ICBM boosters, buses. and warheads in the vaculD of space. Or1ov had noted 

that the thln skins of aircraft and ICBM boosters made them particularly 

vulnerable targets to attack by lasers. But he cone 1 uded that such 

inexpensive countermeasures such as coating the lCBH with an ablative 

shield or using aerosol sprays to diffuse the beam, could seriously degrade 

1 aser effectiveness .. Such countermeasures could radically increase the 

1eve1 of energy requ11~ed to maintain the beam• s focus and the level of heat 

necessary to burn through the skin. Orlov's statements pointed towards a 

pr""udent conclusion.. The combat application of lasers had already arrived .. 

Laser ..eapons systems ~re 00com1ng feasible and ICBM's were a logical 

target. But it was as yet ooclear where such labors shou1d be focused or 

...nether exlst1ng tech.noloyy made it possible to des·ign combat-effective 

lasers which would overcome simple and relatively cheap countenneasures .. 

Crlov did not discuss space-based lasers directly but his analysis of U .. S. 

pr<lQrams and the weapon's characteristics makes it pla1n that he grasped 

the possibilities of such weapons.l37 

The central focus of Soviet analysis of the stateg'!c balance in tl"ll? 

mid 1970s was that the arms control process had brought about a political 
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I climate in which detente would thrive. Soviet analysts took UlPir cue fron 

General Secretary Brezhnev who used the 25th Party congress to outline the 

shift of the correlation of forces in favor of the forces of peace, 

socialism. and anti-imperialism. Brezhnev beyan by noting the North 

Vietnamese victory. Detente and the advance of sod a1 ism went hand-in-

hand. Soviet satisfaction with anti-imperialist and pro-Soviet forces• 

ya1ns elsewhere received primary emphasis.. Only then di..t Brezhnev turn to 

the struggle for peaceful coexistence and the successes which the CPSU had 

yained s1nce the 24th Party Congress with its Peace Program.138 Brezhnev 

praised its timeliness and realism, while underscoring bilateral and multi

lateral successes~ especially the: Helsinki Conference's Final Act. With 

regard to U.S.-Soviet relations Brezhnev emphasized what had been achieved 

while putting forward a lengthy agenda of topics for arms control 

agreerrents rangin:; from banning the developm~nt of a new generation ot 

offensive strategic weapons to conventional forces. But there was no 

mention of space or the threat of militarization. which suggests that in 

1976. demi 1 t tar1 zat 1on of the Ind1 an Ocean had a higher priority with the 

Soviet leadership than the struggle against the militarization of space. 

The Soviets seem to nave accepted that the network of treaties signed on 

space. Which culminated 1n the ABM Treaty had created a sufficient 

restra1nt.l39 

An analoyous restraint fn assessir.g Soviet interest in and capabili

ties for the militarization of space was evident on the u.s .. side. In ct: 

Senate committee survey of the Soviet Space Program, the sect1on on the 

m111tary use of spac.e was shurt and not !1--t.icularly infomative. The 

report began by noting that. Soviet charges regarding U .. S .. 1ntentions to 

m111tat""lze ~pace became more muted as detente flo.ered.. It then went on to 
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look. briefly at the interconnections between the Soviet civilian and 

military space programs and discussed the support role which various types 

of satellites J)rovide to the Soviet Armed Forces. The authors noted the 

suspension of the FOBS (fractional Orb1ta1 BalLis~ic System) after 1971,. 

which had created great concern in some defense circles in the U .. S. The 

report cred1ted the Soviets with a primative ASAT capability and called 

attention to the Galosh ABM complex around Moscow as being 1n canp11ance 

with the ARM Treaty. It concluded that there was no evidence that the 

Soviets had developed orbital bombs. The report did not offer any 

assessment of how these various programs fitted together or any judgenent 

about the direct1on of tne Soviet military space program .. l40 

While research : 1d development of basic technologies which could be 

applied to arrned combat in space continued 10 both sides spent the late 1370s 

emphasizing other aspects of their political-military competition.. During 

the Carter Administration 11 a marked cooling toward detente and arms control 

in the U .. S. policy became evident~ There was a growing concern that 

Soviet and Wester;:~ objectives in the arms control progess were radically 

different and that the arms control agreements. which had been signed \!Ere 

not in keeping with U.S. inte.-.ests. Critics oT the arms control process 

saw the agreements as structuring an arms race rather that containing it 

and found the terms of the agreements fiawed because they contributed to 

incentives for the developnent of Soviet counterforce capabilities. The 

ABM Treaty in their terms t\ad been a success only in the sense that it had 

robbed the u.s. of the lead which it had possessed in ABH research. 

developnent. testing and engineer1ng.l41 One need not agree canpletely 

with this line of argument,. but the central point remains that 
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much of the u .. s .. conceptualizatfon by the early realists of the arms 

control conwnuni ty was based upon a certain element of i nte11ectua1 hubris .. 

These advocates of arms control had s by rational analysis. concluded that 

it was possible to devise technical measures of arms control to be applied 

to both sldes.. They had little concern for Soviet strategic concepts anG 

seemed to believe that the very process of negotiating arms control agree

ments would lead to the education of the Soviets regarding the se1f"-evident 

merits of the u .. s .. concepts. By the late 1970s such pious hopes ~re under· 

strenuous attack fr001 those who accused arms control of becaning a substi

tute for strate~ic planning.142 

The Post-Detente Era and Militarization of Space Revisited. 1979 

The continued modernization of the Soviet strat ~ic arsenal: in con

junction with the arm'i control process led to a series of decisions, 

beginning tn 1974 and continuing dtJwn to the prE'sent~ to move away fran 

assured destruction toward a war f"tgnting posture based upon a wtder range 

of nuclear options and c.apab111t1es. This process created a "gap" between 

arms control as policy and strategic planning .. The assumptions under-

penning u.s .. arms control policy, however. began to disintegrate in the 

second half of the 1970s as it became apparent that no domestic consensus 

existed to support it. While it ·:s very difficult to assess what factors 

most contr-1buted to this erosion of support, perceived Soviet gains and 

demonstrable u .. s. setbacks played a conspicuous role.. Iran and Afghanistan 

may have had more impact than all the technical argUJJents about the flaws 

and one-sidedness of the SALT II Agreement.. With t.he shifting political 

climate came a revival 1n the U.S. defense effort, the NATO decision to 

modernize its theater nuclear forces to counter Soviet deployments o'f the 
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SS-20. and a 11eat1ng up of the Cold War following the Soviet Union's armed 

intervention in Afghanistan. 

This new political climate began to have an 1rmed1 at.e effect upon 

Soviet threat eval'J'ation. Space and the threat of militarization did not. 

fi~ure conspicuously in initial Soviet assessmer:ts. In 1979. as part of a 

survey of U.S .. space reconnaissance assets Captain 2nd Rank V. Gri sen to of 

the Navy felt it necessary to do no more than remind his readers that 

satellites .. occupy an important place in imperialist plans for preparing a 

new World War-. 11 143 Grisenko did point to an increasing p;i1itary share in 

the U .. S. spaCP. program but emvhasized the use of space assets to support 

other weapons systems. In the same year a collective of authors discussed 

u .. s .. force postures into the early 

character of u.s. military policy. 

1980s, emphasizing the a~yressive 

and the Carter Administration's 

initiatives \Nere treated as a serious threat to peace. But there was a 

conspicuous imbalance in their treatment of U.S. forces .. While they 

discussed force posture, assets COflllland and control, weilpons acquisition 

and doctrine with regard to every branch of the armed forces. they did no 

more than identify strategic defense as a cate~ory and 11nk anti-missile .. 

anti-space. and anti-a1r defense as the missions of the "system of 

aero-space defense" with its personnel drawn fr-om the ground forces and Air 

Force.l44 The Soviet analysis seemed to assert that the u.s. had a C.Oficept 

but no real capabilities 1n this area. 

At the same time the Soviets were do"".tplay1ng the threat of the 

militarization of space from the West., they w..:ore speculating about great 

strides in the peaceful exploitation of space by the Soviet Union .. 

lieutenant General V. Shatalov. himself a cosmonaut. speculated about using 
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orbltal stations for space engineering in connection with the creation of 

permanent orbiting stations.145 Saliut-6 and its lony-term manniny by 

crews from the various Soi uz spacecraft was to be the beginning o'f a 

program for industrial production of yoods in space. including crys

tals.l46 Over the long-tern Soviet scientists spoke of the development of 

techniques to produce super-pure pharmaceuticals. comP'osite alloys. and 

electric powe-r in space.147 V.P. Hishin of the Soviet Academy of Sciences 

used the coming 20th anniversary of Iurii Gayarin 1 s 'first manned orbltal 

fliyht to mak.e the case for developing an entire arsenal of spacecraft 

transports to carry pay1 oads into orbi"t cheaply and to get materials back 

to earth .. Hishin pointed to the Progress cargo ship,.. which ~an lift 

2,..300 kilograms into orbit as a first step in this proceso; but f)ointed 

towards the creation or ultraheavy rocket transport vehic1es.l48 Soviet 

cosmonauts abroad confirmed that the U .. S .. S .. R. was in the process of 

developing a reuse able space transport vehicle which,. 1 ike the u .. s. Space 

shuttle, could be launched like a rocket but could land like a plane .. l49 

11isnin and the other Soviet authors did 110t aiscuss the mCi tary applica-

tions of any such Soviet technologies. They \Ere not,.. however,. silent. 

about the military implications of analogous systems in the United States. 

By early 1980 the Soviet press was ready to renew its alarms about the 

""Pentagon's dangerous plans" for the mi1 itar1zat1on of space.. While the 

authors made it clear that sucn efforts were not fl'!'W, they attributed to 

the Carter Administration a wide range of tn1t1at1ves in space \E.apons 

proyrams aiming at transforming space intQ a theater 'for war and thereby 

upgrading U .. S. strategic offtms ive forces. fhe source of such plans and 

projects was "the sinister American military-industrial complex."lSO It 1s 
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noteworthy that Soviet charges about renewed interest in the militarization 

of space seem Lo have been m~tivated by the deteriorating political climate 

between the two superpo~rs than by speci fie programs or projects. 

Likewise. these new charges left little room for the subtle sort of politi

cal analysis wh1c;1 had been common to s~viet works on arms control. the ABM 

issue. and space -::-.ve 1 opme nts si nee 1969. Indeed,., the same Soviet authors 

attributed the most sinister implications to the popularity of such science 

fiction films as "Star Wars." su~yestin9 that these box office successes 

were little more than propaganda tools for the Pentagon. The Sov1et 

response to such efforts had to be one that would neutralize the Pentagon 1 s 

plans for its new space weapons: 

Heightened vigilance with respect to the aggressive intrigues of 
the mil1tar1stic. c.1rcies in the United States and the mllitary 
cliques of the NATO countries and unity of our peaceloving 
foreign policy, together with a readiness to give the necessary 
rebuff to an aggressor. are the starting point of the policy of 
the C'PSU and the Soviet government in the field of strent.hening 
this country•s defer.sive capabil1t1es~151 

Soviet authors began to :dnt. t.llat u.s. programs, ¥1h1c:h the:y described 

as in<:reasiflg rapidly 1n size in the last years of the Carter Administra

tion. \ere moving toward certain breakthroughs that would shift the quali

tative nature of military assets in space from supporting other branches of 

the armed forces toward ccmbat in space. Special attention went to u.s. 

ASAT programs usiny a miniature homlng vehicle launched from an F-ls.l5Z 

The authors of this article in Red Star, G. Sibiriakov and A. Xhabarov. 

emphasiZJ:•d the U.S. commitment to laser research and drew attention to the 

fact that the testing of ·laser devices was one of the top priority missions 

for the Pentagon's missions for the space shuttle.l53 Soviet authors 

dismissed U.S. cla1ms of a Soviet threat in space and attributed the u.s. 
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programs to a ccrnbination of yreed for profits by member firms of the 

military-industrial complex dod to~ nat.iona1 ~olicy of heyemonism* 

[n January 1981,. Colonel K. Osmachev,. writing in Foreign Military 

Review, charyed that the Space Shllttle was a vital pare of Pantagon plans 

for the mi 1 i tari za'; ion of space. While Soviet commentators prv>r to and 

after the 26th Party Congress had been echoing Brezhnevls line that tnere 

was no Soviet military threat and that the U.S.S.R. •s Jefense posture ahned 

at sufficiency~ Osmachev declared that the United States was out for 

mi 1 i tary superior1 ty and space w"~JS to pl iJ.Y a major role in these plans. 

After outlining the delays that had slowed the Sh\,;ttle Pr..,gram. Osmachev 

emphas1 zed the 1nf1 ue nee which the Pentagon had had 1 n ge-tting the craft 

redes1gnP.d to support mf11tary missions. including the expansion of its 

cargo bay .154 He identified a wide range of services which the s.1uttle 

coult" perform in sup;nrt of ttte testing and development of weapons systems 

and military equipment: 

placing warheads of ballistic missiles on board. as well as laser 
and beam weapons. tools for the recognition and destruction of 
sate111tes belonging to other countries. and reconnaissance 
equipment and other kinds of m111tnry hardware~l55 

In contrast with Anureev's views of s1K .)ears before and in the face of 

Soviet declarations that they were themselves developing a craft similar to 

the Shuttle. Osmacnev ..,ictured the Shuttle as a means of acceleratiny the 

arms race. Some Western commentators and analyst:s interpreted th1s 

strident tone to fear among the Sovfet elite that the u.s .. S .. R. was 

technolog1ca11y incapzble of ~qualing c.he U.S. achieve·,ent in the Shuttle. 

Tttey asserted that thh fear- translated into a recOJnition that the U .. S .. 

could "cttange the military balance in its favor almost overnight ... l56 
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Whatev~r the source o'f such judgements of the Soviet mood. t~y fly in the 

face of the rather prudent and judicious assessments wtllch the Sovie-:ts had 

been mak.i ng for over a decade of the direct ion of deve 1 opment of space 

technology in general and the Shuttle program in particular. What was 

partic 1Jlar1y distinct in the Soviet rhetoric was the renewed claim of IJ.S .. 

plans ~or ~he militarization of space and its transformation into a theater 

of war. Soviet authors attributed to U.S,.. leaders a desire to escape fran 

the political restraints 'Which a decade of treaties coveriny the use of 

space had imposed upon 'the superpowers. 

Two months after the first Shuttle mission, SShA carried ao analysis 

of the U .. S .. defense build-up as envisioned under Carter and revised Wlder 

Rea~an. Potash.ov revieW!d the total program but concentrated upon the 

im;Jrovement of nuclear wartighting capabilities which ~re to be achieved 

by mod!rnization cf forces and a vigorous research and development pro-

grdm. Potashov emtJhasized that American ;:ritics of the build-up had 

described the latest ~apons systems as possessing increased counterforce 

capabilities wr.ich were being enhanced by a substantial research and 

development effort in air and space defense. Such systems woLtld. when 

operational. make it possible for the u.s .. to engage ln a counterforce 

strategy,. 1nitiatlt~ hostilities and relying upon air and space defense 

capabilities to .. weaken a retaliatory strike. 11 157 Space.based laser 

systems in conjunction with ASAT forces used to blind Soviet satellites and 

disrupt en~ ~ommand and control were already developed concepts. Looking 

at u.s. R&D e)(penditures over the period 1978-1982. Potashov identified 

massive increases in the areas of missile defense. space defense,_ laser 

l!Eapons. ray weapons., Navstar satellites., and reconnaissance and c.mmand 
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and control capabilities. At the heart of the program were the anticipated 

benefits which would accrue from the utilization of the Space Shuttle .. 

With about 100 military missions set aside for the Shuttle, Potashov 

identified the j.lf'Ogram as '1 3. qualitatively new level of cosmic 

mi 1 i tar1 zat ion. nl58 

In the final analysis. the U~S .. strategic modernization program and 

the development of space deFense capab11i'ties ..ere intended to give the 

U.S. escalation domination in the crucial area of counterforce operations, 

reducing ll.S.-SOviet strategic parity to counter-value targeting and the 

option of initiating mutual suicide .. Potashov did not dismiss "limited 

nuclear war" or postulate some total. unlimited Soviet response. On the 

contrary, he pointed to the fact that for the u .. s. strategy to work in 

pract fee it required super1ori ty at all le-ve 1 s of stnlggle to guarantee 

u.~. strategic initiative and control of hostilities. But such plans would 

be i"rustrated by .. even parity of' strength in just isolated or selected 

staye'i. nl59 The Soviet response to the U.S. defense build up would be 

adeq1..at:e to pt"otect the U .. S ... S.R. and the socl a1 i st cCIJHOOnwealth. 

l:ly tne S1M11mer of 1981. the Soviet political offensive against U.S .. 

plans 'for space-based weapons systems was in full swing.. S. Stashevskf i 

described the Shuttl•.! as an instrument 1n 1mplementing the Pentagon 1 s "new, 

far reaching military programs 1n space." Stashevsk11 pointed to a 

number of' applications of Shuttle techno1 ogy from t.he inexpensive deploy

ment of military satelli~s to the use of the Shuttle as an ASAT system 

ftself.. However, the long term military implications of the Shuttle lay in 

its use to deploy a .. space based anti-missile def'ense system built arotJnd 

10 .,ermanent orbital stations equipped with powerful chemical lasers.'1 160 
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The hmediate Soviet response at the political level came in the form 

of a draft-tred.t.y proposed by foreign Minister Gromyko which would havt.> 

banned all '1Capons in space. This latest document was presented as a logi

cal extension of earlier treaties, which had inhibited the: militarization 

of space .161 The fact that this proposal ~nt to the UN suggests tnat the 

Soviets did not view prospects of bilateral U.S.-Soviet negotiations dS 

having any •:nance of success and so had decided to errt>ark upon the mob"i l i

z,ation of international opinion to influence the diplomatic climate and 

inhibit support for such efforts in the United States itself. 

Soviet political assessments of the U.S. defense build-up in 1981 saw 

the Reagan Administration as an essential cont.inuation of the Carter 

Administration. While they noted the modernization of strategic forces, 

and the expansion of U.S .. capabilities to enga~ in protracted global war, 

Soviet authors were con vi need that objective cond1t ions and an art 1cul ate 

and powerful opposition would act as cned:.s upon plans for expan.1ed defense 

St-!nding. v .. v .. Zhurkln of the Institute for the Study of the U.S.A.. and 

Canada concluded that u.s. objectlves were to gain military superiority as 

a first step to reasserting global political hegemony~ b~t abjecttv~ conni

tions made it quite impossible for either power to gain a clear superio-

rlty. Space as suet did not filjure directl.Y in Zhurkinls analysis~ He 

did, however, see a fund3.meontal <ontinuity between NSDf1-242, signed by 

President Nixon in January 1974 and Carter's PD-59 in that both represented 

an effor.:. to re.store political utill-cy to the U .. S .. strategic arsenal .. l62 

V .. Basmanov did explicitly address U.S. proyrams in the context of the 

soviet proposals 11 for a ...eapon-fr~ sp .!
11 Basmar·ov noted that a shift 1n 

U.S. attitudes was apparent in 1979 wRen ttle Carto~r Administration "froze 
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the talks on anti-satell1te systems"~ which had begun in 1978 .. 163 

Increased appropriations Tor new weapons technology which could be applied 

to space combat wen. supprlsed to result ln command of the .. h lgh ground" and 

improved war f1yhting capabilities. Basmaoov~ howe~r!l warned that nhlle 

such efforts would escalate the arms race it wou.ld not make limited nuclear 

war into the road to victory over the socialist system: 

However. the record of space exploration has shown that the u ~S .. 
plans for domination in outer space are mere illusion. Just as 
hopeless are its attempts to tilt in 1ts favour the current 
approximate balance of forces via a spurt in space technological 
potential. Underestimation of the U .. S.S.H. scientific and 
te-chnical potential which is obvious in this case, made 1tsel f 
felt more than once in the postwar time. America's plans are 
fraught with a serious danger,. once their implementation would 
sharply escalate the arms race. opening a new area in this 
field.164 

lntended for foreign consumption. Basmanov's views on the Soviet mili-

tary response were little more than political declarations of intent. 

Since it is quite clear that the Soviet military had for over a decade been 

aware of the very research and development trends upo!'~ whtch U.S. strate91 c 

i nnovat 1ons depended. the prospects of techno1 ogical surprise ;ere quite 

limited. On the other hand. Soviet m111tary commE!'ntators did seem to 

credit the U .. S .. with an ab1lity to seize the technological initiative and 

to fore~ the direction of the arms race. 

The response of the Soviet m1li1:ary at is highest levels in the person 

of t1a.rshal l'f. Ogarkov~ Chief of the General Staff. did not directly focus 

upon space. Instead Ogarkoy enumerated three trends in his assessment of 

the threat: terminating treaties which i'lhibited u.s. and NATO military 

programs. seeking m11itdry superiority over the U.S.S.R •• and expanding the 

u.s. capacity for lntervention around the globe. It is noteworthy that on 

the first two points Ogarkov did not ment1on either the ABH Treo1.ty or space 
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defense forces but under the second trend concentrated uvon tne bu11 d up of 

strategic offensive forces and the deployment of tneater nuclear- forces .. 

Ogarkov did,. however,. 1 i st the space shuttle under the category of 

strategic off~nsive forces. 165 Turnin~ to Soviet military doctrine. 

Oyarkov discussed the application of Soviet military scien~ to a global 

war betwen the ca..,italist and socialist system. Ogarkov implied that the 

pace of scientif1c and technological change had and would continue to have 

a profound impact upon the stucture and missions of the Soviet Armed 

Forces. 

The art of warfare has no right to lag behind the canbat poten
tial of the means of arme-d struggle. particularly at the present 
stage, "Alen on the basis of scientific and technical progress the 
ntain weapons systems change practically every 10-12 years.. In 
these (.onditions sluggishness. f'allure to revise outlooks, and 
stagna~1on in the development and particularly in the practical 
assimilation of new methods of emP.loying armed forces in war are 
frauyht with serious consequences.l66 

Ogarkov 1 s refef'ences to analogous situations in the pre-WWII period set 

the stage for a discussion of the: pace and scale of modern conbat opera-

tions in a theater of war but left Soviet strategic offensive forces with 

deterrin~ aggression and iT deterrence f~ils of executing a "crushing 

retaliatory b1ow."l67 While long on the need for increased combat readi-

ness and improvement of the Soviet rear's ab111ty to sustain intense combat 

operations. consuming unheard of masses of Meapons and equipment. Ogarkov's 

article did not point towards militarization of space as having a profound 

impact upon the superpower correlat1on of forces. 

By 1982, Ogark.ov had changed his emphasis to underscore the impact 

that new technoloyies W!ra about to heve on military affairs_ 

wrote. nA profound revolution in the full weaning of the word is taking 

place in military affairs ln our times in connection with the development 
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of thermonuclear weapons,. rapid advances in electronics. development of 

weapons based on new physical princ.iples as well as in connectlon with 

extensive qualitative improvements of conventior.al weapons .... 168 While the 

concept of scientific technical revolution in military af~airs was not new. 

Oyarkov~s argl.m'Ent now embraced the idea that this revolution had entered a 

SPcond phase, transcending the ap'-'lication of nuclear-rocket ~apons to 

armed combat and underscoring the importance of improved command and 

control capabilities and radically new weapons such as lasers and pdrticle 

beams. Ogarkov again called attentlon to the rapid pace of weapons 

develo'lment atd fts 1mpact. upon the military-technical side of military 

doctrine. He stressed the ne~ for balanced out far-sighted appreciation 

of these trends, ayain pointing to the So~iet development of the concept of 

operation as the enbod1ment of such an approach.. Wlich grasp tile 

revolutionary implications of mechanization and air warfare w1thovt 

degenerating fnt.o a technological f'etisll~sm .. 

In the postwar ~riod~ the Marshal identified f"ive general charac-

ter1stics which dominated the military affairs. In addi t ion to the 

sc1ent1fic-technical revolution and 1ts impact upon the quality of military 

equiprent and the search for new modes and forms of combat. Ogarkov pointed 

to the accelerating pace of technolo!:Jical innovat1un which was making for 

shorter intervals between qualitative leaps, the increased importance of 

strategic weapons. their ability to exert a airect influence upon the 

course and outccme of war, and the greater importance of strategic canmand 

and control organs. the increased complexity of troop control processes and 

the development of new structure and equipnent. and the greater role of the 

air fn the conduct of military operations which had given the theater a 

three-dirensional qual i ty.l69 While addressing the impact o'f these trend~ 
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upon both sides of Soviet military doctrine, f.e. the socio-political and 

the military-technical. Ogarkov emphasized the linkage bethE!en increased 

combat readiness and the eqyi ppi ng of the armed forces with the latest 

~apons and equi pnEnt. The Soviet economy 1 n the stage of" mat.ure socialism 

was touted as able to meet any needs which mi~ht arise, even in the context 

of the 11 Stormy development of the nuclear rocket weapon d.nd the possibility 

of the surpr1 se use or it by the enemy ... Given the fact that Soviet 

analyst"" had already linked the acquisition of space-based ASAT and ABM 

weapons to U.S. plans for a disanmiog blow at Soviet counterforce 

capabilities. Ogarkov's statements in this area seem to suggest a definite 

response to U.S. capabilities, real and potential,. in these areas: 

The point is to be able not simply to defend oneself,. to oppose 
the a~gressor with appropriate passive means and methods of 
defense but also to deliver devastating response strikes on the 
aggressor and to defeat the enemy in any condition tllhich the 
situations tur~ out.l70 

The military-technical side of military doctrine thu:s embraced the problem 

of respondiny to the "threat"' in a manner in keetliny with the demands of 

tile sc1entif1c-technical revolution .. Technology could not drive Soviet 

mi11tary doctrine but it did in the form of enemy capabilities create a 

dialectical tension for Soviet mHitary science.171 How this waul d be 

resolved with regard to the militarization of space has only been addressed 

circumspectly 1n Soviet publications. 

Conclusion 

We are left w1 th a conclusion that the Soviet response to the Reagan 

Administration's Strateyic Defense Initiative was already being articu:1ated 

before the President's speech in March 1983.. At the political level the 
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response has been towards mobilizing international public opinion to place 

t-~ressure on the u.s. in order to act as a brake upon APEr'ican efforts to 

gain a technological initiative io an area,. which Soviet caooentators have 

seen as an arena of military developnent. Soviet efforts have focused upon 

creating pressures for new arms control agreements,. l'ilich would structure 

and mana~ the competition in the interests of Soviet national o;;ecurity. 

They ha.ve. likewise,. attempted to reach domestic constituencies in the U.S. 

and tne West who would for their own reasons be opposed to such a course .. 

They nave also attempted to use existing arms control ayreements,. most 

notably the 1972. ABM Treaty,. to preclude certain research and develop~nt 

act1vittes .. 

This response has not been narrowly technical,. although technical 

themes have been explored in the Soviet pronouncements.. Rather_. the thrust 

and direction has been fundamentally po11tical. In ttle Leninist tradit1on 

of seeing war as a continuation of politic.s,. the Soviet leadership under 

AndrO!JOY,. Chernenko and Gorbac:hev has focosed on the political aspects of 

the context. Soviet authors treat Reagan•s announcement of the research 

initiative as a process of "coming out of the closet,." i.e.~ makiny public 

what had been under development for years,. but at the same time trying to 

camouflage the actual intent by speaking of population defense when the 

intention has been to develop a war-f1ghting capacity which would back up 

U.S. counter force capabilities with a shield to undermine Soviet reta1 i

atory ca;:tability. In this regard SDI is but one more sh1ft in the zig-zags 

of Arrerican grand strat.e-gy .. l72 Soviet assessments do not see current 

tech'lologies as resulting in any immediate opportunity for technological 

surprise. Space-based lasers and the supporting target acquisition and 
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ba'tt1e management capabilities are still unequal to the demands. wtt1ch a 

major ICBM. SlBMs attack would pose to t.he def"ense .. The prob 1 em is that 

the Soviets have become less certain that U .. S. domestic constraints would 

inhibit the acceleration of" the research and development process.173 

In the first years of the Reagan Administration the Soviet leadership 

had shown restraint and had consciously tried to distance itself from any 

concept that asserted a nuclear war was winnable. Indeed s Chernenlto and. 

Marshal ~arkov both used the term 11Criminal" to describe any concepts of 

limit~d nuclear war because such doctrines paved the way for crossing the 

nuclear threshold and leadiny civilization into a cataclysm of uncontrolled 

escalation. While many in the West have described such views as a propa

ganda effort to enhance the Soviet Union's political posture. there was 

some ~ubstantial evidence that t~ Soviets had been trying to PIJVe their 

own conventional forces 1nto a configuration which would make possibl~ 

operational decision through air-mobile actions without recourse to nuclear 

weapons.. In this context the Soviets SS-20s in Europe could be seen as a 

form of escalation dominations i.e., a theater reserve 'lllhich would make 

NATO reliance upon nuclear lEapons to deal with a conventional Soviet 

offensive less palatable. CertainlJ',. th1s was the real contex.t of N.AT0 1 S 

decision to deploy a net: generation of U.S. theater nuclear weapons. 

Trying to use a two-tracked detente to derail that processs Moscow was 

gradua"!ly being forced by the acceptance of the theat·~r nuclear weapons 

into Europe to recognize that inteF"'nal contradictions within NATO -were not 

goiny to slow the arms race to the advantage of the U.S.S.R. 

In the period followiny Bt·ezhnev*s death it. wculd seem that the new 

Soviet leadersh1p did want to use detente to slow the arms race and in the 
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su11'1E:r of 1983 th@re 1s some evidence that grounds for negotiations 

existed. After the shooting down of KAl 007 that lntt= lude ended_. and 

Moscow reverted to answering the U.S. defense build-up on its own terms. 

While renewed talKs ~re opened in Geneva following the 1984 elections. 

neither side was w1111ng to spell out what it would do to rear.:h an agree

ment. Indeed,. there seem to be major constittRncies in both countries who 

agreed to the talks on the grounds that they had no chance of success .. 

Of ttle militarization oT space and the appropriate response to the 

Strateg1c Defense Initia:ive Soviet and East European authors llave 

addressed questions of military doctrine only ::ircunspectly. Assessnents 

of the u.s. program have tended to emphasize the severe limitations of the 

first generation of technology, especially chemical lasers~ the ease and 

relative low costs of countermeasures, including the use of ablative 

coatings on ICBM boosters. to make the tasks of the space-based ABM system 

more complex. Soviet attention to the technical details of a space-based 

laser system have identiTied seven distinct tasks for- the creation of such 

a system ranging Tron beam concentration on target through reduction of 

divergence over 1 ong distances. through the de 1 i very of sufficient energy 

upon target to destroy the object in a short period of tlme.. Behind this 

range of problems Soviet commentators point to the problems of sustained 

energy production to pe:nnit space-based lasers to engage and destroy the 

number of targets necessary to meet the anticipated ICBM threat. tt:n 

development of sy~tems that would provide for timely target locatl.:m, 

discriminat1on, and battle management. the creation of space transport lift 

capaci~y capable of lifting the required assets into orbit» and the 

development of means of defense for the system•s components once they are 

on station.l74 
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Soviet authors have informed western scientific audiences that while a 

minimal system may be feasible by the end of the century. which they define 

as 18stations in circular orbit. each station we1ghing 70 'tons and equipped 

with a 5 megawatt laser. such a m1nimal defense would cost $20 billion 

d,:)llars by their f"igures and protect against only lS lCBMs. For a defense 

ayainst a full-scale missile attack involving 1000 ICBMs the Soviet authors 

redefine the program to involve 18 stations in polar orbits weighing BOO 

tons each and armed with 60 megawatt lasers. In short,. the mini program. 

accord1ng to the Soviet specialists who include some of the most praninent. 

Soviet scientific elite and informed specialists on the U.S,. s~ace program 

fran the General Staff,. will not deliver what the SDI research initiative 

promises in its first manifestation. The maxi-program., on the other hand. 

is not technically feasible.l75 Soviet authors stress that neither system 

can protect a state from a strategic first strike but they might create an 

ill us ion that a state could radically reduce its damage from a retaliatory 

second strike. Clear inferences have been made by the Soviets that 

ground-based laser and particle beam systems hold out greater pranise 

because they will permit longer taryett1ng against inc.cming war-heads than 

the 100-second burn time associated with space-based lasers attacking 

boosters. However. this argtmEnt runs into the contradiction th.at warheads 

are far easier to harden than boosters. This tends to lead one towards tile 

conclusion that the Soviet preferred solution to the technical problem of 

ABM defense lies in further developrrent of ground-based particle beams. 

since the 1 atter could damage a target by heat and e lec.troni c di srup

tion.l76 

Space-based. laser-armed ABM systems would in the Soviets' opinion be 

only a first step into a qualitatively-new military capability~ V. 
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AvdUP.vsky of the soviet Academy of Science wrote in October 1983 that space 

would follow the model of other theaters of Wdr. The first step would have 

to be 'followed by others. His pleas were for space remaining ••peaceful ... " 

But his argunent was one which suggested that should the U.S.S.R. not be 

able to stop the evil plans of the United States then the U.S.S.R .. would 

have to follow suit in order to maintain the rough strate.gic parity wtich 

exists.. While describing the Space Shuttle as a wolf in sheep's clothin9, 

Avduevsky emphasized the th,..ust of U.S. plans to develop a whole ranye of 

svace c001bat craft. inc-:uding a mini-shuttle an:::l spaceplane.l77 As is now 

clear, the U.S .. S .. R, w•.s at: the same time testing its own m1ni-space plane~ 

which landed tn the Indian Ocean. and y.~as well along on the development of 

its own space shuttle type craft.l78 

While these programs are not operational as yet. the 1r pr-ogress 

sugyests the sort of investment which the u .. s .. s.R. engayed in during the 

1970s in this particular arena. The U.S. Congress's Office of Technologi

cal Assessnent has estimated that the Sov1et leadership has invested over 

$40 billion 1n the Soiuz-Saliut Program .. The improvements of both systems 

and the de:ve1o,:ment of a heavy lift transport system are further evidence 

of the national investment .. The Soviets describe their ent1rt"' manned 

orbital program in terms of peaceful use of space and have been quite 

out!:fo1ng in identifying the long-range objective of their manned program as 

the creation of permanent space colonies engaged 1n industrial product-ion .. 

They include amb1 tious plans for space-based solar ener-gy systems.l79 At 

the same time Soviet authors have emphasized the visionary aspects of their 

program; they have also pointed to the immediate and down-to-earth pay-offs 

of the space progr~. Academician v. H1shin. writing in Kommunist in 1983, 
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pointed to cusmonaut ics as a powerful stimulus to the national econany 

where science and technology function smoothly. t1ishin enunE'rated an 

entire host of industries which have benefited fran the research and 

development effort done to advance space exploration. These included 

cybernetics. electronics, and machine-building.l80 These very areas do, of 

course, stand at the heart of what the Soviet rni 1 itary has i dent i fi ed as 

the second stage o-f the scientific-technical revolution in military 

affairs .. Mishin himself points to a solar power station as worthy of 

national attention and identifies 1t with the respected term "a new cosmic 

GOELRO" in honor of the Soviet Union's first development plan. one pressed 

by Lenin for the electrification of the republic .. 181 The key to such plans 

Mish1n sees in the development of reliable, cheap lift capacity .. or a 

multi-use space transport similar to the U.S .. Space Shuttle. "'"ich Soviet 

authors had been screaming was in the vanyuard of U.S .. plans for the 

militarization of space.l82 

As Soviet authors painted their own pro~rams Y«tlte, while attributiny 

the most sinister implications to u .. s. efforts, a Polish officer was more 

explicit about the military future of space.. Colonel Jsef Smoter~ writing 

in a Polish Air Force and Air Defense journal in late 1982, stated: 

"Apparently as early as in the next lS years and certainly by the year 

2000. the air attack. arsenal will include spacecraft equipped with laser 

weapons, capable of destroying syace,. air and ground targets .. "l83 Smoter 

descr'\bed this new c.apabi 1i ty as ere at ing qualitative changes in the nature 

of air defense .. Space here was not the arena of man's sal vat ion from 

nuclear war but a new dimension to armed combat.. Srooter implied that space 

assets would be used in the same comt-ined-arms fashion that other Soviet 
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and WPO forces are supposed to be used towards the achievement of Ce:cision 

with space assets being fit into an already defined operat1onal art... The 

point here is tnat Smoter left the reader witP the impression that both 

offensive and defensive oper4tions woula be undertaken 'in space t~ support 

combat elsewhere.. The demand for 't-he future seetoted tG. be to turn ant1-a1r~ 

anti-rocket and anti-space operations into a coordinatad whole. In 

Smoter' s view to treat SD I as a weapon sys tel"' designed to <'e al with a 

particular problem, i..e.,. strategfc -,:ttack by ICB!is. is to miss the radical 

implications for the use of the weapons system"s potentla1.184 We are 

reminded of GenEral Anureev~s emphasls upon the interact'fon~ dnd inter

dependencies of offensive and deff!nsive \llile"apons and systems. 

A circumstantial case can be made that the Soviet General Staff has 

concluded that these new tecllnoloy1es in their future weapons mani festa.

tions will affect the conduct of war radically. Marshal Ogarkov•s emphasis 

on weapons based upon new physical principles and his attention to the 

problem of adapting tile military-technical side of military doctrine to the 

demands of the scientific-technical revolution suggest th1s line. Even 

ci vi 1i a.n cOI'IIIEntators have hinted that a space-based ABM system would 

require an anal()!;ous response.. K.okoshin in June 1985 identified SDI as a 

first step to a space-based ASH system 1n violation of the existing 

treaty.l85 Marshal Akhraneev had made the same charge ten days before.l86 

But Kokoshin went further and whila affirming the Soviet Union's declara

tory position against a concept of limited nuclear war predicted the 

U.S.S.R. would mount its own decisive countermeasures.l87 

Several years earlier in response to u.s. strategic modernizetion. 

Narshal Tol ubko ;:>f the Strate~tc Rocket forces had suggested that the 
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Soviet response wovld be symmetrical. Tolubko had pointed to Typhoon as an 

answer t.o Trident and the Soviet cruise missile then undergoing test i ny as 

the response to the deployment of cruise missiles .. l88 In 1982 General H. 

fl. Kir- 1 ian of the General Staff" not only used the sane examples to m;oke a 

case for symmetrical response by the Soviet Union but put it in the context 

of U.S. research and development efforts in the fields of lasers and 

particle beams. HE! even discussed a u .. s. proposal to place nine such 

SJiace-based, laser--armed battle stations into polar or-bit.l89 f-bre recent 

statements about a space-based ASH system have beE-n pointed in their 

avo1 dance of such a symmetr-1 cal response. Th 1 s is not to say that the 

U .. S.S.R. does not take seriously the militarization of space but rather to 

assert that they do not bel1eve that the U.S. r-esearct1 initiative will be 

confined wittltn the parameters laid out in U.S .. puhlic. declarations. The 

Soviet emphasis upon linldn~ strategic for-ce modernization, improved 

command and control capabilities with space-based ABM technology and 

improved ASAT capabl 11t1es is suggestive of the SOviet perception that the 

technology in question lends itself to a combinej arms approac.t-t.190 It. is 

unclear as yet Just how the Soviets wi 11 go abou; responding. 

In the short run the Soviet Union w11l continue. as 1t has, to use the 

political process to degrade the program. mobilize international opinicn to 

restrain acquis1tion. and seek to bolster the forces ·:>f "reason 11 who will 

be wi111ng. to accept i\ web of limitations as in the interests of both 

powers .. This is a pr-udent course for all sor·ts of eccnanic. political and 

military reasons. At the same time the Soviet Union wi11 find it necessary 

to acquire the basic elements of such a system in order to preclude u.s. 

technological SW"'prise. Since the late 1960s leading fiyures in the Soviet 

Ge!neral Staff~ including General Anureev. have been recomnend1ng such a 
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course. What we know of current Soviet programs in the areas of the space 

plane., space shuttle~ particle beam~ lasers., and manned orbital stations 

affirm tnat this course has been accepted .. l91 Ac4uir1ng such rninimum capa

bilities is. however~ only a first step~ 

Soviet assessments of the thrust and direction of the arms race 

emphasize acceleration in the process of weapons development w1t:h rapld 

obsolescence beccminy an increasing problflm. Soviet authors are. however., 

quick to point out that such new systems will also., when they are intro

duced in sufficient quantity, bring about radical changes 1n the organiza

tion and structure of the armed forces as wel1 as in che farms and means of 

armed combat. The qt.est1on for the Soviet 'forecaster is whether current 

and anticipated technology have indeed made it possible to deploy in space 

ade~uate assets to make space into ? decisive theater of military opera

tions. Evidence of U.S .. doctrinal development and oryanizational shifts 

would seem to point to an anticipated radical shift in the dimens1ons of 

the lofthreat .u Soviet m11 i tary officers enga!::Jfng in worse case anal ys i ~ may 

conclude that militarization is more than on the horizon .. However. the 

Soviet po11tical e11te will still have final say in the measure of the 

Soviet response.. If ttlat elite can. as it d1d fn the late 1960s., identify 

a constellation of political contradictions which will inhibit., slow and/or 

degrade the SDI effort,. then calls for a response to the militarization of 

space Aay ' muted and the acquisition of masses of \eapons required to 

answer such a threat delayed while researcn and development g~es Forward. 

It is impossible on the bas1s of available evidence to conclude whether 

Marshal Ogark.ovts removal as Chfe'f of the General Staff and then 

re-emergence in the summer of 1985 w1th the WPO command have anything to do 
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with which of these alternatives the Soviets have adopted. It is fair to 

assune, however, that if the case is for a raaical expansion of space 

combat assets then the organization, structural and doctrinal shifts will 

be in keeping with Ogarkov's appraisal of the latest trends in the 

scientific-technical revolution in military affairs and not a simple mirror 

image of U.S. programs or intentions_ 

In April 1985 at the Plenum of the Centrdl Committee the Soviet 

Union's new leader, Mikhail Gorbachev., endorsed the line that the primary 

task of military construction was to maKe sure that the U.S.S.h. could uat 

any moment yive a decisive rebuff to the agyressor .. ••l92 Gorbachev went on 

to point out that pious hopes that space weapons would mean the i!nd of 

nuclear weapons were groundl~ss, and he pointedly remarked that nuclear 

weapons~ appearance had not led to the disappearance of conventional 

arms.193 Marshal Sokolov. the Minister of Defen~. followed this with 

charge::; that 50[ 1 5 defensive rhetoric was designed to con{"..eal plans for the 

developnent of offensive, space-based weapons.194 Finally, Marshal 

Oyarkov 4 s latest tract ut favor of viyilance appeared in May in which 

Ogarkov explicitly c01npared the international situation in the 1980's with 

that confronting the u .. s .. s .. R .. irl the 19301 s .. l95 The point f"or a memer of 

the Soviet General Staff was to underscore the need for the U.S.S.R. to 

chart its own mflitary path,. evaluating the threat realistically but 

responding to it in such a fashion as to be in keeping with existing and 

projected doctrinal requirements.. Marxism-leninism and a sound understand

ing of military theory :~ive these officers a sense of the evolutionary flow 

of such chan~. soviet authors s'f'.r•ess the fact that ne\rl technologies 

cannot have a trul,t revolutionary impact until they exist in sufficient 
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quantity to force structural and doctrinal adjustment. Space-based weapons 

systems are at the moment "science fiction/' as Gorbachev has described 

them, but their potential must be explored. In this regard Soviet officers 

will, it seems prudent to predict. handle them in the same fashton that 

they have handled other technological innovations. First, Soviet doct~inal 

requirements will 

case with Soviet 

be we:11 in excess of existing capabilities as was the 

field regulations in the 1930's or Ogarlc.ov•s recent 

modifications of deep operation theory. Second, great stress w111 be 

placed on mastery of the basic scientific-technical canponents of such 

systems as well as the acquisition or organizational and sLructural experi

ence in the command and control of the assets and their integration into a 

combine~ arms environment. 

Regarding the idea of a hi~h-speed, ram-je:t. cr••ise: missile as a ~ans 

of cotmtering our efforts to neutralize their land-based ICBM force, the 

a SYJIIDi!' try of' 

credibility. 

the response. ff it is technically feasible,., gives it 

Sinc..e it would undermine the po11tica1 credib11ity of SOI by 

positing another costly threat with which the U.S. would have to dl!al, it 

would fit well within a long-term political campaign to undermine SDI while 

at ~he same time offering an avenue of escape in the more distant future if 

SOl did prove eff'ectfve against lCBHs.. One thing is certain, the U.S.S.R ... 

will not give up its hard-won ability to hold the U .. S.A. a strategic 

hostage. The yreat danger for the u.s. would be to go forward with SDI on 

the understanding that such was thl! nationa1 objective only to fail to 

achieve tt and then have to face the ::lomest'ic and international ram1flca

tions of ~uch a fa1lure.196 
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Nuw they have become just as vulnerable as we are, as all 
Europeans •••• The Americans have become vulnerable for the first 
time. so there have been constant attempts to somehow reverse the 
situation. And there was the naive hope that mo~ dollar~ and more 
military hardware could make you invulnerable. Now there is parity. 
Whatever you do won't chanye that~" The New York Times, (October 5, 
1980). 

Administration efforts to sell SOl have run into the problem of 
open criticism from US scientific-technical experts of the 
feasibility of the research ~rogram. This is not the place and the 
author lacks the technical competency to comment upon whether current 
and future develc~ents in lasers~ sensors, and computer technology 
(hardware and programming s~ftware) wi11 permit the creation of an 
effective space-based ABM system. However, the line of aryument 
taken by some defenders of SOl that such affairs are difficult to 
predict runs into problem that weapons programs begun with one 
purpose in mind often in the process of their development evolve into 
systems capable of other tasks. Radar research began to work on a 
death ray, evolved into the premier defensive system of the Battle of 
Britain, and by the late stages of the war was employed for offensive 
purposes in the bomber offensive. To say as Kenneth L. Adelman has~ 
ulf it won't work~ why are the Russians so wcrried about it?" is to 
miss this dialectical aspect of weapons development. Of course. the 
Soviet Union ls pursuing the development of such weapons technology, 
but it is the height o~ hubris to believe that the USSR will copy our 
operational art and structure in applying such weapons systems to 
warfi~hting. Moral grounds for building SOI as some answer to the 
problem of accidental attack a la Failsafe miss the central ~oint 
that war, as opposed to accidents. remains a continuation of 
politics. For SDI to work lt must deliver what President Reagan 
promised in his March 1983 address. Short of that our democratic 
policy will create a climate for recriminations and a discreditiny of 
even a more modest and prudent pursuit of such technologies. We are 
walking a very thin line. For Adelman 1 s v;ews see: Kenneth L. 
Adelman, HSOI: Setting the Record Straight. 11 Current Policy No. 370f 
(Washington. D.~ •1.S. Department of State, Bureau of Public 
Affairs~ 1985). ~-· a very articulate assessment of the dangers we 
now face in "selling" SDI at home and abroad see: James Schlesinyer. 
"The Eagle and the Sear,• Foreign Affairs. (Summer 1985). pp. 
958-961. 
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I NTRODUCT! ON 

Since the unveiling of President Reagan's Strategic Defense Initiative 

in early 1983. Soviet responses to this program have been a matter of 

growing concern to u.s. policymakers. Western defense analysts, scholars, 

and to laymen interested in Soviet-American relations. These observers, 

however, do not always agree in their assessment of Moscow's reaction to 

it. Some assert that the Soviet Union intends to use outer ~pace for mi 11-

tary purposes and they point to Soviet military doctrine and to the devel

opment and deployment of Soviet military space capabilities to substantiate 

their argl''llent~ Others argue that such conclusions cannot be drctWn fran 

Soviet military doctrine, since its tenets are often vague and ambiguous,. 

nor can they be drawn frm Soviet space capabilities .. Further,_ this second 

group asserts that Soviet officials have always refused to acknowledge- the 

existence o'f a military element in their- space programs,_ and attempts to 

impute such motives to f1oscow represent "mirror-imaging<~ on the part of the 

United States in order to justify growing u.s. space programs. 

Admittedly,_ Soviet m1li tary doctrine does not canst i tute a body of 

fixed rules which sets forth rigid prescriptions for such matters as future 

weapons choices and Soviet military strategy,_ etc.. In addition,_ there is 

much about Soviet military thought that may seem vague~ ambiguous,_ and for

bidding,. especia11y to sooeone unschooled in Marxist-Leninist thought. 

Nonetheless. we believe that Soviet military doctrine,_ 1f systematically 

studied and properly understood. may serve as a valuable instrument ln our 

comprehension of Sovie~ military developments. including those which may be 

related to outer space. 
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In this paper. we seek to determ1ne which tenets of Soviet military 

doctrine can. w1th reasonable certainty. be related to Soviet responses to 

the SDI. Wl1;h tenets may be associated in the SDI .. but not with as high a 

deyree of certainty. and which doctrinal components are probably unre 1 a ted 

to the Soviet reaction to the SDI. It is the hope of this writer that 

shedding light on Soviet military doctrine within the context of the 

Strategic Defense Initiative may contribute to a better understanding of 

Soviet military and political intentions.. This, in turn, should allow 

others to more effectively assess the viability of President Reagan•s plan 

to build a space-based defense shield. 
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SECTION I 

DESCRIPTION 

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SOVIET HiliTARY DOCTRINE 

AND SOVIET WEAPONS POliCY 

A knowledge of the relationship bet!ween Sov1et military docrine and 

Soviet weapons choices is important for those in the West who study Soviet 

military affairs, as well as for western policymakers. However, there has 

been no consensus tSOOng these observers concerning the role of mi 11 tary 

doctrine in this relationship.l Some have asserted that Soviet military 

doctrine 11 dr1ves 11 Soviet 1eapons policy choices. Others have argued that 

the role of Soviet doctrine in the weapons aquisition process is much more 

modest, belng simply that of providin£! theoretical just1f'icat1on for wea-

pons choices already made.2 To these analysts. other factors, such as 

general bureaucrat1c momentum, specific vested interests within the soviet 

mi litary-i ndustr1 al complex,. or an East-West act ion-react ion phenomenon. 

provide the stimulus for Soviet weapons programs. 

The re 1 at ionsh ip bet\o'een Sov1et mfli tary doctrine and Soviet ..eapons 

pol icy choices is complex. One reason 'for thfs is that Soviet military 

doctrine is itself complex, comprts1ng two major components -- a political 

component and a military-technical component. The political side o~ soviet 

military doctrine defines the yeneral nature of war and the political goals 

of the state in war. The military-technical component~ more susceptible to 

cnange than this political element, defines the means and methods of waging 

war. It also organizes and structures the armed forces for waging wars 
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directs to some extent weapons development. trains and prepares the troops,. 

as well as the entire populace for a conflict. and plans how war w111 be 

waged. In sun,. Soviet military doctrine is concerned with the nature of a 

future war and the goals of the state in it. how to prepare the country for 

it. and how to wage it if war is joined~ 

It is a hypothesis of th1s paper that it is not a matter of either 

military doctrine udrivifly" technological progress. includ1ng weapons 

choices. nor of doctrine simply "'reactingu to,. and "rationa1izing'1 new wea

pons policy choices already made. We believe that the role of Soviet mili

tary doctrine in the weapons policy process can be described as follows: 

Soviet military doctrine,. ln 1ts political aspect,. adapts (adjusts) the 

existing conception of the character of a future war. including its politi

cal goals. to new weapons breakthroughs. This occurred in 1960 when Soviet 

doctrine adjusted to the aevelo~ment of nuclear ~apons and their introduc

tion into the Soviet Armed Forces which took place in the late 1950s. In 

turn. this new concept of war provides general guidelines of criteria which 

are utilized by the m1litary-tectmical side of doctr in shaping Soviet 

f"orce posture -- the size. organizational structure of the armed forces. 

and the procurement. allocat1on of mell, materiel. and r"'esources needed to 

develop the armed forces. The material-technical side of doctri-ne does 

this by discerning the military utiltty of na\1 _.achnologies and new ..eapons 

and by presenting new r-equtre~~~ents for the armed forces within ttl.~ frame

work of the off"icia1 concept of war.. In sum. the material-technical com

ponent of Soviet military doctrine seeks answers to the following ques

t1ons3: For what kind of war is it necessary to prepare? What kind of 

armed fOf"ces should ont: have and 1n Wlat quantity? How should th<!y be 
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trained? In what ratio should the individual branches be developed? What 

armed branLh, if any, should be considered the main one,. and what means of 

warfare should be considered decisive fn each type of war? 
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SECTION I I 

SOVIET LAWS OF WAR 

Soviet military thinkers assert that a correct understanding of war as 

a social process is possible only if one takes into. account lts "laws" and 

that only Marxist-leninism provides such a comprehens1on.4 Soviet laws of 

war are defined as 11essential, necessary, repeating,. stable links and rela

tions between the various components and elements o'f war as a process 

shaping its creation, function, and developnent and outccxne". Soviet laws 

of war crxnprise three types: laws of the genesis of war,. laws of the course 

and outcome of war (called 11general 1aws 11 ),. and laws of armed conf'1ict6 

The general laws of war provide the basis of Sov1et military sc1ence, are 

reflected 1n Soviet military doctrine,. and tend ':o shape Soviet military 

policy. They are extrerre1y sensitive to the m111tary 1mp11cat1ons of new 

technology, as is evidenced by the Tact that the importance of str?.teg1c 

nuclear strikes in a future war was elevated to the status of a general law 

of war in the Khrushchev period~ The laws of armed conflict, in contrast, 

concret1ze the general laws of" war, especially that postulating the depen

dence of the course and outcOOE of war on the relationship of military 

forces of the opposing sides. and the law postulating the dependence of the 

development and change in methods of armed strugglt on quantitative and 

qual1tati'le changes in new '~Mleapons and military technology. The laws of 

armed struggle are used by commanders of the Sov1et Armed Forces primarily 

in formulating and solving specific strategic, operational,. and tactical 

problems. 
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Soviet military thinkers claim that, equipped with a Marxist-Leninist 

comprehension of war~ they can achieve victory in war.S It is further 

asserted that a knowledge of the laws of war provides one with an oppor

tunity to predict future military developments~ both inside and outside the 

SOviet Union.. For example. armed w1th the knowledge of the law concerning 

the origin of war,. and that postulating the dependence of war on its pOlit

ical goals~ the Soviets claim that they cari predict the nature of war pre

parations by the West and how such a war will be conducted. as we 11 as 

predict the development of new weapons systems and new organizational 

changes within the Soviet Armed Forces. Further.,. by focusing on the law 

concerning the scientiftc potentials of the canbatant states and that which 

is concerned wtth technological change. one can make predictions concerniny 

the need for new c.anbat operations. Since the general laws of war are more 

pertinent to possible Soviet responses to the SDI~ only they.,. and not the 

laws of armed conflict.,. will be discussed in this paper. 
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SECTION Ill 

THE GENERAL LAWS OF WAR 

The most yeneral law of war in Soviet military thinking is: 

'"War depends on the political yoals of the warriny states .. " 

This law expresses the Soviet belief that the political goals of 

states and their politics determine the character of war and its essence. 

as well as the extent that mf 1 i tary force wi 11 be employed in war.. This 

means that the nature of a state's political system and its goals determine 

the overall strategic plan of war,. as well as its econan1c, political, 

diplomatic, and ideological bases of support,. the choice of weapons 

(nuclear/conventional) employed. and how the war's strategic goals will be 

achieved. 

The second gener<fl 1 aw of war is: 

The course and outcane of war depend on the correlation of 
economic forces ~f the warring states. 

Soviet military thin~rs assert that of the various factors underlying vic-

tory or defeat fn war. the roost crucial one is the economic level of a 

state6 The level of development of the economy purpOrtedly determines the 

quant1ty and qua11ty of weapons p.roduced, whfch in turn shapes the nature, 

scale, and specific type of military operations to be employed. Further, 

the Soviets argue that as the scale of milftary operations expands, and as 

~apons and m1lftary technology are perfected. the role of economic factors 

1n war becomes even greater.. In addition. the level of econany is said to 

determrtne the extent to Wh1ch a state can mobilize fts reserves and fight a 

pt"otracted war. SOviet leaders fiercely argue that ttE Soviet system is 
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superior to the capitalist system in its capacity to suvport the state with 

needed reserves~ stores of food~ eneryy~ and raw materials. 

The third general law of war is: 

The course and outcome of war also depend on the correlatfon of 
the scientific potentials of the opposing sides. 

This expresses the dt-pendence of war and its processes on the scie .• tific 

and technological achievements of a country. and the extent and degree of 

the use of such potentia Is b.)' the combatants. Figures show that Soviet 

leaders are serious about taking advantage of this law of war -- they have 

turned out about 100.000 new scientific personnel in the past seven years~ 

including some 50.000 new candidates of science and about 4.000 doctors of 

scier.ce.6 

The fourth yeneral law of war is: 

.•~e course and outcome of war are dependent upon the correlation 
o~ socla1. and morale-political forces and possibilities of the 
belli qerents. 

This law says that the physical and morale-politlcal steadfastness of 

the 111asses determines to a yreat extent whether a state will win or lose a 

war. To emphasize the importance of this feature in Soviet military 

affairs. Soviet m11itary thinkers quote Lenin 1 s statement that "In any war, 

victory in the final analysis is determined by the spiritual conditions of 

those masses who shed their blood on the battlefield."7 The Soviets 

further assert that t~e hist"Ory of wars clearly demonstrates the applica-

bility of this law. 

The fifth general law of war is: 

The course a1':'d outcome of war are dependent upon the correlation 
of the military forces of the belligerent sides. 
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This law says that the rn111tary capability of a state, expressed ln 

qua!1titat1ve as ~11 as qua11tat'!ve terms, as well as 1ts mob111zation 

capa.c:fty, determine to a great extent the course o'f war, and whether that 

state will win a war if it is engaged. Also of importance is the le~ei to 

which the military theory of a state is developed. 

A new, sixth law of war was added in 1983/1984* The sixth, and final 

law of war is: 

The deve 1 opmer~t and shift in the methods of combat are dependent 
upon quantitative and qualitative changes in mflitary technology, 
and upon the level of morale-military qualities of military per
sonnel. 

This indicates the Soviet belief that the development and changes in 

mllitary operations (operational art) are caused primarily by chanyes of a 

particular type of weapons. as well as by corresponding changes in the 

physical/moral steadfastness and military expertise of the troops.. This 

law also asserts that new shifts 1n military operations are not caused by 

the will of military commanders, but by the force of new weapons 

technologies.. Ma:rsnal of the Soviet Union, former commander .Jf "'.;he Soviet 

General Staff, N. V .. Ogarkov. put it this way: 

The history of wars and military art convincingly de1110nstrate 
that changes in military affairs are caused by changes occurriny 
prtmarily 1n weapons and in military technology.. ' .... The suc
cesses of tectmology F. Engles wrote. -- scarcely nave they 
becccne applicable and virtually employed in m1lit.ary affairs,. 
then 1mmediately -- almost by force. and often against the will 
of the m111tary conmander -- have produced changes and even 
transformations in the methods of conducting battle ••• •S 

It is also emphasized that thi~ law fs manifested in combat operations 

of anY scale and at all levels. 
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______________ _:__ ________ ~ 

Soviet military thinkers also state that the above laws o:lre subsumed 

under a system of "laws which express the "nistorical inevitability of the 

triumvh of the new over the old.," i.e .. , that socialism will be victorious 

over capit.alist11. The most characteristic of these systematic laws is; 

That side wi l1 be historically vh.torious which represents the 
new~ more progressi1e social and economic system and effectively 
uses the possibilities inherent in it .. 

The above law is puq.JOrtealy applicable for wars fought in defense of 

the Soviet Union and its socialist allies, as well as newly liberated 

countries buildiny socialism. and for those conducting national liberation 

struygles .. 

While all the above general laws of war influence Sovie~ military doc-

trine and defense po11cy. inc1udiny weapons ac4uisition choices,. law number 

six 11 adopted after President Reagan•s Star Wars speech of March 1983. 

apvears to have a particular relevance for ~ossible Sov1et responses to the 

Strategic Defens@ Initiative.9 Moreover. the authority of both Enyles dnd 

lenin were invoked to substantiate this law. Of the six general laws of 

war. only one other. number two. invo~ed the authority of both of these 

thinKers for substantiation. 

In order to comprehend the meaniny of this general law of war,. one 

must first grasp the Marxist-Leninist dialectical laws of the transition of 

quantitative change into i.JUalitative change,. and of the negation of the 

neyation. The former law addresses the 4uestion of how change occurs (the 

source of chanye). It states thai{ cnanye wi 11 "'ccur by a gradual bui 1 dup 

of quantitative changes and the1r transit1on at a certa1n state of 

development into basic qualitative chanyes. which in turn provide the basis 
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for new quantitative changes.. The t;.ualitatfve changes which occur have a 

dual nature: they result in a change of tile state of the yfven quality., 

and secondly~ produce a jump~ a sharp transition to a new quality. As re

lated to military affairs~ tt i-s postulated that if any quantitative 

chanyes take place in the armed forces which affect their quality or the 

nature of military operations., then qualitative changes will occur,. pro-

v1ded that basic new types of weapons are produced and supplied to the 

armed forc.es in sufficient quantities. But to leave the matter here would 

be inexpedient., since this provides the Soviet analyst (including the mili

tary ana)yst) only with an approach,. a methodology for comprehending change 

in the world. The analyst mu:it probe more deeply. This point was made in 

the following statement: 

Tne methodological requirements for an analysis of the basic 
qualitative tr~nsition consists in ttl!:! following; to clarify the 
nature and features of the baslc qualitative transition, the 
jump; to determine its beg1nn1ng; to detect the direct1on and 
character of ttlis transition; to point out the paths, the means 
for its most expedient realization in various forms of pract fcal 
ac.tivity.IO 

This means that the analyst mus,. examine the rate at which qualitative

change will occur .. While it 1s generally assumed that changes in military 

technoloyy take place much more rap1dly than in the past, one must answer 

such quest1oos as: which new types of weapons (air, sea, land-based) w111 

br1ny about the fastest qualitative changes 1n military affairs., and what 

quanttties of these weapons must be produced to cause a qualitative change 

in military operations? In addition~ the analyst must be able to detect as 

qu1ck1y and rationally as possible, the beginnlng of qualitative change in 

the followfny statenent 
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The 1 mechanism 1 of the dependence (changes the combat operations 
as ct function of level of military technology) consists in that 
new technology by necessity forces out the old.. However, this 
occurs not immediately~ for so~re: time they coexist. The new 
technology at first is used within the framework of old methods 
of operations, but having reached a sufficient degree of j..erfec
tion of qua1i;y,. it is forced to change tOO methods of struygle. 
They do not g1ve up the old technology immediately. For a cer
tain period they maintain subordinate functions with respect to 
it and its use is subordinate to the new methods of combat opera
'tlons.ll 

Whdt is of critical importance for the analyst is the timely detect ion 

of the direction of qualitative changes, i.e., to be able to preserve ele-

me-nts of the old in the new and not to skip stages of development.., For the 

military analy:::t, this means that he must see positive features in existing 

weapons and Operations and to take full advantage of them.. In sum, changes 

in quality, hased on changes in quantity, may be varied ln terms of charac

ter and result* What is most important is to see what is "progressive" in 

developaEnt... This is the tas'K of the law of the negation of the negation 

which is eli scussed in the 'folloP~ing sect ion. 

The dialectical law of the negation of the negat1on states that change 

must be viewed as pror..ess in which elements of the new flnegate" elements of 

the ala .. wh1le preserviny the "progressive" features of the old,. In char-

acterizing the essence of this law. Lenin stated that di ale<- ical negation 

-- "this is not empty negation .... but negation as a moment of linkage. as a 

moment of development .. w1th the retention of the positive ..... "l2 As Engles 

J.!Ointed out.., the nature and the rreans of negating of the old by the new 

will be different in each c.oncrete case.l3 In other words. each phenonenon 

excmined is unique. ~~rshal H. Ogarkov put it this WO$; 

As experience shows. the depth of the negation can be different. 
In some cases. the elimination of the old, the antiquated.., 
brea~~o:lny further progress. occurs by preservin!:J the bases of the 
existing one .. 14 
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According to the Marxist-Leninism~ in each negation there will be two types 

of negation, depending an the nature of the qualitative changes occuriny. 

The first constitutes a negation of elements of the old while preserving 

the bases of the existing state of the phenonEnon. The second involves a 

negation of the bases of the existing state of the phe nane non and the 

formation of a new quality on a new base. The first type of neyation is 

sald to be encountered quite often in mil 1 tary affairs.. For example. in 

the aircraft industry. as long as the focus of" aircraft designers WdS 

directed at the perfection of aircraft based on propeller-dr:ven engines., 

the negation simply involved improving certain structural features of the 

airplane (improving the wing design etc.),. Wtile the basic features of the 

airplanes \ere preserved (.piston-driven ~ngines and propeller). This type 

of negation is viewea by Marxist-leninist thinkers as important if the 

objective is to preserve the existing qualitative state of the phen<ml!non,. 

or 1n preventing ~uperfluous destruction of existing weaponry. military 

operations. etc. The second type of negation takes place when development 

is no longer possible by simpl.t making modifications in the exlst1ng bases 

of the object. What is needed is the ere at ion of a new qua 1 i ty on a new 

base. For example,. the further development o'f screw-propeller aviation was 

no longer possible on the basis of piston-driven motors. and so a qualita

tive shift to jet aviation occurred. This type of negation fs seen by 

narx1sm-Lenin1sm as not as common for mi11tar~ affairs as the: first type,. 

a1though the nuclear revolution in military affafrs has often involved this 

type of neyat1on.. Marxist-Leninist thinkers warn that th1s second type of 

nt!gation must be applied w1th extreme caution. The authority of both lenin 

and Frun2e have been invoked to substantiate this point. lenin stated that 

~one should not learn to solve one's task by new methods today if 
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narxism-Lenin1sm as not as common for mil1tar~ affairs as the: first type" 

although the nuclear revolution in military affairs has often involved this 
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yesterday•s experience has not opened our eyes to the invalidity of old 

methods" ,.15 And Frunze warned that '"serious innovations in military 

affairs which play a decisive role in the fate of states should be pursued 

with ext renE caution" .. 16 

The law of the negation of the negatlon imposes certain requirements 

on the analyst. First, the negation must preserve positive elements of the 

earlier stage of development .. It does this by linking together elerrents of 

the new and of the old. According to Marxist-leninist thinking negation 

means preserving key elements of the old and tranfonning them to new. The 

second r-equirement is that the analyst be able to see in a creative way 

elements of the new conta1ned in the existing state of the object., and to 

transform the positive elements of the old and to apply them to the needs 

of the new. lenin expressed this point as follows: 

When the new has been 
certain period of time, 
ln nature as well as in 

created ••• the old always r-emains., for a 
is stronger- than it, this always happens 
society.l7 

This point is considered by Marxist-leninist thinkers ;ss being especially 

~mpor-tant for m11ftary affairs since it provides the basis for determining 

what is new in military affairs and what is not.. Each new type of weapon. 

each new technology proposed cannot be considered new.. Only those ~,~o~eapons 

and technologies which pranote the improvement of the functions of the 

armed 'forces as a whole. which have superior military qualities compared to 

existing ones, which can be 1ntegrdted with their types of weapons, and 

Wlich can be produced in sufficient quantities can be considered new .. 
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SECTION IV 

BASIC FEATURES OF WAR FOUGHT IN DEFENSE 

OF THE SOCIALIST HOMELAND 

Soviet m111tary thinkers also cla1m that wars fought in defense of 

soc1 ali sm possess special and unique features, in tenns of goals and sod al 

character, methods of conducting COfflbat operations, the relationship of the 

people toward them, and the historical significance of them. According to 

t1arx1st-Len1nist thinking, these general features of wars fought in defense 

of socialism include; 

The revo1 utionary character* This feature expresses the 1 de a that 

such wars represent {symbolize) a continuation of the class struggle of the 

world jJroletariat and its allies against world imperialism and all reac

tionary forces in the world. The Great Patl"'iotlc War {1941-1945) ts des

cribed as a prime example of the revolutionary struggle of the peoj.)les of 

Soviet nation for the independence and freedom of the Soviet Homeland. 

The All-Peoples Character.. This featur-e expresses the idea that in 

wars fought in defense of socialism. all the Soviet peoples are consciously 

involved in the conflict and actively support the pollcies of the Communist 

Party .. 

The International Character.. This feature expresses the Marxist-

leninist ax1om that wars fouyht in defense of soclalism are at the same 

time defending the 1 nterests of the International proletariat and sup

porting nations fiyhtin~ their national liberation struggles. 

The Dec1s1ve and Implacable Character .. A new basic feature of wars 

fought in defense of socialism was added in 1984 .. This expresses the 

Sov1et conviction that the Soviet nat1on and its armed forces w1l1 conduct. 
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under the guidance of the CPSU., the war until the ccmplete def'eat of the 

enemy.. The authoritv of Lenin was invoked to substantiate this new feature 

of war: 

war must be conducted in a genuine ttfY .. or do not conduct it at 
all. There can be no middle point~ 
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SECTION V 

PRINCIPLES OF SOVIET MILITARY BUILDING 

Soviet military thinkers state that the "principles of 10ilitary build

ing" constitute a set of guidelines and precepts of the political and mili

tary leadership which shape the main dtrections in strengthening the mi11-

tary capabi 1 i ty of the Soviet state.. They further state that such pri nci

ples, as well as the principles of m111tilry art~ concrettze Soviet laWS of 

war and the laws of armed struggle. These principles focus on the ~liti-

cal, ideolog1ca1,. military,. econcxuic,. and social dimensions o'f Soviet mili

tary power. Not viewed as constant and f1x~d. they !re constantly being 

revised in conformity with changes in the nature of ·"i:.i,. the nature of the 

external threat,. the methods of combat. the def"ense needs of the Soviet 

Union,. and the level of Soviet econanic development... The 100st important 

principle is said to be leadership of the Canmunlst Party over all aspects 

of Soviet military affairs,. while others have included strict military dis

cipline,. unity of the nation and the Soviet armed forces. the harmonious 

develo,pment of all branches of thP armed forces,. {combined-arms). and 

others. usually there is only one set of principles -- considered to be 

official -- adopted by Soviet leaders at a particular time. However,. in 

1980,. two formulations of Soviet principles o'f military building appeared .. 

The first contained a J)f"1nc1ple which stated that a regular army be built, 

but with the provision that a territorial m1 fitary system of military 

organizatfon might also be created.!9 The second, which appeared in June 

1980, was identical to the first.,_ except that the pr-inciple of "conformity 

of the forms Gf military organ1.zation to concrete hfstorical conditions'~ 
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replaced the '~regular army principle 11 
.. 20 Emphasis on nconcrete historical 

cond1tions 11 suggests that Soviet leaders believed that more weight should 

be given to conventional forces for fighting a conventional war~ especially 

ln Europe (concrete historical conditions), or that debate was taking place 

with'in the Soviet leadership over resource allocations. 

In 1983-1984, a list of principles of Soviet military building 

appeared which included a canpletely new principle: 11 Continuous improvement 

of the oryanizational structure [of the Soviet arPJed forces]". lt may be 

presumed that this was the result of Marshal Ogarkov's influence.21 
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SECTION VI 

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURo OF THE SOVIET ARMED FORCES 

Organizational structure is concerned with the optimum relationship 

among the various bra~oches and combat arms of the Soviet Armed Forces, 

their relative significance, and the role they will play in any flfture 

war. In addition, a central question in deciding on proper organizational 

structure 1s that of the nuni)ers and types of' weapons to procure and thefr 

relationship to Soviet security requirements. Even though adherence to the 

cherished Soviet concept of "combined-arms" has been persistently pro

claimed by Soviet mi 11tary th:inkers'" organizational structure has been one 

of the most vigorously debated issues of Soviet military thought beginning 

with the Khrushchev period (1955-1964). This is not surprising since the 

development and adaptation of nuclear weapons and ather eql<ipment in all 

branches of the armec forces, from the end of 1953 to 1959 11 and the ere

at ion of the Strateg1 c Rocket Forces 1 n J_anuary 1960,. ~re bound to cause a 

substantial rethinking of the existing organizational concept (combined

arms),. and to pranote a rore nuclear-oriented one. Beginniny in 1954,. 

Soviet armed forces personnel began to study nuclear ~apons and the means 

of combat operations under conditions of the use of nuclear weapons. The 

first large-scale field exercise in which the atomic bomb was detonated was 

conducted in September of that year .. 22 This constituted the be9inning .>f 

qualit.aLive changes in troop organization and the technical equipping of 

Soviet troops and modes of coq~bat operation under conditions of uut..lear 

war. ThP ~vv1et Ground Forces. for examples began to experience the influ

ence of nuclear weapons during the 1954-1959 period as missiles troops. 
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including tactical and strategic missile subunits and units, were added to 

the composition of the Ground Forces.23 Further, nuclear ~apons ~re 

officially adopted by NATO in 1954. and missile and nuclear w~rneads began 

to be introduced in Euro~. Also, the United States and its allies adopted 

the doctrine of '"massive retaliation,"' based on the employment of" strategic 

nuclear weapons, on a broad scale .. These developments soon precipitated 

fresh debates within senior Soviet military circles over the most expedient 

mix of nuclear and non-nuclear weapons in the armed forces and the proper 

organizational concept to be adopted. ATter enjoying a period of pre-

eminence among branches of the Soviet Armed Forces, by 1980, the Strategic 

Rocket Forces had been de-emphasized, and the traditional Conibi ned-arms 

doctrine had been reestablished within the framework of strateyic nuclear 

force primacy .. Correspond'ingly, the Party was said to be pranoting the 

'~harmonious development of all branches and arms of the armed forces, 11 and 

''victory in modern war was said to be achievable only by their canbined 

efforts., 11 

While some Soviet military th.inkers had emphasized in the late 1960s 

the "strategic nuclear forces" (the SRF. Soviet Rocket Forces, and the 

nuclear-powered navy) as the trost important units of the SAF in a future 

war., they Mere said to consist of three separate and distinct branches of 

the SAF .24 lt came as some surprise. therefore. when the Chief of the 

General Staff Marshal N. v .. Ogarkov. described in his 1982 book, Always in 

Readiness to Defend the Homeland, the "main component" of Soviet military 

po\Er as consisting of the "Strateyic Nuclear Forces 11 without. specifying 

their respective branches. Further 1 it came as more of a surprise when 

Ogarkov called the Soviet Ground Forces in "essence, the main branch of the 
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Armed Forces," and 11stPd the Air Forces ahead of the Nat1onal Air Defense 

Troops. marking the first time that the Ground Forces and Air Force were so 

listed in organizational priority*25 [n June 1983 Ogarkov warned that 

because of the "increased Imperialist threat," i.e_, the building of new 

American strategic and convent1ona1 weapons, as well as their mastering of 

outer space and their creation of weapons based on "new pnysics vrinci-

ples" ~ members of the Soviet General Starr had to concentrate their main 

efforts on the most rapid solution to critical problems of organizational 

structure and the combat readiness of the Soviet Armed Forces .26 Oyark.ov 

added that this was of critical importance because the United States and 

NATO forces were perfect 1ny the organizational structure of their armed 

f'orces. 

Ogarkov elaborated his novel concept or organizational structure of 

the SAF in an article wnich appeared in late September 1983. He stated: 

The main concept of the military power of the Soviet Armed Forces 
under modern conditions,. the main factor for containing the 
aggressor are our strategic nucledr forces. consisting of units 
and formations of the Strateglc Rocket Forces. the Navy and Air 
Forces. Their creation was a necessary resvonse to Imperialist 
threats.27 

Ogark.ov added that "all branches of the Soviet Armed Forces are developing 

harmoniously," and then described the non-strategic components of the SAF 

-- the Ground Forces, Air Forces. A1r Defense Troops, and Navy. in that 

order .. 

until the early fall of 1984~ other Soviet military leaders, including 

defense minister Harsn.ill S .. Sokolov. repeated the Ogark.ov doctrine of stra-

tegic nuclear force primacy coupled with the harmonious development of all 

branches of the ar-med forces.28 Hokever, since that time, the available 
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- ---------------------------. 

evidence suggests the existence of cons1derable ferment within senior 

Soviet military circles -- ferment whlch may be related to possible Soviet 

responses to the SOl. This development is suggested b_v an analysis of 

Soviet stateli'l!:nts swroundi ng the one hundredth birthday anni ~rsary of 

n.v .. Frunze. considered to be the father of Soviet military doctrine. For 

example. in his review of the book M.V. Frunze. Captain First Class A. 

Bt:!:lyaev emphasized the importance of a '"unity of views•• on military 

problems in the Soviet Union: 

In his works" 'The Red Army and its Tasks~. and 1 Reoryanization 
of the Red Arm.i • M ... V. Frunze reveals the essence of the military 
policy of the Soviet state -- poses the question of deve 1 oping 
unified views for the military and political leadershlp on ~rob
iems of military 6u1ld1ny. Under cond1tions of a constant treat 
of attack of lmper1al1st states on the Republic of Soviets, a 
vital task of the Party and nat ion is the conversion of the Red 

into a "uni 

The author added that tllhese views have not lost thelr validity even 

today 11
• 

It can be aryued that this emphasis on unity was intended not simply 

to describe an historical event. but to promote such unity. This nation is 

also suggested in the following quotation of Frunze taken fran Belyaev•s 

book: 

H.V. Frunze based all h1s activities on the basic Leninist postu
late that the fundamental yuiding principle of Soviet military 
building i!: leadership by the Communist Party. 1 Mobody and 
nothinl: .... can build hisr£ol'ic:\: both: within the countr~ as well 
as in _ne army against t par ~ and w1thout 1t .. ' H •• Frunze 
cat led the Comnunist Party the eader and conmander of the Red 
Army.. The Red Armf -- he: noted -- knew and knows only this com
mander.,30 (emptlas s added} 
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If one contrasts the above quotation, which appeared in November 1984, 

with a simllar quote from Frunze. which appeared in the 1984 edition of 

H.V. I~, a significant distinction appears: 

ayed an outstanding role in carryin~ out the prin
leadership of all problems of mi11tary building. 

streJ!Qth,,.,J,,a the positions of the Communfst Party within the 
both 

While both of the above art lcles stress the importance of Party 

leadership over the armed forces, and warn aga1nst those who become too 

independent of this leadershiJJ, the accent in the e.a.rller quote (taken from 

the book. of M.V • .?runze. 'Wtlich was sent to the typesetter in August 1983 

and was published in early 1984) is on Party unity/strength as a precondi-

tion for the strength of the .Youny Soviet state. In contrast, the later 

article (November 1984) emphasizes the Party's function as not only the 

.. 1eader 0 of the armed forces, but its "commander" (vozd) which is reminis

cent of the Party leadership over the armed forces exercised by Josef 

Stalin. The statement that the 11army Jcnew and knows only this carunander" 

invites the speculation that it was directed at a military leader who had 

become too powerful. Was that person Marshal N.V. Ogarkov? 

Yet, to ft.rther canplicate matters. this same statement of Frunze 7 

quoted above. was given a still different treatment in early 1985.. Then~ 

General P .. lushev, canmander of the Moscow Military District, in reviewing 

another book nn M .. V_ Frunze, ~tated~ 

M4V. Frunze based all his activity on the leninist postulate that 
the foo:damental guid!ng principle of Sov1et m11 ttary but1 ding is 
leadership of the Coormunfst Party.. In the profound devotion o'f 
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quoted above. was given a still different treatment in early 1985.. Then~ 

General Po. lushev. canmander of the Moscow Military District, in reviewing 

another book on M .. V_ Frunze, ~tated~ 
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the mllitary personnel to the Communi"it Party,. in their faithful 
following 1ts ideals. its discipline and steadfastness.,. the pro
leterian commz.nder perspicaciously saw the indtspensible condi
tion of the strength of the army and navy,. their military capa
b111ty.. Under co . .ditions of developed soc1alism. there occurs a 
further increase in the leadership role of the CPSU in a11 areas 
of strengthening defense of the country.32 

While Lusnev•s article reiterates the time-honored principle of CPSU lead

ership over the SAF,. it lack.s the strong vituperative language of the two 

previous articles. It emphasizes instead certain political attitudes held 

by the troops as essential for promoting Soviet military capabilities .. 

While Lushev cited "un1f1ed views" of the SAF as being important,. he linked 

this with combined operations based on a single strategic command: 

H.V. Frunze on more than one occasion emphasized the necessity of 
unified views on the building of the Armed Forces and the methods 
ot armed struggle,. the importance of coordination of operations 
of the R. ' Army and Navy. These postulates have now acquired 
special relevance. Under contemporary conditions of decisi~ 
sign 1 ftcance are the coordinated ope rat ions of the var1ous 
branches of the Armed Forces based on a unified plan of the stra
tegic command.33 

While we must be cautious in our interpretation of the above trends. it can 

be speculated that the statenents above about frunze reflected growing 

Party-Mil itar;,· tensions. but that such tensions have now been mitigated. 

It is not without interest that Marshal Ogarkov has been named to replace 

Marshal V. Kulik.ov as Warsaw Pact commander, suggesting that he is now in 

an excellent position to implement his novel views on oryanization 

structure. 
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SECTION VI I 

THE DURATION OF FUTURE WAR 

The duration of war has been one issue which Soviet military thinker~ 

have been unable to reach any sal id consensus on s1nce Krushchev's tire. 

While Krushchev had said that a future war would be short. most Soviet 

military thinkers durlny the post-Khrushchev per,iod have argued that a 

future war could be either short or long. During the period of 1976-1980~ 

it appeared tllat the "duration of Wdru issue was being debated within 

senior Soviet military circles as it was during Krushchev's time .. In 1978. 

for example. General Nikolai LORJOv, a leading Soviet military writer. 

asserted: 

.... Despite new theories on 'small professional armies',. on the 
leading dnd decisive role of bomber aviation. tanks, or other 
branches of the armed for-cPS in achieving v1ctory ••• ,. a f'uture 
war may be ylobal. conducted by mass armies and tor a lqng per1od 
of time.34 

Nonetheless. the short war thesis gained ground when the Strategic Rocket 

forces were described as capat>le of reaching decisive goals in the 

11 quickest possible time'~.3s 

Whfle the available evidence may be less than f"ully persuasive. 1-: 

appears that more weight 111 the 1981-present period has been given to the 

short-war thesis. Thus. current S!l'viet rn1l itary doctrine places consider

able emphasis on the initial period of ..:a:--. \tltn its swift, massive nuclear 

strikes. which purportedly can 1nflUIWCP. tm.. r!nt;ir~:> Q!!tcooe of the conflict. 

relatively quickly. This concept was i:idvance<ct by colonel Jozef Smoter 1n 

his article on air defense in a fut~,...,.c war .. 36 He: asserted that within the 
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next 15 years,. and certainly by the year 2000,. the air attack arsenal of 

the United States and Soviet Union will include spacecl"'aft., equipped with 

laser weapons c,apable of dest1 .. oying space,. air and ground targets. Conse

quently. the air defense forces of both states will have a decisive influ

ence on the outcane of war at the beginning of war. and tJtust be capable of 

responding quickly.. Mar~hal N .. Ogarkov appeared to be a staunch supporter 

of the short-war concept .. In his article published on May 9., 1984,. Ogarkov 

had the follow1ng to s~ about the impact of new milita1 .. y technology on the 

nature of a futul"'e war., including its conventional variant: 

The sharply increased range of conventional Reapons make it pos
sible to immediately seize by active military operations not only 
border areas. Dut also the terri tory of an entire country. Wlich 
wa~ not possible in past wars .. ~.In this case. the zones of possi
ble military operations are 4Snarply expanded and the role and 
significance oT the tnitial period of war and its entire opera
tions increase inc.anparably .. A new war. if Imperialism unleashes 
it. will in its n.=tture be certc1fnly different fl"'om wars in the 
past.37 

This concept o~ the nature of future ~~r has had a considerable effect 

on the Soviet view of combat readiness. as the time factor has been sharply 

elevated in importance. As nuted in the authoritative work MarxisrP-

Leninism on War and the Army: 

The Cl"'1teria of combat readiness have substantially changed. At 
the present stage the Anned Forces must be capable at any moment 
and in any situation to frustrate the surprise uttack of the 
ag,essor.. Of particular importance is the time factor. The 
enormous speeds of flight of missiles and airplanes require the 
bringing the troops {forces) into the highest combat readiness in 
literally a matter of minutes. Only in this case can one cooot 
on an effective repulsing of the surprise strikes of the aggres
sor and a successful fulfilling of the tasks set before the 
Soviet ArnEd Farces.38 
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Further. Ser~i Akhraneev. Ogarkov 1 s replacement as cll1ef of the Soviet 

General Staff. has also placed much emphasis on the initial period of war .. 

-writing in the author1tative journal Kotmlun1st. in early 1985. Akhraneev. 

asserted that if a nuclear war broke out. "larye cities, major econumic 

targets would be exposed to devastation and destruction 1n a short pe-r1od .. 

these w111 be massive losses of the popolat1on and military yroup1ngs.n39 
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SECTION VI II 

FUNCTIONS OF THE SOVIET ARMED FORCES 

Marxist-Leninist military writer~ assert that the nature of the Soviet 

AntEd Forces (SAF),. as well as 1 ts functions. are shaped by the nature of 

Sovlet society. Thu-s,. as an instrument of t~ Soviet state established 1n 

1917, it has had two types of functions; an internal and an external func-

tion. The former focussed on the expiration of the capitalist class and 

1ts vestiges inside Russia. With the establishment of sociallsm in 

Soviet Union in 1936, and the format ion of an all-peoples state in 

the 

the 

1970s., the army's internal 'functions -- as an organ of the state security, 

to suppress counter-revolutionary forces inside the country, and as a 

deterrent to potential rebel resistance to the Soviet state, became suJ:er

fluous. The external function of the SAF is said t.o be basic since it is 

directed at the 11 main threat to the bu11d1ng of socialism and corrrnunism 

Imperialism~'. The cYrrent Party Program. adopted by the 22nd Party Con

gress in 1961, states that "from the point of view of internal conditions. 

the Soviet Union does not nePd an army, but the military danger posed by 

lmperial1sm forced the Soviets to strengthen its defenses and to develop 

its armed forces ... 40 Thus, the basis of the external function of the SAF 

remains fixed and consist5o in defending the U.S.S.R .. from 11 agyressive 

attacks of international Imperia11sm 11
• But Soviet military thinkers have 

stated that this function may take on new dimensions {forms), depending on 

changes in tne global correlation of forces .. 

After Khrushchev was removed from po\ler in 1964,. a shift occtrred in 

the Soviet view of the functions of the ~AF.. No 1onyer was the SAF seen as 

an instrument designed simply to defend the Soviet Union and its borders 
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and those of its Eastern European neigl'lbors, and its "1 iberation function" 

was no longer restricted to Europe. The Soviet Armed Forces were given new 

broader functions which included: 

1. 
2. 

Deter ylobal nuclear war and preserve world peace~ 
Protect the Soviet Union and 1ts socialist allies in case o'f an 
Imperialist attack~ 

3. 

4. 

Destroy the colonial system and blunt Imperialist 
counter-revolution. 
Promote revolution within Western states.41 

This view of the f,mctions of the Soviet Armed Forces perslsted until late 

1977~arl.7-· 1978... At that time, the focus of the SAF began to shift frcm 

wider international concerns to efforts to protect "socialist conquests in 

the Soviet Un'fon and Wc..!"saw Pact states ... "
42 

The new Soviet constitution. 

'r'hich went into effect in October 1977. provided the legal basis for the 

new version of the SAF. Tnus, Soviet military thinking at that time no 

longer spoke of the global functions of the SAF (establishment of socia11sm 

world-wide, !)locking of Imperialist counter-revolutions, etc.). Further, 

the Marxist-Leninist terms "'proletarian and socialist internationalism.,. had 

an inward orientation and focused .on the equality of Soviet citfzellS, and 

the promo~ ny of friendship of Soviet military personnel across ethnic 

Soviet boundaries, as well as closer ties with Warsaw Pact states 

(social1st internationalism). 

Included: 

The tasks of the SAF during this period 

1. Deter a global nuclear war .. 
2. Fight a nuclear/conventional wat- if deterrence broke down. 

This narrowed concept of the functions of Ute Soviet Armed Forces persisted 

lM'Itil sometime in 1983.43 Then the broadened concept of the fooctions of 

the SAF resurfaced sometime during the su:nmer of 1983. This concept was 
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evident in the authoritative work. Marxist-Leninist Teaching on War and the 

Anmy. which was published in earl$ 1984.44 The following were yiven as the 

new functions of the SAf: 

l. 
2. 

3. 

Deter a global nuclear war. 
Defend the U.S.StR. and the Socialis~ block in case of the 
outbreak of war. 
Ext~nd aid to other countries and to nations of developing 
states protecting their freedom and independence from 
Imperialism aygression ... 

This expanded version of the ~oviet Armed Forces' functions received 

further substantiation in June 1984 in an article by lt. General D. 

Vo 1 kogonov: 

The Ar~ Forces of the Soviet state have always been an instru
ment for the protection of the revolutionary conquests of the 
Socialist Homeldnd. Hut there has now come into operation the 
so-called "globalization" of the manifestation of the main con
tradiction of the epoch associated, also with the providiny in 
the corresponding political. moral-technical fonm, international 
aid to national-1 iberGtion movements, proyressive regimes, young 
states strugyliny a~ainst Imperialism.45 (emphasis added) 

In sum, the :unctions of the SAF have undergone four shifts since 1960. 

The first, last1ny until mid-1956, viewed the SAF as having a narrow conti

nental orientation focusing on the defense of the u;s.s.R .. and its Eastern 

European allies. The second, lastin~ from 1966 until late 1~77-early 1978, 

perceived the SAF as an instrument with wider, international concerns, 

includiny the support of national-liberation struggles and civil wars in 

capitalist states. The thfrd, which persisted until sometime in 1983, was 

a~ain narrow in scope anL saw the SAF alony with the Warsaw Pact. as beiny 

an fnslrument solely ~o aeter global nuclear war and to protect the borders 

of the U.S.S.R. and its Eastern European allles from Imperialist 
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encroachnents,.. The fourth shift., disce· ~le in mid-1983,. again saw the 

SAF as having broader,. more internati~na1 concerns. 

Preemption 

Preemption refers to the ability or willingness of a state to launch 

strikes against an enemy at the first ind1cat1on that the enemy is 

preparing to, or intending to a~tack. At the heart of" preemption is the 

ability to react with utmost speed., particularly in response to a nuclear 

attack. This means that the state which intends to preempt anottter•s 

attack on it will need a large standing army., as well as reserves which can 

be mobilized quickly.. No state wishes to convey to another that it has 

adopted preemption as a strateyy. since thls would likely motivate the 

other to use its force thus fueling the arms race. Consequently., SOviet 

references to preemption have been shrouded in ambiyuity and sparse in 

number. 

Since 1981,. Soviet military thinkers have been adamant in as5erting 

that they are not building up their strategic forces to launch a first 

strike against the West. This has been buttressed by the late Chairman L. 

Brezhnev's declaration. delivered to the UN Special Session on Disarmament 

in June 1982.. that the Soviet Un1on would not be the first to use nuclear 

.eapons against an opponent,.46 and the treaty proposed by the Warsaw Pact 

and the U.S.S.R. in January 1983. calling for the mutual renunciation of a 

first use of all tyJ,JeS of weapons against the other alliance .47 

Targetiny 

Soviet military thinkers have traditionally postulated that Soviet 

targeting must have two basic goals first,. to destroy the enemy•s means of 
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nuclear attack,. and the second to wreck. his political and econanic centers, 

as W!eJl as his urban-industrial centers. What this has meant is that the 

enemy's missile sftes, his command and control 'facil~ties. as we-11 as his 

industrial and population centers,. must be destroyed. Beginning in 1979, 

more attention has been given 1n Soviet targeting doctrine to pinpoint tar

geting cf u.s. missiles. silos. and m1litary industries. possibly as a re

action to the U.S. doctrine of countcrforce targeting. first announced in 

early 1974. 
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SECTION IX 

ANALYSIS 

In this section. we seek to determine the implications for the Stra

teyic Oefense Initiative of those doctrinal shifts which were described in 

the previous section. Our aim is to establish (1) whlch components of 

Soviet military doctrine can most likely be associdted with possible Soviet 

resj.Jonses to the Strategic Defense lni t i at i ve; ( 2) which doctri na 1 compo

nents may be related to Soviet responses to the SDl; and (3) which tenets 

of doctrine are probably unrelated to space warfare~ 

The Components of Mi1itary Doctrine Which Most Likely are Associated with 
the Sov1et Response to the SUI 

Certain components ~f Soviet military doctrine discussed in this study 

can with the most confidence be related to the Soviet response to the SOL. 

This seems to be the case for one of the Soviet laws of war (number six), 

those principles of military building that relate to the SAF•s oryaniza

tional structure~ and the oryanizat1onal structure of tile soviet Armed 

Forces. 

Relationship Between General law #6 and the Soviet Reponse to SDI 

It appears highly likely tt.J.t the sixth law of war can be related to 

the Soviet response to the SOI. This law postulates that the development 

and change 1 n combat operations of any seale and at a 11 leve 1 s depend on 

quantitative and qualitative chanyes in military technology and on the 

level of training of military personnel. While So\fiet mi 1 i tary thinkers 

have long been cognizant of the impact Gf new technology on various aspects 
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of mil 1 tary affairs. 1ncl udlng combat operations and organizational struc

tures. this influence had never been enshrined in a general law of war. It 

was only in the late summer of 1983 that this influence was given that 

status. after President Reayan's Strategic Defense Initiative speecn.48 

What insights can this new law of war provide us in our endeavor to 

assess probable Soviet responses to the SUI? It is reasonable to suggest 

that this new law provides several options for Soviet defense plitnners. 

deJ]endin~ on their interpretation of it.49 If Soviet leaders foct•s on that 

aspect of the law relating to the source of change (the dialectical transi

tion of \.lUantit.r to quality).. then they will be predisposed to se1':!ctin~ a 

weapons system wh.ich can be produced in sufficient numbers. While the 

Soviets have the option of conducting research on. and subse4uently plan

ning various types of highly sophisticated weapons systems as SDI counter

med.sures. they may feel that these weapons. because of their cost, are 

beyond tneir technolog1cal reach 1n the foreseeable future. If t.hls line 

of reasonln~ is correct, then the new Soviet law of war would incline 

Soviet defense planners to select countermeasure weapons which could be 

produced in sufficient numbers, such as ICBMs and SLBr !1. Accordingly, the 

Soviets would respond to the SOl b.)' saturating the U.S.A.'s space umbrella 

with lar~ numbers of ICBM§ and SLBMs.. In sum. if" the Soviets make this 

interpretation of the law. it would shape -- and quite na,..rowly -- the 

p:araraeters within which their defense planners can operate in planning and 

desiyning a suitable weapon syst~ to counter the American space initia

'ti>~e. 

If. however. Soviet defense planners focus on that aspect of the law 

o'f war reiating 'Co the nature. type, and means of change {expressed in the 
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dialectics of "neyation of the negation"}, then they will have more flexi

bility in a weattons choice .. To repea.t what WdS said earlier about the 

"negation of the negation"': there may be two types of 11 negation .. -- one 

involves an elimination of e1entents of the old state, while vreserviny its 

essential features, but at a higher lE"vel .. The second involves the el imi-

nation of the essential structure (base) of the existiny ph~nomenon 

(state) .. and the creation of a fundamentally new structure .. If Soviet 

r.;ilitary leaders focus on this aspect of the new 1au of war, th~y could opt 

for building weapons systems which would maintain the basic features of the 

exi~tiny systetJ1., but in its actvanc.ed sta~e .. it would c011stitute a new 

weapons system~ We su~yest that an advanced cruise missile ,"''ight be the 

weaJ.tons systems selected by the Soviets as the most optimUAl means of 

penetrating the U.S .. space .-nbrella. 

!;liven below .. 

The reasons for this conclusion are 

The general attraction o'f cru1se missile technology is due to its 

relatively low cost, the difficulty in intercepting 1t (because of its 1ow 

radar cross section and low f11~ht altitude, plus the ease with which it 

can be camouflayed, its versatility, high accuracy .. and potential for 

tectmological upgrading ... SO Of these fedtures .. the missile's low cost and 

1ts early availability for new technology would be particularly ctttractive 

to SOviet defense planners .. However, why would the Soviets be inclined to 

opt for a new advanced high speed cruise missile as an SOl resvonse, given 

their past res~ .. raint in pursuing cruise m1ss1le technology,. and yiven the 

First,. earlier Soviet restraint in this area was 

related to their interest in reachfng an arms accord with the United States 

to ban long-range ~round-launched and sea-launched cruise missile, 
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(GlCHs o:tnd Su:l'1s) re~pec~ively, and to limit air-launched cruise missiles 

(ALCMs) in accord with the now-abortive SALT II treaty and protocol~ G1ven 

the current momentum of both U.S~ and Soviet cruise missile programs~ and 

the current uncertainty reyardiny the future of an arms accord, the 

leitmotif for Soviet moderation in developing an advanced cruise missile 

has disa~peared~ 

Second, while the cruise missile, admittedly. suffers from some 

shortcOii;ings it has some advanta~es as a strategic weapons systerq. An 

'"ideal" cruise missile is one which hc1s long range., low flying capability, 

1 ow R.CS (radar cross-section) for penetration, and hopefully a speed 

comparable with other strategic weapons .. The main asset of ttte current 

cruise nrissile technoloyy, compared to other strategic venetration systems. 

is its loog range. With its current ranye of several 1,000 miles. it can 

deliver a pa.)'load more effectively than a rocket-powered missile~ but 

at relatively slow speeds.. With maximum speed of M = 2 .. 5. the cruise 

missile is vulnerable to at-tack from a whole range of enemy sources,. In 

order to increase its speed,. the So-viets would need to devela.p a r.ew engine 

for the cruise misstle. replacing its presen't turbojet. engine~ giving it 

higher thrust and higher efficiency. 

If a t\y1Jersonic ramjet engine were developed, '-he Soviets could 

increase sharply the speed of the cru1se missile. allowing it to reach 

speeds of Mach 5-6 or more. With this speed. and coupled with its other 

features, Soviet cruise missiles could flood the U.S. space unbrella in 

large numbers. and presumably would exver1ence relatively low attrition 

rates. Accordingly,. SOviet assertions that they can build a countermeasure 

weapon far cheaiJer than what the space-based ba111st1c system would cost 
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the United States would be reolized! Is the above scenario chimerical or 

not? While there are those in the West who would resi-}Ond to this question 

in the affirmative~ there are serious re-sear·ch efforts now being conducted 

in the Soviet Union designed to de,·elop .'lnd perfect an advanced hypersonic 

ramjet engin~ whict1 presumdbly could be fitted to the cruise miss11e. 

Further., it is likely th&t 'these efforts have intensified since 198z.,51 

Princi~les of Soviet Military Buildiny and tne Soviet Response to the SDI 

As stated earlier .. the principles of Sovie-t ITiilitary building consti

tute a set of precepts and yuidelines for Soviet defense leaders in plan

nin!:j tile main directions in strengthening tne defense capab1lity of the 

Soviet Union. Two of these principles which were adopted in 1Y83-84, seem 

to be closely related to Moscow's response to the SDI. These are tlle >~con

tinuous perfection of the oryanizational structure" and the l'llannonious 

development of all branches and arms of the Soviet Armed Forces .. u While 

the combined-arms concept had for sometime been considered a key principle 

of Soviet military building,. its close linkage with that calling for the 

constant perfection of the SAF (they appear toyether in the 1983-1984 for

mulation),. sugyests that combined-arms must now be continuously adjusted to 

new mtlftary realities, including t:he latest weapons development, dnd. cor

respondingly, new methods of conducting combat operations. In other words, 

it is no lon~er suff1c1ent to postulate .. combined-arms'" as an or~aniza

tlonal principle. per se,. since what this had tradit1ona1ly meant was the 

employment of th~ military forces of tile various branches of the SAF in 

terrestrial environments -- land. sea, and air. with each makln~ a valuable 

contribution to the overall gOdls of the state in war. Now. combined-arms 

must be "perfected" to take account not only of the introduction vf new 
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weaponry int.o the various branches and arms,. but also the expansion of 'th~ 

Soviet Armed Forces into a .u~w military environment -- out:-l;!'l~ space.. Thu5,. 

it can he a;-yued that with this new theoretica1 formulation,. th~ Sovl..:ots 

can view ~hP.ir militai~y svace acthdties as a ¥ital <:O«<p1emP.nt t.o ttle oper-

ations of their traditiona1 -combat arms and can integrate !i.UC.h activit.ies 

into a combined-arms approach to ~arfare.52 

·,-he organ1 zat.i onal structure of the So...-i ~~: Anned Forces { ~AF) is 

another doctrlnal tenet which seems to be related to the Soviet response to 

the Strategic Defense Initiative. We believe that several fd~tors pcint to 

tr.is linkage. Fir·st_. it is noteworthy that a detarmination of fut.ure 

trends of Wt!apons development and the most expedient organization.sl !>true--

ture to be adopted by tne SAF were considered in the 1910s by formulators 

of Soviet ;nilitary sc.ienc.~ to be the most "uryent tasks" fc;.ciny it..,53 

Thus. lt is 11k.,ly that Soviet mllitory science Wa5 striving at that t1me 

to find a military utility for new weapons. including those in outer svace, 

and to Tit such weapons into a new organizational structure for the SAF .. 

.Ayain. as in the case of the creation of the Strat..:!gic Rocket Forces in 

early 1960_. military thought seems to ha.ve responded quickly to a techno

logical weapons breakthrougtl (the appearance of sophisticated terrestrial 

and space weapons). and was seeking to fit t~em into a new o~an1zat1onal 

framewo:-k. 

A second factor wh1ch suggests that Sov.~t organizational doctrine may 

be related to Moscow's response to the SOl 1s the reemergence of the com-

bined-anms concept. couvled with the conc~itant downgradin~ of the 
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Str.ategi c aock.et forces from their former posit 'ion of pre-eminence within 

the So\fiet Armed Forces .. 54 This means that the Soviet commitlolenl to air

~reatniny o;.tr<l.t.egi~ sy~tem-s (1ong-ran!:Je bombers~ cruise ml~si les. etc.)~ 

wr.ich had been discouraged duriny the "hey-day" of the SRF. can now be 

Thus .. there is now an oryanlzational framework more receptive 

to t-~r't>r.tot.in9 Soviet space activities 1ncludiny military. To put it lftore 

direct1y., Soviet military svace acti¥it1es can now be inte9rated into a 

yensrai r..omV1ned-3NTIS a~proad1 tv Soviet orgdn'izationa1 matter~ .. 

Third~ a certain development which occurred in 1983-1984, may point to 

a llnk. between Soviet oryanizat:ional doc.;\.rine and their response to the 

• !:1: June 1903~ t.hc t:he:1 Chief Gf the General Staff, Marshal Nikolai 

Oyarkov .,;arned hi~ colleayues that r:-ecause of the "increased I111perialist 

thr<2at". based on a builOut> of new #Werican strategic and conventional 

weapons,. as wt>ll as. the creation of new weapvns based on "new physics prin

ciples",. members of ttle Soviet General Statf had to concent.ra~e on the 

"mnst rapid solution" to or~a.nizatlonal problems and to strenythen the com

bat readiness of the Arm~ Forces~S5 Oyarkov stated that tttis was ur9ent 

bPcauSt! ... ne United States and its P4ATO allies were l)erfectinq the oryani za

tianal structure of their military forces and,. consequently, Soviet rntli

tary leaders. had to 1:ak.P. "corresponding rneasures 11 to cope with this 

threat.. While Ogark::ov may have been referring to mcttters other than those 

relating to outer spac• activities (such as those relating t.o tt.e warsaw 

Pact), he may also have had in m~nd the creation of a new Soviet space co~

mand. While tile existence of such a command cannot be es1:abl i~ned at this 

time, because such matters are shrouded in secrecy, ;, can be ar!:JUtd that 
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Ogarkov's statements may have been a Soviet reaction to the U~S. Space Com

mand wh1c.h was ·established in 1 September- 1982. 

The COP1ponents of Soviet Mi 1 i tar-y Doctrine Which May be Ra1 a ted to tile SDI 

Certain tenets of Soviet military doctrine may be related to Moscow's 

response to the Strateyic Defense In1tiative; yet this relationship between 

Soviet doctrine and the American decision to build a space-based nuclear 

shield cdnnot be postulated with a high degree of confidence. These compo

nents of doctrine include the origin of war. duration of war. and function$ 

of the Soviet Armed Forces,. the Marxist-Leninist view of the nature of war 

fou~ht in defense of so~ialism, preemption. and targeting. 

The Or1g1n of War 

Since the Khrushchev period. the standard thesis "-dvanced by Soviet 

military thinkers has been that future war woLild be most likely initiated 

by a surprise enemy strategic nuclear attack on the Soviet Union. the esca

lation of a Western-ino;uired conventional or tactical nuclear- war. or eve~ 

the dC<.idental outbr-eak of war.. Presumably intluenced by the Nazi attack 

on the U.S.S.R .. in 1941,. Soviet military thinkers place major emphasis on 

the 1 H:el i h.ood· of a surprtse enerf\)" attack~ This doctrinal tenet may be 

linked to the Soviet response to the SOl since more attention has been 

yiven recently to the possibility of a war starting by accident/miscalcu

lation, and the SOviet concept of surprise attack. has been broadened to 

include space assets. Tire notion of an accidental outbreak. of war was 

advanced in a Soviet article in early 1984.56 The aut~or stated that given 

the presence of space-based ASATs (anti-satellite satellites). there would 

be a stro~y temptation for one state to mior.takenly attack another if its 

own reconnaissance sate 111 tes were d~st royed or damayed by any mei'nS. 
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military thinkers has been that future war wOLild be most likely initiated 

by a surprise enemy strategic nuclear attack on the Soviet Union. the esca

lation of a Western-in"iuired conventional or tactical nuclear war, or eve~ 

tile dc<.idental outbreak of war.. Presumably intluenced by the Nazi attack 

on the U.S.S.R .. in 1941~ Soviet military thinkers place major emphasis on 

the lH:elinood- of a surprise efierf\Y attack.~ This doctrinal tenet may be 

linked to the Soviet response to the SOl since more attention has been 

yiven recently to the possibility of a war starting by accident/miscalcu

lation, and the SOviet concept of surprise attac.k. has been broadened to 

include space assets. Tire notion of an accidental outbreak. of war was 

advanced in a Soviet article in early 1984.56 The aut~or stated that given 

the presence of space-based ASATs (anti-satellite satellites). there would 

be a stro~y tempt at ion for one state to mi'lotakenly attack another if its 

own reconnai ssance sate 111 tes weN! d~st royed or damayed by any mel'ns. 
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Furthert the Sovlet concept of surprise has been expanded to include the 

vossibiiity of au enemy sur~-Jrise attack. invo~viny its space assets 

manned and unmanned space vehicles. nuclear space explosions aimed at 

destroyiny enefiiY corrunand and control systems, ei:c.57 Yet, despite the 

above indications of a possible linkage between ~oviet military doctrine 

and a Soviet res~onse to the Strategic Defense Initiative, we cannot affirm 

at this time this lin~aye because of the paucity of data to support it. 

Duration of War 

Another tenet of Soviet military doctrine which may be linked to the 

Soviet response to the Strategic Defense Initiative is the duration of 

war. As suggested tn this study. since around 1980, more emphasis seems to 

have been given in Soviet military thought to the shor"'t-war thesiS. Cor

respondinyly. current Soviet military thinking puts much emphasis on the 

initial period of war, with its massive. nuclear strikes which can pur

portedly decide the entire outcome of the conflict.. At the same time, 

Soviet combat readiness anphas i zes speed (especially in dea 1 i ng with the 

strategic nuclear components of the anmed forces), and Soviet training ses

sions focus on destroying with the first shot., the first nuclear strikes., 

the enemy immediately after being attacked~ If the short-war concept were 

accepted as official Soviet military doctrines then it might well be linked 

to a possible response to the SOJ. This is so since this would indicate an 

enhanced Soviet propensity to conduct mi 1 itary operations s ir.cl uding those 

in outer space. in the shortest possible time in order to do as much damage 

to the enemy at the oJUtset of the war before Soviet conmand and .r;ontrol 

reconnaissance satel.ites are destroyed by enemy ASAT space assets. Alter

natively. the Saviets might postulate a short war in or~~r to be capable of 
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quickly destroying NATO's early warning satellites at the beginning of 

hostilities. If the Soviets could indeed destroy NATO early warning satel

lites~ the West could be rendered blind and defenseless~ and forced to its 

knees ty politlcal pressure without a shot being fired. 

While there indeed has been ~reater in~erest in the short-war concept. 

this cannvt be said with any high level of confidence. This is so since 

there appears to be supporters of the long war thesis among Soviet military 

thinkers. Some of tnese emphasize the importance of well-prepared reserves 

!!ble to withstand the rigors of a protracted war .. 58 Stili others stress 

the larye size of the U.S~S.R. which allowed it to survive the Civil War in 

1918-1921. as well as the demoyraphic potential of the country.59 

Moreover., Marshal Oyarkov and others have stated that due to the huge 

mi 1 itary and ec.onomi c. reserves of the l.Ountry. a future war might be 

protracted as well as short.60 Futhermore. while tne bulk of those writers 

who reported on the mi1ftary activities of M, Frunze failed to mention his 

emiJhasis on the protracted nature of a future war, some of those did 

include reference to the long-war conc.ept.61 In short. we are left with a 

rather ambiguous situation regard1ny views 011 the natY:re of a future war. 

Finally, to futher complicate matters,. some assert that a future nuclear 

war may be short or long .. 62 This may be the Soviet intention in order to 

increase tn~ West•s uncertainty concerning Soviet intentions .. 

Relationship Between th.e Functions of the Soviet Anned forces and the 
Sov1et Response to the SOl 

The f~nctions of the Soviet Armed Forces constitute another component 

of Soviet military doctrine which may r~ related to the Soviet response to 

the SDI,. but this 1 i nkage is uncertain .. The expanded nature of the SAF' s 

i 
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----------- ------------- -
functions" discernible in mid-1983" after a period of quiescence {1983-

1984) has several military-politica.1 implications which may bear on the 

Soviet reaction to the Strategic OeTense Initiative. First, it may indi

cate a Soviet intention to further build its militai·y capabilities. such as 

that which occurred after the 23rd Party Congress in mid-1966. This 

earlier period 11 whlch saw the S'lviet Union begin a viyorous strategic wea

pons buildup~ corresponded to a shift 1n the functions of the SAF from an 

inward, continental focus to an external. international one. At that time, 

Soviet po11t1cal and military ·leaders justified further increases in their 

mi 1 itary spending on the basis of the expandi ny functions of the SAF in an 

increasing threatening international environment.63 While this may not 

te11 us much about what types of weapons are being planned by Soviet 

Uefense planners, an expanded view of the Soviet Armed Forces 1 functions 

rt~s suyyest a climate more propitious for weapons growth, especially stra

tegic .. 

Second., this tenet of Soviet military doctriqe may be associated with 

Moscow 1 s perception o'f the increased ef'flcacy of their military power as a 

key instrument of Soviet foreign policy in a more favorable (for the 

U.S.S.R.) international climate.. To be credible., Soviet foreign policy 

yoals must have a military shield., and the more exJJanded the goals., tnt! 

larger and stronger must be the shield. While Soviet leatlers have tradi

tionally viewed their military power as a prime instrument in restraining 

the West in the cunduct of its fore1gn polfcy and in expanding their own, 

their percevt ion of the i r..creased ~ffecti veness .of Soviet. mi 1 itary power 

seems to be associated with their mo!"'e favorable assessment cf the c-•rrent 

correlation of global forces.64- It appears likely that this view of the 
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SAF received a boost at the June 1983 Pl en urn of the Party Centra 1 

cOO'Irlittee .. At that sessi o~.. both Yuri Andropov and Konstantin Chernenko 

emphasized the iRIIportance of the correlation of global forces for Soviet 

policymak.ers~ Chernenko~ in particular~ went beyond tht ritualistic 

repetition that the correlation of global forces was shifting in favor of 

sociallsm., and indicated the tasks of Soviet social sciences., tncluainy 

military scien.':e,. in utiliziny it .. 

It is clear. that the optimistir: view of the future of mankind 
inherent in conmunists cannot be based or. a simplistic~ unilinear 
under-standi ny of the hi stori ca 1 process.. This requires (us) to 
constantly penetrate the correlation of global forces~ to take 
into account and to predict the·· r infll.i~nce on solving the main 
problem of our days -- the proble~ of war and peace.65 

It is significant that shortly after the June Plenum., the authoritative 

wor-k Marxist-Leninist Teaching on War and the Anny went to press. In a 

sectiv:" descri~iny; the "expanded functions 11 of the Soviet Armed forces. it 

was state.1: 

Under conditions of a change in the global correlation of forces 
in 'favor of socialism there has appeared a real possibility to 
thwa~t imperialists. to prevent a new global war .... 

Expansion of the externa! function of the socialist armies i!; 
also due to the fact that 1mperialism by all 1ts forces stnves 
to suppress nati onal-1 i beratton movements a3 a component of the 
modern world revolutionary process~ that the aggressive act:1 ans 
of imperialism against certain countries. and n~tions are fraught 
with serious consequences,. may become transformed into a global 
war. TheN"fore. a1d to the liberation,. revolutionary movement 
and its s..tpport -- this is the international duty of the Soviet 
Union,. of other socialist countries of the socialist oommunity.66 
(emphas;s added) 

Ttu1!. 1 the Soviet Armed Forces are again seen by Soviet leaders (as they 

were in 1966-19/H) dS a prime means of further sh1ftiny the distribution of 
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global forces in its favor by serYing as the 11 bastion of global peace" and 

by supportiny select .. progressive forces 11 in the world. This role derives 

from th~ Soviet Union's rejection of the traditiunal concept of "balance of 

power" in the worl.:! arena since this implies a retention of the status quo 

and a static equilibrium of forces~ !n contrast, the correlation of ylobal 

forces constitu~es a network of shifting relationships buttressed by Soviet 

and Warsaw Pact military force. Consequently, the stronger the SAF and the 

Warsaw Pact are, the weaker becomes the U .. S. abi 1 ity to :-esist Soviet 

global influence short of a direct Soviet ar;tack on the U.S.A. itself .. 

What, it may be asked does all this have to do with a possible Soviet 

response to the SOI? It is arguable that Moscow believes that. buttressed 

by its strengthened military power and that of the warsaw Pact. it can tip 

the correlation of global forces in its favor by mobilizing a vigorous 

pol iti cal/economi c/dipl omatic/mi l itary campaign of support to the Third 

World and other select countries. Signi fi cant1y s a component of this 

offensive would be attem~ts to yain their support for Sovtet foreign policy 

goals (di sannaments anns control, the non-mi 1 itari zation of outer spaces 

etc .. ) s and concomitantlys to discredit u.s. policies including "Star Wars ... 

Thus,. tttis doctrinal shift in functions of t:he SAF may be associated 

with a Sov~et belief that they h"\ve the capability and the will to l'latch 

the United States in all areas of military buildup, (including outer space) 

and that with this capability, they can yalvanize socio/political-ec;onomic 

forces in the world for their benefit and block. the policies oi the United 

States. This optimism was expressed by Chief of the General Staff Sergei 

Akllromeev in ar1y 1985, when he stated that the 11 Situation had basically 

chanyed in the world in com?ar1son with the period preceding World War [J." 
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-------------------~ 

Now to suppress the new pretenders of global heyemony of humanit~ 
there are much more powerful forces and possibi 1 it1es than before 
the Second World War. This is the Soviet Union. the socialist 
community, along with the great majority of peaceloving states of 
the planet, proyre$sive society wh.o come out as a united frrnt 
for detente, for disanmameflt and peace on this earth.67 

Akhromeev added that the mi 1 itary power of the United States could be 

essentially nullified by Soviet military force~ 

.... now there is no possibility that the aggrEssor can deliver a 
devastating blow and remain unpunished. something that until now 
i 11 us ions tlave been created overseas. Nothi ny, wi 11 save the 
aygressor if h.e C()I(Mlits a crime bef'ore humanity. He cannot 
shield himself from the danger of response, by CO'V'ering hirnself 
with •a space umbrella 11 or th.e creat.ion of a shield of a univer
sal system of ant1-missile defense.. The U.S.S.R. will not al]ow 
the United States to gain military supe~iority over it • 

..... Hence it is quite o..-vious that a future arms race will not 
guarantee the security of a potential aygressor, but on the con
trary., increase this danyer ••• The attempt. however to create a 
"universal system of anti-missile defense• will ca~.:se a corre
sponding counteraction from the other side968 

It is also conceivable that Moscow hopes that its international upeace 

o~fensive.u now underway. would spur the United States to put more emphasis 

on its SDI programs in order to cope with the incr·ea~ed Soviet thrr:at! 

Thus, Soviet leaders may actually want the U.S.A. to pursue its efforts to 

build a space-based ABM shield, since this could. because of its high costs 

and potential for exacerbating internal political conflicts, promote the 

deepening of the ufina1 crisis of capitalism.u This to Moscow would be the 

iron lopic of the dialectics of history. In sum., we are sugge-sting in tllis 

section that the new. expanded version of the functions o~ the SAF seems to 

reflect a !:ir'C~ing Soviet optimism that they can match (anti even surpass} 

the West in ~eneral. and the Un'ft2<1 States in partic 1Jlar., in all at~eas of 

competition. including th.at in outer space .. While this may not tell us 
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.-------------------

mvch about the nature of the Soviet responses to the SDI. it does indicate 

that there will be a response~ and that Moscow feels confident that it will 

be effective .. 

wars Fought in Defense of the Socialist Homelana and the Soviet Response to 
the SDI 

Another doctrinal tenet which mdy be linked to the Soviet response to 

the Strategic Defense Initiative is the Marxist-Leninist concept of the 

"decisive and implacable character11 of wars f"ought in defense of the 

Socialist Homeland .. As stated. this featur-e of such wars was added in 

1983-1984 .. While the '1decisive political and military goals 11 of such wars 

had been cit.ed in earlier doctrinal formations. they were subsumed under 

the ".Revolut1o,lary Character" of such conflicts,. and thus did not appedr as 

a separate feature .. 69 Moreover. the earlier focus was on the decisive 

nature of theater operations rather than the decisive political goals of 

the war. The new formulation, in contrast, emphas~zes the contribut1ons of 

the Soviet peoples and the armed forces to achieving the political and 

m'ilftary goals of the country in peacetime dnd during wartime. This new 

concept may tell us something about the natur-e of the weapons Soviet 

leaders plan to use in "' future war, since according to Soviet military 

doctrine the d1mensions of the political goais of a war dictate the type of 

the weapons emp 1 oyed .. 70 This doctr1nal modification may suggest that 

Soviet leaders envisage the employment of a11 types of weapons and opera

tions, including those relating to space, to completely destroy the enemy. 

Yet. we should avoid drawing easy inf"erences in assessing the Soviet 

responses to the SDI,. since th1s doctrinal innovation m1gnt. relatP to 
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Soviet views on the nature of war on earth and to th.e conduct of terres-

trial military operations. and having nothing to do with space warfare. 

Preemption 

Soviet view~ on preemption may be associated with Moscow's response to 

the Strategic De'fense Initiative, although this linkage also cannot be 

affirmed with any degree of confidence. Currently, more attention seems to 

be yi ven t.o the i ni ti a 1 period of war in Soviet doctri Ra 1 statements. as 

well as to the notion of combat readiness which emphasizes the importance 

of speed. Preemption may be implied in the following statement, which 

appeared in 1984: 

The qualitative perfection of the means of attack on the part of 
probable imtJerial ist aggressors and the growing time factor re
quire a new approach to many problems of combat readiness. The 
attempt of the a¥gressors to delive; a surprise strike must be 
countered not on y by effective means of defense. but an even 
more perfected and flexible system of combat readiness of our 
Armed Forces.. It must provide for th2 capability to irnnediately 
react to the intensification of danaer and in an oryan1zed manner 
bring into operat1on the troops an naval personnel in the most 
complex situation.71 (emphasis added) 

It was further stated that "under conditions of the threat by the enemy to 

use weapons of mass destruction"', we cannot allow aggress1ve states to be 

better prepared than we. With 1ts emphasis on "the attempt of the aggres-

sor." and "react to the intensification of danger.ar. and "under conditions 

of the thr·eat by the enemy to use weapons •• , these statements suggest pre-

emption, and not retaliation to an attack. In sum. the above statements 

seem to iAply preemption. But because of the paucity of the data and its 

M'lbiyuous nature, all we can state is that ttlis doctrinal component may be 

':"'elated ~o the Soviet response to the SDI. We should however. avofd easy 
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inferences, and not state that because of the Soviet experience in World 

War II, their emphasis on speed in combat operations, and their statements 

that a space-based, anti -missile system enhances mutua 1 fears of 

preemption, that the Soviets have indeed adopted a preemptive strategy~ 

Taryet1ny Doctrine 

Soviet targetlng is another doctrinal tenet which may be related to 

the Soviet reponse to the SDI, but this linkage is not certain. It is pos

sible tha.t more attention is now being given to a "count.ervalue" taryetlny 

strategy in Soviet military thought~ This is su~yested in a statement mdde 

by Chief of the Sov'iet General Marshal Staff Sergei Akhromeev in ear1y 

1985. Akhromeev asserted that a global nuclear war would have a devas-

tating effect on mankind since it wou1d result in the '"devastat1on and 

destruction in a short time o-f lat·ge cities. major industrial targets. 

there w01.1ld be mass losses of population and of military forces••.72 

S1gr.ificantly, Akhromeel/ did not cite the enemy's nucle:ar forces (hard 

targets) in his list of probable war losses .. If this does represent 

current 54>vi et views on targeting, ft also represents a departure from 

their concept of pinpoint targeting of U~S. missile site, s1los, and 

military industries which had prevailed since 1979. 

A targeting concept whfch threatens all-out retaliation against U.S. 

cities might be assocfated with a Soviet response to the SOl in two ways. 

Fir~t .. it migtlt reflect a Soviet shift to countervalue targeting in order 

to offset expected heavy losses of t:tt:eir ICBr4s and SlBM5 1o a war involving 

an American space-based ant.1rnissile system4> Alternatively, it mily De 

linked with a Soviet emphasis on cruise missiles as a poss~bl.c: counter-

11teasu re to the SDI. Sovie"'" defense planners must be well aware of the 
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pOtential consk1-ints of cruise missiles when used against hard targets_73 

Such taryets require that the CEP (circular error probability) of cruise 

mi:»siles be extremely good .. In addition, the pre-launch survivability,. as 

well as the penetration capability of such missile~. must be extnBmely high 

for there to be enough of them to cover a large number of tlard targets .. 

furthermore,. hard targets must be quickly struck and are likely to be pro

tected by terminal defensP.:s, which render cruise missiles less effective .. 

Also,. the use of cruise m1ssi1es a~ainst other military targets is 

restricted t.y the fact that many of the latter are mobi 1 e .. In short,. 

cruise missiles ma.Y be most effective as an independent force against soft 

taryets such as urban-industrial targets .. \llile this presupposes that such 

missile be usee immediately, this is taken into account in the current 

Soviet concept of combat readiness with tts strong emphasis on speed. 

The Components cf Soviet Military Doctrine Which are not Related to the SOl 

It was found that certain components of Sov1et military doctrine were 

not related to the Soviet reaction to the Strategic Defense Initiative .. 

This seems to be the case for the source of war. the character of the 

Soviet Anmed Forces~ and the effects of war and victory in it. 

Source of War.. The Marx1st-Lenin1st doyma that the source of war lies 

in the socio-pol1t1ca1 nature of capitalist society, rooted in its economic 

base. appears to be unrelated to any Soviet response to the SOl. This 

dogma has been advanced by Soviet political and military leaders for years,. 

and thus remains quite impervious to change. Admittedly,. tt _,·e has been 

s~ doctrinal ferment over the expediency of war as an instrument of state 

policy,. with some Soviet military thinkers arguing that war can still be an 
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instrument of policy, and others disagreeing.. Yet, those who ;, .. ~yue that 

war may still be a tool of policy emphasize that this pertains only tc 

civil wars and national-liberation struggles. Hence, it can hardly be 

related to any Sovlet responses to the Strateyic Defense Initiative. 

Character of the Soviet Armed Forces .. The character of the Soviet 

Anned Forces 1s another doctrinal tenet which appears to be unrelated to 

any Soviet response to the SOl. It has been axiomatic since the Khrush

chev period that the SAF constitute an or:~an of Soviet society,. serving as 

an instrument to defend the interests of the working masses ayainst the en-

croachments of Imperialism. Since the nature of lmper"ialism remains un-

altered. the SAF must continue to function. While the SAF may modify their 

functions 1n accord with changes in Soviet society,. the character of the 

Soviet Armed Forces is more fixed~ 

Effects of War and Victory In It. Finally, the o'fficial Soviet posi

tion oo the- issue of victory in war appears to be unrelated to the Soviet 

r-eponses to the SOL This position is that no winner can emerge from a 

nuclear war because of its destructiveness.. The statement. made by the 

late Party Chairman. Leonid Srezhnev. at the XXVI Party Congress in early 

1981, "To try to def"eat the other in an anns r-ace,. to count on victory in a 

nuclear war -- this is dangerous 1nsanity."74 has become the offtcial 

Soviet position on victory in war. While these views have not been shared 

by all members of the Soviet military establishment, and while there may be 

a proTound Party-Military shift surrounding this issue,. this does not seem 

to be related Lo the Soviet. reaction to the American plan to construct a 

space-based antimissile system. This is because the position of Moscow on 
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nuclear war. described above~ has been advanced by Soviet leaders ?:Ver 

since tne Khruschev period. with little modification. 
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SECTION X 

CONCLUSIONS 

In this study,. we have described Soviet military doctrine and have at

tempted to relate lts tenets to Sov1et responses to the Strategic Defense 

Initiative. Our specific aim was to establish (1) which canponents of 

Soviet military doctrine ~re related to the SDI; (2) which doctrinal tenets 

might be linked to the Soviet response to the SDI; and (3) which components 

of Soviet dvctri ne are unre 1 a ted to this response. It was found that on:'! 

general law o"f war, two principles of Soviet milita1~y bt:ilding,. and the 

doctrinal tenet shaping the organizational structure of the Soviet Armed 

Forces, could be reasonably linked to Soviet respc ~es to the Strategic 

Defense Initiative ... 

While Soviet m11i tary thinkers have long been cognizant of the impact 

of new weapons technology on combat operations and on other aspects of 

military a'ffairs. this relationship had never ~en given the status of a 

general law of war until after the announcement of President Reagan•s pro

clamation of "Star Wars" in early 1983. we believe that this new law of 

war prov1des a theoretical underpinning for a Soviet attempt to counter the 

SOl with a weapons system. such t:s the cruise miss11e. The new princ~ples 

of military bu1ld1ng provide the Soviets with a theoretical framework for 

expanding their combat operations into outer space as a ccmplement to ter

restrial operations. The ferment. observed over the issue of the proper 

org<tnizationa1 stru.ct•Jre for the SAF. also seems to be linked to the Soviet 

reaction -to the SO! as Soviet military leaders seem to be striving to find 

a military utility for new weapons systems. including those relating to 
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outer space, and to fit them into the most expedient organizat1onal frame

work. 

For other doctr1na1 tenets, however, the linkage between Soviet mili

tary doctrine and their response to the SDI. appears to be more tenuous .. 

There have been indications that more attention is being given 1n Soviet 

military thought to a war starting by a surprise enemy attack, or by acci

dent~ that such a war might be short. and if it is fought in defense of the 

socialist homeland it will have decisive political goals, and correspond

ingly, it w111 be charactP.rized by decisive mi11tary operations at all 

levels.. While these doctrinal features would appear to have some bearing 

on the Soviet response to the SOl. this cannot be affirmed with any degree 

of confidence .. In addition, an expansion of the functions of the Soviet 

Armed Forces may be linked to a Soviet reaction to the: SOl, since it may 

reflect a growing belief that. buttressed by increased military power~ the 

Soviet Union can tip the global correlation of forces in its favor by 

mobilizing pl""ogressive forces in the world against U4>S. policies, including 

the SDI.. While more attention seems to be given in Soviet military thought 

to preemption and to countervalue targeting~ the paucity of information on 

these issues maKes us hesitant to link them to a possible Soviet response 

to the Strategic Defense Initiative. 

The doctrinal issues of the source o'f war. the character of the Soviet 

Armed Forces, and the issue of v1 ctory and th-~ con:;equence of it, seems to 

be unrelated to the Soviet reaction to th~ Strategic Defense Initiative 

since they have been advanced persistently since the Lime of Khrushchev. 
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SECTION I 

Introduction 

the effort underway in the United States to study possible ways of 

defending against intercontinental ballistic missilec;. the Strategic 

De!'"ense Initiative (SDI). has evoked cunsiderable debate <'t'1d reaction 

arounC:: the wor 1 d. It is natural that interest is focused on the response 

of the so-.-iet Union. This paper seeks to describe one potential facet of 

that reaction .. 

It is clear 'from Soviet publ1!:at1ons dating back to the late 1960 1 s 

and early 70 1 s that they have lony been considering various elements of 

space and bai listie missile deft:nse system;:;. These actions appear to have 

been engendered by their perception of a substantial military threat posed 

by various elements of the U.S. space program in spite of the fact that 

those efforts.. particularly the Apollo program .. hdd little.. 1f any,. 

military content. Soviet fears have obviously been heightened by the 

Shuttle development since 1t is in part a military effort.. In addition 

there ;,ere u.s. research programs in place prior to President Reagan•s 

speech of Harch 23,. 1983. which are now part of the SDI. 

Therefore,. the Soviets very likely perceived that the U~S. was 

actively pursuing a military space and strategic defense research program 

before the SOI actually appeared. 

It fs essential for the United States to ascertain as best it can 

Soviet plans for countering weapons systems ba~ed on SDI technology. Given 

that those systems will be designed primarily to intercept ICBM boosters .. 

post-boost vehicles or warheads in their various stages of flight,. it may 
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those efforts.. particularly the Apollo program .. hdd little.. If any,. 

military content. Soviet fears have obviously been heightened by the 

Shuttle development since it is in part a military effort.. In addition 

there ;,ere u.S. research programs in place prior to President Reaganls 

speech of Harch 23,. 1983. which are now part of the SDI. 

Therefore,. the Soviets Yery likely perceived that the U~S. was 

actively pursuing a military space and strategic defense research program 

before the SOl actually appeared. 

It is essential for the United States to ascertain as best it can 

SOviet plans for counterfng weapons systems ba~ed on SOl technology. Given 

that those systems will be designed primarlly to intercept ICBM boosters .. 

post-boost vehicles or warheads in their various stages of flight,. it may 
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well be that the Soviets miyht attempt to penetrate U.S~ defenses using a 

different nEans of delivery such as high speed cruise m1ss11es. 

One should not be surprised to find the Soviets attracted to this type 

'>f ·~end-run" technology -- it has happened before. In the early l9so• s 

the primary means for delivering nuclear weapons was the manned bomber. 

The U.S. was developing a line of cruise missiles"' Hatador, Shark and 

N~vajo. The Atlas ICBM was being designed but development and deployment 

~~ere considered to be a long term prospect. 

In true mirror-image fashion u .. s. planners expected that the Soviets 

would follow the U~S. pattern and U~S. defensive systems were predicated on 

an air breathing threat. While the: Soviets did experiment with eady 

cruise missiles"' it was predicted in 1952 (by the author, incidentally) 

that a Soviet ICBM would appear 1n about 1957. When Sputnik was launched 

using an ICBM booster. it was apparent that the Soviets had leap-frogged to 

the ICBM thereby cor'lfront1ng the U.S. with an unexpected threat"' thereby 

••negating the- negation" as Or. Monks has described in his paper~ 

As the U.S.. pursues the de:veloprrent of systems to defend ayainst 

ballistic l'lissiles"' u.s. planners seem to believe that the only option ope-n 

to the Soviets is to confront the SOl in a direct fashion, to devise 

systems which wi11 penf!trate 1t. While that is an option"' it is not the 

only one. 

If the U .. S. fo-cuses on countering an ICBH threat, m1g:--tt the Soviets 

now revert to an air-breathfng delivery system"' ayain "negating the 

negation'?" Such a move is consistent with their thinking and congruent 

with their past behavior patterns. 
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Systems that ar·~ ... des.igned principally to intercept delivery systems 

based on long ranges roc-.~t-propelled vehicles wHl face a different and 

somewhat more formidab 1? tas;.. f f confronted with,. for example,. a small 

hypersonic cruise missile operc.ti~~ c,ose to the surface of the earth, that 

is.,. deep within the atmosphere. If s~a:.: ... -based systems are to be used to 

handle this challenge. they must be des1ynt::C rather differently than if 

they Rere to confront only the task of intercep.tlr·~ ballistic rnissiles. Of 

course,. it may be that other defensive systems ~it·n.·~ integrated with or 

separate from space-based systems might be bet. t~r For intercepting 

high-speed cruise missiles. 

Cruise missiles that are currently o~rational or in df:->el<Jt}nent by 

the Soviet military are nearly all relatively short range and a:""f! 11u>£red 

by turbojet engines. While most of them are subsonic or transonic ¥ehicles 

a few are capable of velocities of the order of M = 2.5 which is near tne: 

maximum that can be obtained with turbine engines. While a M = 2.5 cruise 

missile would be a formidable weapon, its evolution into a higher velocity 

vehicle would su:bstanti ally decrease its vulnerability and confront the 

U.S. w1th a substantial threat. 

If the Soviets l!Ere to develop a cruise missile capable of operating 

at higher speeds, they would very likely utilize ramjet engines perhaps in 

the ducted rocket or ramrocket configuration. Supersonic c.anbust ion or 

scramjet technology might also be important to them~ verha..,s using high 

energy propellent such: as hydrogen. 

The desiyn of diffusers or air intakes for flight at hypersonic 11ach 

numbers would be critical to the performance of" a ramjet engine. Flight 

within the atmosphere at such high speeds would also produce substantial 
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aerodynamic heating of the vehicle structure. Operation at elevated 

temperatures may require new materials or structural design techniques. 

These, therefore, are the technological parameters which one might examl ne 

in order to assess the Soviet interest in high speed cruise missiles9 

In this study we review and evaluate papers contained in the Soviet 

scientific literature relating to the above topics.. Most of these papers 

are publications in Soviet scientific journals by individuals as5vciat.ed 

with oryanizations 'Which are part of the Soviet scientific canmunity, 

particularly the Academy of Science. 

Union all scientific activities 

undertakings, centrally directed .. 

One must recognize that in the Soviet 

are, like most other significant 

The central direction for Soviet 

military is found in their military doctrine which describes general 

technological and organizational requirements (Ref. 1). 

When the Soviets decide to develop speci'fic types of" \llleapons 

technologies such as those associated with high speed cruise missiles they 

enlist the aid of all facets of their- scientific community including not 

only tnose that work directly for the military but also those which appear 

to the uninitiated to be "civilian" in nature.. In point of 'fact., little- is 

"civilian" in the Soviet Union. Any individual or organization that has 

the capability of supporting the military mission is enlisted in that 

endeavor.. Therefore_. one can conclude that the pLblications by their 

scientific cocmnmity do reflect decisions made by their top military 

planners. thus one can view Soviet sc1enttf1c publications as a kind of 

window on the Soviet military doctrine. 

In that Which fellows then we shall first reviews~ writings related 

t~.~ ramjet-po)ered missiles in general.. This will include some West 
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European publications which describe some important 1:lements of those 

technologies. This will be followed by reviews of Soviet papers dealing 

with diffuser!., combustion~ and nozzles. 

drawn from this investigation. 
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SECTWN II 

Ramjet Engine Research 

Soviet sc1ent1f1c literature. particularly that of recent vintage. 

does not contain many articles dealing w~th ramjet engine technology as a 

whole.. However • one important article was published in 1983 (Ref. 2) In 

tnis study the Soviets seek to determfne the 11design profiles" which w1ll 

represent the optimun configuration of a hypersonic ranjet. Their approach 

is to examine the effpct of total pressure losses on ttte so-called reduced 

thrust wh1 ch 1 s defi ted to be: 

Where R "' the reduced thrust 

R = Engine thrust 

PH "' Atmospheric pressure 

F1 Cross section area at the ent~ance to the combustion chamber. 

The diffuser is assuned to have a two shock configuration., however, 

with the velocity remaining supersonic behind the diffuser. They seek to 

account for both shock and friction losses as le11 as heat transfer to the 

engine components. Complete combustion is assumed to occur in the chamber 

and the only total pressure losses there1n are associated with the boundary 

layer effects in the chamber and on the nozzle walls. Moreover they assume 

no separation of the flow in the nozzle .. 

In the authorJs opinion the parameters that influence the losses 

affecting the ntax1mum engine thrust include the diffuser angle. the 

combustion chamber expansion angle. the combust1on chamber length to 
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diameter ratio. the nozzle angle and the nozzle length to diameter rat1o. 

They redefine another dimensionless thrust: 

'/l = R 
"'m--'a/r,"H,--

"' Where R is the dimensionless thrust 

R - Thrust 

ma = Air flow rate through the eng1 ne 

"H Flight velocity 

The results are presented in Figure 1 below and indicate that there is 

a local thrust maximi.IR for the nozzle anyle and length ..Ji ameter ratio. 

It is interesting to note that these extreme values c., ur near M = 6. 

fig. 1. Optimum parameters of engine 
canponents vs ... flfgllt Mach number M'H· 

The concluding paragraph in this paper is: 

On the basis of the above a real-world engine for the 
projected aircraft w1 th higher Mt, must be a camprani se. The 
determining criteria for this engfne must be chosen wtth allow
ar..ce for aerodynamic layout features, the cooling system, can
bustion conditions. and maneu~erability considerations.• 
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West European nations~ notably France and the federal Repub~ic of 

GerPtany, have funded research dealing with ramjet-po~red missiles.. One 

study (Ref. 3) deals with ~he consi~eration of guidance system design in 

order to maximize the range of ramjet-polle:red mlssile:; which o~•-ate under 

certain fliyht path constraints. The missiles considered are of the 

sea-skirm~iny type which are programmed f"or a \..eavlng flight path as they 

approach the target. The author believes that the best pr-opulsion systems 

for this application is the integral rocket-ramjet conce~;t, that is, one in 

which solid rocket propellent is burned initially to accelerate the: ramjet 

eng1 ne to the a:ppropri ate fllght speed whereupon the prOducts f"rom an 

incanplete combustion of the rocket propellent are burned in the ramjet 

combustion chamber. Techniques are developed for trajectory optimization .. 

This paper is especially interesting in that it points out that range 

improvements of about five to eleven percent can be obtained through eny1ne 

throttling. 

A Frll::!nch study (Ref. 4) states that a ramjet-powered Vega missile flew 

at velocit-ies in excess of M"" 4 in 1963 and that another french missile, 

Stataltex attained a speed of t'l = 5 at an altitude of 35 kilometers.. The 

author descrioes the attvantages and problems associated with a dual

funct1on combustion chamber which utilizes solid propellent during t!'>a. 

boost phase of tile m1ss1le and .kerosene during thP. cruise phase. The paper 

also discusses the advantage of using s'ide inlets in order to permit a 

guidance system to be housed in the missile nose. 

West German researchers have a 1 so considered the uti 1 i zat ion of a 

hybrid propul s fon system for .111 ss11es which are des 1 gned to operate at 

various combinations of altitude and f-tach numbers (Refs. 5 & 6) .. 
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SECTION II I 

Hypersonic Inlets 

The design of diffusers is critical to the development of ramjet 

engines for use in h1gh speed cruise missiles... SOviet researchers have 

produced several interest, ng studies re 1 ated thereto. 

An investigation conducted in 1975 by researchers at the Zhuk.ovskiy 

Central Aero-Fluid Mechanics Institute (TsAGI) reported an interesting 

experimental investigation on a plane or ramp air inlet ¥Jith compression 

surface angles of ten degrees~ fifteen degrees and t~n~y degrees tested at 

P.tach nunbers ranging from 1 .. 5 to 3.. They measured the performance of the 

inlet at off-design conditions which miyht be caused t.y "flow throttling of 

the engine, insufficient throat area, or change of flow d1rect1on at the 

cowl lip by a turn1ny angle greater than critical .. " The paper 1nc1 udes 

pressure and flow rate distributions through the en9ine as well as 

excellent schlieren photoyrapn.:; of the shock wave conf1gurat1ons .. 

At hypersonic velocities the aerodynamic heating of the engine 

components becomes important especially on the central body of the inlet. 

The surface temperature there can affect the character of the boundary 

layer which., in turn., greatly influences the performance of the diffuser~ 

Soviet scientists reported (Ref. 8) an experimental study at Mach nurrbers 

ranging f ... om 2 .. 5 to 9.7 (!) at Reynolds• numbers ranging from 106 to 107 

with both turbulent and laminar boundar)' layers. The central body in the 

model was cooled and the effects on the boundary layer and diffuser 

measured. The authors state that at Mach numbers ranging from 5 to 8 the 

skin temperatures will range from 1 .ooo and 2.300 degrees centigrade. 

Surface cooling increases the heat trans 'fer rate. stabil1zes and thins the 

boundary layer thereby improving the aerodynamic performance of the sys~em. 
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There was no indication that the centerbody was moved to vary the 

design Mach mnbers of the models which were configured for rt "' 5 and i<t = 

8. 

In another interesting study (Ref. 9} Soviet researchers examined the 

effects of vortex generators located ahead of supersonic d1 ffusers. The 

objective of the study was to investigate the influence of the vortex 

generator on the condition of the boundary layer in the inlet. Studies 

'~ere made with both two and three-dimensional configurations at Mach 

numbers ranging from 1.4 to 1.95. They concluded that althOugh the 

vortices had sune positive effects on the boundary la.)ter. the shock wave 

interactions res•Jlted in a !let deterioration of inlet performance. 

A 1980 publication (Ref. 10) p-resented the results of a series of 

experimental investigations of hypersonic air inlets at Mach numbers 

ran!:jing from 7.5 to 13.1 ... Tests at such high velocities would probably be 

more suitable for a trans-atmospheric ¥ehic1e configuration rather than a 

hiyh speed cruise miss~.,~ desiyn to operate at low altitudes .. The facility 

in which the research was done is located at Novosibirsk. It is described 

as a shock tube utilizing air or nitrogen and can provide flows in rela

tively h1yh Reynolds• numbers. 

Both two-dimensional and three-dimensional inlets ~re tested. Criti

cal Reynolds' numbers were measured at values in excess of 106 and compared 

w1th results from other facilities. The Soviet scienttsts concluded that 

the results compared well in spite of the brief operat~ng time {50 to 60 

mtllisecon...::i) and that tneir findings 11 i1lustrate the bro.1 posstb111ties 

of' pulsed tunnels for studying. air intakes and other c001plex flows." 
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Th1s wo~ld seem to indicate an ongoing lnterest by the Soviets in the study 

of hypersonic inlets. 

Soviet capabilities to perform theoretical ca1culat1ons in canplex 

hypersonic, chemically-react1n~ flows have been well-k.nown for some time. 

This capability would obviously be important to them in designing 

hypersonfc inlets. a competence clearly demonstrater1 in one paper (Ref. 

11) encountered in the current investlgat1on. Because of problems 

resulting from the operating limi;:ations of experill'ental facilities in the 

simulation of hypersonic flows at high Reynolds' nurrbers, Soviet 

researchers cite the utility of using certain similitude laws for 

interpolating and extrapolating experimental results. In th1s study they 

examined the simulation of the hypersonic flows of viscous yases over blunt 

Dodies by solving the £:quations of a viscous shock layer and the ccmplete 

Havier-Stokes equations including chen~ical kinetic relations wh1ch 

corrected for nonequ111br~i.lm rotational relaxation, d1ffus1on. 

d1ssoc1ation and ionization.. The result of" the study was the deve1opnent 

of a .. bfnary similitude law" which net the conditions for blunt bodies 

operation in the "transition mode." 

A fair number of documents relating to diffuser research were found in 

the 1 fterature up through 1981 after which no additional papers appeared .. 

This cfrcwnstance m1yht indicate that at that point Soviet studies of 

ttypersonic inlets becane classified. It is un11kely that the1r 

investigations tenninated -- although a great deal is known about diffuser 

gas dynamics at high Mach numbers, additional research on viscous/heat 

transfer effects and other parameters is needed. 
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Dodies by solving the £:quations of a viscous snock. layer and the ccmplete 

Havier-Stokes equations including chel1lical kinetic relations which 

corrected for nonequ1l1br~i.lm rotational relaxation, d1ffu51on. 

dissoc1ation and ion1zation.. The result of" the study was the developnent 

of a "bfnary similitude law" which net the conditions for blunt boclies 

operation in tne "transition mode. A 

A fair number of documents relating to diffuser research were found in 

the 1 fterature up through 1981 after which no additional papers appeared ... 

This circwnstance m1yht indicate that at that point Soviet studies of 

ttypersonic inlets becane classified. It is unl1kely that the1r 

investigations tenninated -- although a great deal 1s known about diffuser 

gas dynamics at h1gh Mach numbers, additional research on viscous/heat 

transfer effects and other parameters is needed. 
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SECTION IV 

Combustion Studies 

In considering the design of a ramjet engine for use at high veloci

ties it fs worthwhile to be able to inject. and burn fuels in a supersonic 

stream. By accomplishing this one avoids the necessity to reduce the 

velocity o'f the stream to subsonic levels thereby incurring substantial 

entropy increases and the associated total pressure loss~s. This permits 

the engine to operate at much higher efficiencies~ 

The Soviets have clearly been active in studying supersonic combust~on 

as evidenced by papers extracted fran their scientific literature .. 

Utilizing numerical simulation techniques. Soviet scientists examined 

(Ref. 12) the e~fects of injecting hydrogen into a mrtxture cons1sting of 0, 

H, N., and Ar utilizing equations describing an invfscid thermally non

condu"Cting reacting gas in a two-dimensional. converging-diverging inlet 

for mach m.aobers in the range from 7 to 10. Reaction products were 

calculated noting that ignition did not occur for mach numbers less than 

1. Temperature profiles were calculated through the duct. The researchPrs 

conclude that: 

{A) •Reactions involving canponents that t:onta1n nitrogen atoms have 
only a slight infltEnce on the gas dynamic pi~opert1es of the 
flow. n and 

(8) •Gas dynamic and kinetic factors have a strong influence on the 
combustion process." 

An interesting study was reported (Ref. 13) wherein the Sovfet 

researchers studied the inject 1on of hydrogen into a high Lem,pera~ure 

stream.. The experimental arrangement and some of the results are presentPd 

in Ffgure 2. 
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r = Dimensionless injection parameter. 

Fd = Cross-section area of the duct. 

G = Flo- rate of air. 
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F1 = Cross-section area of the annular groove where 
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For a range of ag the researchers concluded t~at flame-out occurred at 

oxidizer temperatures between approximately 1100° ·lnd 1400°)( while ignition 

occurred between temperature of 1950° and 2300.,K. By describing tne 

temperature limits for iynition ramjet engine designers would then be in 

position to describe the conditions of the flow inside the engine in which 

hydroyen combustion would occur~ 

Experimenters at Novosibirsk used the !T-301 supersonic shock. tube to 

study the self-ignition of liquid fuels injected into a supersonic air 

stream {Ref. 14).. The shock tube was arranged to pr·oduce an air flow at 

mach number 7.3 and a flat plate at angles ranging from zoo to 30° was 

flxed in the flow. The mach number behind the shock wave created by the 

flat plate ranged from 2.4 to 3.7. Liquid was sprayed through anoririce 1n 

the plate. The materials injected included a "bororganic canposition/' 

termed "Liquid 1" and various mixtures of ker-osene and liquid 1.. Kerosene 

was injected through the plate but self-ignition was not observed, a 

circunstance fttlich was attributed :.o the substantial delay thE for the 

fgn1tion of gaseous Kerosene ... Gaseous hydrogen had been studied 1 n an 

earlier experiment .. Flame temperatures and flow fields we-re evaluated 

along with the ignition delay time. 

In an interesting numerical investiyation Soviet resil!archers studied 

(Ref. 15) the effects of injecting a propellent into the base region of the 

streamlined body. Although the objective here was stated to be the reduc

tion in the base drag of a body moving at supersonic velocity it would seem 

also to be applicable to the investigation of combustion in a supersonic 

stream. The complete NaviE"r-Stock.es equations were used,. supplemeot.ed by 

the appropriate relations descr1biny the chemical reactions and kinetics .. 
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Only hydrogen injection was investiyated .. The results indicated that an 

elevated base pressure could not be obtained "since the flow configvration 

realized does not contain a subsonic flow domain connecting the base region 

and the elevated pressure zone.,« The researchers do note,. however,. that 

the numerical results presented demonstrate the utility of numerical 

methods tn the analysis of complex mixture formation and combustion pheno

menon in a supersonic stream. 

Several other studies~ both experimental and theoretical,. dealing with 

supersonic combustlon of both hydrogen and hydrocarbon flEl were found in 

the 1 iterature (Refs. 16-24).. While most of these docUD"~ents do not 

describe the speci fie application which stimu1 a ted the research,. three of 

them (22. 23 and 24) mention specifically application to ramjet engines~ 

It seems clear therefore that tt~ Soviet program of research in super

sonic combustion is designed to provide engine desfyners with the requlsite 

information needed to evolve engine configurations which will provide 

efficient and reliable operation under a wide variety of conditions. The 

evolution of this data would clearly support the notion of Soviet inten

tions to develop ramjet-powered missiles~ however. based on this informa

tion. it is not clear that such vehicles would be intended for long-range 

(strategic) use. 

If hydrogen fueled ramjet-propelled missiles were to be used opera

tionally. provisions would have to be: made to fuel the missiles shortly 

before launch. This would impose some concerns regarding the storage and 

handliny of liquid hydrogen. Such concerns wculd also obviously relate to 

the L..rtilization of Hqu1d hJrdrogen as a rocket engine propellent. 

In tile course of the current investigation. one paper (Ref. 25) dealt 

spec1f1ca1ly with the safety aspects of the handl1ng of hydrogen. The 
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paper stated that hydrogen is regarded as the most promising component in 

"'the eneryy systems of the futot'e" and they cite the lack of experi112ntal 

data concerniny the possibility of the detonation of" hydrogen air mixtures 

fn an open space. The researchers conside-red both analytical and 

experlmental approaches with the latter consisting of "'spills of up to 30 

liters of liqu1d hydrogen" in a concrete box ~reasuriny 4 X 4 X 6 meters .. 

After taking several gas samples ignition of the cloud was induced by a 

spark 0 .. 5 meters above the evaporat1on surface.. The various parameters of 

the reacti'on zone were JTEasured.. They note that it is possible for a 

hydroyen air cloud to produce conditions conduci~ to a detonation. 
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SECTION V 

Nozzles 

The design of a nozzle for use with a ramjet engine involving super

sonic combustion confronts the designer with some formidable problems. 

First. the gas stream approacll i ng the nozzle is 1 i k.e ly to be nonhomoyenous 

because of the combust ion processes occurring upstream. In addition. since 

the nozzles are likely to be fixed in configuration,. the nature of the flow 

field entering the nozzle will vttry with the flight conditions and the 

operating mode of the engine. 

During the current investigation a single very impressive paper which 

was written by researchers at TsAGI 1n 1974 was dtscoYerea (Ref. 26). This 

study was described by the authors as being the first to attack directly 

the determination ofO the flow fie.ld in the nozzle given Ute enteriny condi

tions. They state that earlier the inverse problem had been solved where

in. if one was yiven the gas velocity distribution along the nozzle axis. 

the flow field in the nozzle could be determined.. The Soviet researchers 

used the method of" characteristics in its finite-difference version to 

conduct the calculations. Inviscid conditions were initially asstmed, then 

boundary conditions established for calculation of the natt.re of turbulent 

boundary layers along the nozzle wall.. They stated that the nozzle can be 

designed to produce nearly uniform conditions in spite of the nonuni-

formf ties at the nozzle entrance. It should be noted that this is an 

entirely analytical study with no experimental verification. Since this 

study was conducted in 1974 it may be asst.ned that some follow-on work has 

been done.. We must search the 11terature diligently to see if it contains 

some of tl•ose results. 
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SECTION VI 

Cone 1 us ions 

1. As the United States concentrates 1ts considerable scientific and 

technological talent on the development of systems to defend against 

ball ic;tic missiles. the Soviets will likely be attracted to other 

means, such as high speed cruise miss1les, for dl!11vering warheads. 

2. A review of Soviet scientific literature reveals a substantial research 

effort directed toward the investigation of hypersonic inlet and 

supersonic ccmbustion technologies. one study describes a ramjet 

engine configuration optimized at M 6. It is concluded that the 

Soviets are developing the requisite base of technology required for 

the design of ramjet ex-propelled cruise rr•issi1es. 

3. It is significant that no papers deal1ny with hypersonic diffusers Mere 

found in the literature after 1981 indicating that the work may have 

beC(Jihe classified at that time. 

4. The U .. S. would be well advised to consider systems designed to defend 

against high speed cruise missiles. 
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Introduct l on 

An important concept in the Soviet lex leon of military tenns is that 

of a teatr voyennykh deystvly (theater of military operations)~ The Soviet 

Dictionary of i:lasi'c Military Terms defines a TVD as: 

A J'art1cular territory, together with the associated air space 
an sea areas, including islands (archipelagos), within whose 
limits a known part of the armed forces of the country {or 
coalition) operates in wartime,. engaged in strategic missions 
wh1ch ensue from the war plan... A theater of operations may be 
ground, maritime, or intercontinental. According to their 
military-political and economic importance, theaters of 
operations are classified as main or secondary.l 

It is the primary purpose of this brief paper to examine Soviet views on 

this m.Jltidimensional geographic. entity. especially as it relates to 

potential conflict in outer space~ 

TVD is a concept ;.:hich is firmly rooted in the past. In the first 

section of this paper. Joseph Muniz presents an historical overview of the 

development of Soviet think1ny on the subject. The idea of' a JVD predates 

the Soviet era. but it was largely nutured by Soviet mi11tary theorists in 

the 1920s and 1930s. Theory was tested during the 1940s in the crucible of 

wartirre experience. In the post-war era the TVD concept was re~xam1ned as 

new technologies led to the growth in scale and scope of military 

operations .. 

Since the early 1960s Soviet analysts have repeatedly raised the 

question. what is the potential for military operations in space? This 

concern has increased with announced American intentions to seek answers to 

thfs question. Kevin Stubbs has examined Soviet writings cQncerning their 

views on the uses of space for military purposes, including the v1ability 

of a "space TVD." From halting beginnings in the early l960ss Soviet 
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Development of the Concept of a Theater 
of Military Operations 

The Sov1ets credit Henri Jomir1i with the creation of the concept of '1 

theater of ml litary operations (!~Q).. defined by the French military 

theorist as an area in which two or more armies conducted independent 

operations .. 2 In 1847 a Russian. o. Milyutin., expanded Jomini 's idea by 

including a consideration of geographical., poli1::ical, and economic 

factors .. 3 From the experiences of the Imperial Army in wars fought in the 

late 19th and early 20th centudes, Russian theorists further examined the 

concept of a theater of military ope rat ions. 4 

thinkers to fully develop it .. 

It remained for Soviet 

When the Soviet Reptblic was estab11shed in 1917, 1t was beset with 

numerous military ttlreats.. In order to survive, the new regime was forced 

to trans'fonn its militia 1nto a true armed force -- the Red Anny.. During 

the Russian Civ11 War the Red Army was unable to achieve decisive victories 

agains~ the White forces. In part. this occurred because the Revolutionary 

Hi 1 i tary Counci 1 (Revvoensovet), res pons ib le for all Soviet mi 1 i tary 

affairs. did not have effective control over its anmed forces. The Council 

decided that a complete reorganization was necessary, and in September 1918 

it created Fronts -- a strategic formation normally made up of two or three 

armies.S The improved command and control resulting from this 

reorganization contributed to the eventual victory o'f the Red Anny in the 

Civil War. 

AftP.r the war"' Soviet m11 itary theorists andlyzed the experlences of 

the Imperi?t.l and Red Annfes in World War 1 and the Russian Civil War. 

Lessons were extracted from these conflicts in order to develop an 

effective doctrine for the control of Soviet forces. 
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In the early 1920s. M. Frunze studied the military operations 

conducted in the Ukraine duriny the Civil War.. He concluded that a need 

existed for an intermediate cormaand echelon between the Revolutionary 

Hi 1 i tary Counci 1 and the Fronts in this region. 6 He reco;m1ended that the 

position of representative oT Revvoensovet, with the rights of a deputy 

cOO'Illander-i n-c.hi ef. be created. This individual would act to insure the 

.. • unity of command and control over all the armed forces in the 

Ukraine .... ~ ~tJ Frunze also pointed out that the yeoyraphic and strateyic 

factors existing in the Ukraine at the time showed that three .. military 

districts" coula be created. which in wart1me would be converted into 

"theaters of wartime. us M.. Tukhac.hevskiy, a contemporary of frunze. also 

recoyn1 zed tnat a theater level of command was essentia 1 to success in 

war.9 

When German forces swept into the Soviet Union on 22 June 1941, the 

Red Army failed to stop the onslaught at the border as planned. With 

Soviet defenses and communications shattered. Stavka (Supreme High Command) 

was unable to control the Fronts effectivel: In order to bring 

strategic leader"'ship closer to the Fronts. Stavka created High Commands 

(Gl avnokomandovani e or Gl avkom) on the Nort.hwestern,., Western and 

Southwestern strateyic sectors on 10 July 1941.11 The primary function of 

the Glavkom was to insure coordination of ... u1t1-Front operations; however, 

the experiment was unsuccPssful.l2 The failure of the Glavko•1!: to provide 

intermediate strateyi c 1 eaders:ti p resulted from th.e fact that Stavk.a 

reyul arly bypassed them, and that they 1 a eked overati anal control over 

available reserves.13 By the late spring of 1942. this intermediate 

command echelon was eliminated 1n favor of direct control over Front level 

operations by Stavka.l4 
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------------------------· 

For the winter campaign of 1942-43 Stalin created the Stavka 

representative system 1n an attempt to find a solution to the strategic 

command problem resulting fran the failure of the Glavkom.. Under the new 

system. Stavk.a dispatched sentor COHtmanders to provide direct control over 

two or mare Fronts for speclf1c operatfons.15 Each Stavka representative 

had a hand-picked team of specialists who accompanied him from sector to 

sector.l6 They were, in effect, mobile theater headquarters able to 

relocate quickly to critical sectors in order to coordinate the offensive 

and defensive ope rat ions of groups of Fronts .. 

Stavka representatives coordinated a series of successful multi-Front 

operations throughout 1943 and 1944 .. By 1945 the strateg f c front had so 

narrowed that the 1 ntennedi ate c.onrnand 1 ink between Stavka and the Fronts 

had become superfluous.,l7 During the Berlin campaign. Stavk..a directly 

controlled all the forces committed to ttte capture of the city. Only one 

Stavka representative rema1ned active 1n the field. with: the m1ssion of 

reducing the Courland Pocket in Latvia.l8 

A few weeks before the end of the war in Europe, the Soviets began 

making preparations for offensive operations against the Japanese in 

Mtmch:uria. Marshal A. VasilevsKiy was assigned to the Far East as Stavka 

representative for the upcoming campaign. Soon after his arrival in the 

theater. he detennfned that h1s position as Stavka representative was 

inadequate for the execution of his mfss1on. After conferring wfth Stavka. 

Vasilevsk1y established the "High Command of Far Eastern Forces, 11 a fonnal 

command echelon of greater independence and autnor1ty.19 Thfs Glavkom was~ 

in essence, a TVD headquarters directly controlling the three Fronts, 

avfat1on units,. and naval forces assigned to the Manchurian campaign.20 

Sov1et military historians pofnt to the success of the Manchurian campaign 
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and to the use of a TVO headquarters as an example of the proper 

organization of a theater operation.21 

The end of WOrld War 1 I in August 1945 marked the begi nn1ng of the 

atomic era. Soviet mi 1 ftary theorists immediately rec.ogni zed the 

significance of atomic weapons but were constrained fran publicly debatir.g 

the role of these weapons in the initial postwar period ( 1945-1953), 

largely because of Stalin's control over military doctrine. Although they 

understood the importance of atomic weapons delivered by long-range bombers 

against strategic targets, the Soviets realized that atomic weapons were as 

yet ineffective at the tactical level. Writing in the mid-I950s. General 

B. 01 i SOY stated that • 10 Strategi c atomic bombs • (a] great danger to 

the civilian population, are of little effect on the battlefield ... 22 

Given the lack. of a credible tactical delivery system for nuclear 

weapons~ the TVD remained unchanged in Soviet military science until the 

death of Stalin and t~ introduction of the atomic cannon by NATO in 

1953.23 With the deploymnt. of this ""apon. and later of early battlefield 

rocket 5-ystems equipped with nuclear munitions, the concept of the TVD 

under~nt radical alterations. The spatial and temporal characteristics of 

a TVD increased as the effective range and lethality of battlefield weapons 

improved. 

In 1956 H. Xrushchev de 1i vered his nO\t famous des tali ni zat ion speech. 

which opened the door to substantial reforms in the Soviet military under 

the leadership of Marshals G. Zhukov and R. Halinovslt:.fy. During the 1950s., 

the Soviet General Staff undertook. a complete reeva1uation of military 

doctrine to inCorporate battlefield nuclear weapons. Directed by Marshal 

v. Sokolovskiy this reassessment resulted in the publication of Vo,Yennaya 

strateg1ya in 1962. It is ln this work., and in the pages of Voyennaya 

mysl'., that a description of the modern TVO was first promulgated. 
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In 1964., Rear Admiral V. Andreyev wrote a de-ffn1tive article in 

Vcyennaya mysl f entitled. 11 The Subdivision and Classlfication of Theaters 

of Mi 1 i tary Ope rat ions .. "24 In this paper,. Andreyev made an attempt t.o 

define the types of ·1VOs and their role in a modern war.. The driving force 

of his argument was the existence of nuclear weapons. He- defined three 

types of TVOs: Continental. Intercontinental, and Oceanic. Furthermore .. 

he discussed the subdivisions within a TVD which he defined as a strategic 

region or axis. He defined a strategic axis as: 

..... a wide strip of terrain within a certain theater of 
military operations leading to the most important 
administrative-political and industrial-pconomic centers of the 
enemy~ the struggle for which might be the basis of a strategic 
operation .. 25 

Andreyev laid the ground work for the defi nit 1 on of the TVD in an era of 

globai nuclear war .. Lat~r~ in 1965, the definltion of the theater was 

standardized in the Dictionary of Basic Military Terms.26 

Andreyev also discussed the evolution of the TVD in light of changes 

in the 11means of armed conflict. 11 He declared:: 

With the increase in range of effectiveness of the means of 
anned conflict. there naturally follows an increase in the size 
of theaters of military operations. An area which formerly was a 
theater~ now, in many cases, might be classified as a strategic 
region. a part of a TVD. 

Also. the divisllon into land and sea theater no longer fits 
modern conditions. si nee theaters encompass continents or parts 
of continents, including inland seas and coastal waters~ and also 
oceans with their islands and shores.. It is fllOre correct to 
classify theaters as continental and oceanic.27 

The essence of Andreyev's presentation was the increased scope of military 

operations in the nuclear era .. In thl" twenty years that followed the 

publication of this article. Soviet authors have debated the role of the 

TVD. f~rst 1n a period of Global Nuclear War and then after 1968, in a 

period wfth an ever increasing conventional focus. Primarily, this 
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discussion of the nature and relevance of the TVD centered around the 

dilemma of the nuclear threshold. Nuclear weapons compelled conventional 

forces to disperse in order to present as small a target as possible .. The 

existence of battlefield nuclear \1\eapons precluded the use of traditional 

tactics .. 

Today,. the Soviets see the TVO as the basic operational-strate-yic 

echelon with which to plan and to conduct a theater campaign as described 

ty Marshal N. Ogarkov in 1982 .. 28 Further,. evidence indicates that since 

the early 1960s., and no later than the mid-1970s,. the Soviet General Staff 

had partitioned the earth into approximately seventeen theaters: four 

oceanic,. six continental, five intercontinental, and at least two 

maritime.29 Not. all of these TVDs have field forces assigned;. in sorre 

cases they serve as planning regions for cant i ngency operations by the 

Soviet Armed Forces. (See Figure 1) 

The current definition of a TVD as published in the Military 

Encyclopedic Dictionary is remarkably si;nilar to that found in the Soviet 

t1illtary Encyclopedia and the Dictionary of Basic. Military Terms. 

Fundamentally,. the only changes wh1cb have occurred center around the scale 

of operations and in the creation of a command-in-being to contral a TVD in 

peacetime.. The final element of the postwar evolution of the TVO involves 

the militarization of space. 
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Soviet Views on the Military Use of 
Outer Space 

Since the early 1960s the Soviets have devoted many articles in their 

journals to the discussion of the potential milltary use of outer space. 

In only a few cases, however, have they directly described their own 

programs for the ml1itary use of space .. Fundamentally, as an indirect 

means of discussing military developments in their own country, the Soviets 

use selected and 11 distorted11 extracts from the Western press.. Obviously~ 

articles based oo the foreign press can be simply expositions on 

developcents in the West, however,. at times these articles are clearly 

descriptions o'f Soviet views placed in the mouths of unnamed "Western 

military experts.'" Regardless, the Soviets use the for.:ign press to 

stimulate the dialectic process within their own military .. Using this 

ind·trer.t approach, Soviet authors continue to explore the role of outer 

sra.ce ln support of milftary operations. 

Militarization of Space 

In December 1959,. Krushchev created a fifth branch of the Soviet Armed 

Forces -- the Strategic Rocket Forces. The mission of this new branch was 

to conduct military operations in the strategic depth of a theater, 

utiliz1ng t!le then new tCBMs.. Comp1enenting the Strategic Rocket Forces, 

and provfding the defer;.sive shield for offensive operations,. was PVO strany 

(Air Defense of the Notion). 11This service of the armed forces was created 

for tile purpose of anti-air (PVO} and an~i-missile (PRO) def"ense of the 

country. 11 30 The creation of the Strat.·!gic Rocket Forces and its primary 

weapon,. the ICBM. altered the spatial and temporal nature of war within a 

TYO cutd for the first time. introduced outer space into the military 
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calculus of war .. However, Marshal Sokolovskiy, in the 1962 edition of 

Voyennaya strategiy.a (Military Strategy),. made no mention of the need for 

anti-space (PKO) defensive operations by PVO strany. Marshal Soko1ovskiy 

concentrated instead on the need to tracK developments in the West in order 

to prevent technological surprise, Marshal Sokolovskiy stated: 

Because in recent years the imperialist aggressors have devoted 
great attention to a study of the possibi1it1es of carrying out 
military actions fn space and through space,. Soviet military 
strategy cannot ignore this fact and must also study the 
possibilities opening up in this sphere of military action.31 

Later.. in the: 1963 ed1 t 1on Sokol ovsk iy incorporated anti-space 

defensive operations into the missions of PVO strany, when he stated: 

The rapfd development of spacecraft and speciffcally of 
artificial earth satellites which can be launched for the most 
diverse purposes, even as vehicles for nuclear weapons. has put a 
new problem on the ag-enda, that of defense against space devices 
-- PKo.3Z 

In a discussion of the scale of a future nuclear war, Soko1ovskiy stated: 

"The concept of Jgeographic expanse' of war in the future will require a 

substantial supplementation inasmuch as mf11tary operations may eri>race 

space. 1133 

In the early 1960s Soviet m11 itary analysts. in the context of 

Voyennaya strategiya, began to d1 scuss the role of space in m111 tary 

operations. They concentrated their efforts on enhancing communi cat ions, 

navigation, weather forecasting, reconnaissance. and surveillance 

activities in support of ground operations. They were forced to deal with 

these issues in the context of a global nuclear war. 

In 1969, Soviet authors began to discuss the role of space in military 

operat1ons,. again using the foreign press, c1tfng that: 

U.S. military theorists devote considerable attention to the 
elaborat1 on of ope rat tonal-strategic concept•• on space as a 
possible area of m1lftary Oj)erations. The substance of their 
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conclusions is that near space can be used primarily for armed 
forces support and for battle against the space missile systems 
of the probable enemy.34 

By the late 1970s. this concept was further developed by Yu. Gal ich and N. 

Koc.heshlc.ov. Wri"t:ing in Morskoy sbornik,. they attributed to the author of 

an article~ which appeared in the u ..... 4 Naval Institute Proceedings,. the 

following: 

National survival is now dependent upon land. sea. air and space 
power. Neglect of any one of these concepts will only lead to 
disaster ...... In order to insure our ability to survive,. we 
must d~~ect our energies toward the establishment of supremacy in 
space. 

According to the American translators of this Soviet article, the last 

sentence quoted above was not in the Proceedings piece. Therefore, this 

author concludes that the "'estab 1 ishment of supremacy in space 11 is a Sa viet 

goal. 

Military Space Geography 

Soviet writings also included an analysis of the militarily 

significant regions within the Earth-Noon system. as military analysts 

attempted to define the various subdivisions of outer space with respect to 

their mnitary ut1lity. In the early 1960s attention focused on the 

following regions: "near outer space."36 11circumlunar space."37 and the 

Moon38. By the 1970s, new terms began to appear in this "debate, u to 

include: ~circumterrestrial space, near space, and outer space.•39 

In the 1980s this discussion expanded tn encompass the libration 

po1nts originally described by the renowned mathematicians Euler and 

Lagrange in the 18th Century.40 The interest shown in the libration points 

in various Soviet journals stems from the unique character of these zones 
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with respect to the Earth~oon system. A. Brykov. in an article in 

Aviatsiya i kosmonavtika in Ju1y 1981,. provided a detailed description of 

these libration points and the gravitatlonal advantage these points and 

zones have relative to the Earth-Moon system. The •triangular libration 

points" are in effect the "high ground"' of the Earth-Moon system.41 

!bjects placed in these zones will tend to remain in a fixed position 

relative to the Earth and the Moon. If you think of the Earth as being 

located at the bottom of a 4 ,~~000 mi 1e deep gravity wel 1 .. the Moon would 

then be located at about 95 percent of th.e distance to the top of this 

well. The libration points .. on the other hand,. wou~d reside on the 

"plateau'" at the top of this gravity well. Given these parameters. we can 

tentat'fvely describe the zone of militarily significant space as: (A) 

"c1rcumterrestial space,n 60-160 kilometers in altitude; (B) .. near space,t• 

up to possibly 130,000 kilG~ters, which encompasses the militarily 

significant region of geosynchronoos orbit; and. (C) "outer space.,u out to 

900.000 kilometers., which includes the Moon., circumlunar space. and the 

libratlon po1nts.42 (See Figure 2) 

These zones in space represent., if you will • the mi i i tary "space 

geography" of the Earth-Moon system. which includes seYeral other important 

zones. One of these. the volume from the Earth's atmosphere to 

geostationary orbit., is presently the 4rea of greatest human activity in 

space. From the po1nt of view of time and distance this volume represents., 

ln this author•s opinion., the tactical and operational-tactical depth of a 

sr'ace theater. The strategic depth of the space theater is then 

represented Dy the Moon and the libration points. 

The ~1gnificance of this analysis by Soviet military theorists stems. 

from their p~opensity to deffne the regions and subdivisions within 
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theaters,. for tne puq.10se of establishing a common basis of understandin~ 

within the military establishment. 

Space Theater of t1illtary Operations 

With this background on the .. space yeoyraphy" of the Earth-Moon 

system, another facet of Soviet writi nys becomes important. 

Soviet use of the term TVD in the context of outer space. 

That is,. the 

The earliest 

uses of outer space 1n relationship to the theater concept are found 1n the 

l96Us. ln this period, however, these references dealt almo=t exclusively 

with distinct systems in space for direct support of theater operations on 

Earth.43 The tone of these writ 1 nys bey an to shift around 1968 towards 

viewing outer space as a potential theater of military operations in its 

own ri11ht .. The 1~68 edition of Sokolovskiy 1 s Voyennaya strateg1ya stated 

that.: 

The problem of research and the rnf 1 itary mastery of space are 
widely and quite openly discussed in the American press, where it 
is enphatically stressed that "space is the strategic theater of 
tomorrow .. u44 

Soviet views on a "space theater'" gre~ more confident tn the decade of 

the 1970s, but still the emphasis was on the potential development of space 

into a theater of military OJ>erations" a view wh1ch continued to be 

presented t.hrouyh the prism of the foreiyn press.45 In 1971, Major General 

1.1. Anureyev writin~ in Weapons of Antimissile and Antispace Defense, 

surmised: 

It is t.~uite possible 111 the American press has 3nnounced,. that in 
two or three decddes, the moon,. in terms of its mi 1 itary signi
ficance. will have in our eyes as much value as the various key 
reyions on the earth for which the basic mi 1 itary clashes have 
been fought for their possessfon.46 
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When he wrote this the "key regions" were areas which were -- and are 

presently covered by various TVDs, both continental and oceanic .. 

At the same time, thP. Soviets also insisted on the need to keep space from 

being turned into a TVD.. Captain 1st Rank P .. Milovskiy writing in Morskoy 

sbornik in April 1973. stated that: " the study and the use of 

space can be turned to the good of mankind only ;£ it is not converted into 

a theater of operations_ ...... "47 

With the coming of the 1980s the debate in Soviet journals on space as 

a TVD grew in volume and significance.. The fundamental reason behind this 

interest in space seems to have been the growing awareness within the 

Soviet military of the significance of space in any future war. The 

Soviets date the transformation of the U .. S. civilian space program into an 

"exclusively" military space program to the occupancy of the White House by 

President Carter. 48 With the election of Ronald Reagan. and especially 

after his Stratey1c Defense Initiative speech of 23 March 1983., the nunber 

of Soviet articles concerned with the U.S .. militarization of space became 

e.ten more prolific.. G .. Sibiryatc.ov. quoting Business 1./eek magazine, stated 

in 1980: "Whoever can seize control of space -- that main arena of future 

wars -- will be able to change the correlation of forces so decisively that 

it will be tantamount to establishing world supremacy.n49 

In 1982. A .. T. Timofeyev, quoting from Mother Jones magazine, insisted 

that: " on 1 September 1982., the Pentagon declared circumterrestrial 

space to be a potential "theater of military operations .. "50 (emphasis 

added] Other than a reference to the Moon as a "theater of nuclear rocket 

war."'51 this reference by T1mofeyev is the first mention of an actual area 

of outer space as a potential TVD.. In 1983, Colonel v. Viktorov expanded 
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the scope of this discussion concerning a space TVD~ Wlen he described 

" ••• _?Uter space as a potential theater of military operation. 

[emphas~ added] 

This. is not to say that tile Sovfets see two or more theaters in 

space, alt.hou9h this is possible. Instead, \~~~hat we may be observing is an 

attempt by Soviet m11itary theorists to define the terminology applicable 

to a space theater. Persuant to thi.i effort, A. Rudev, in Aviatsiya i 

kosmonavtilta, in March 1983, bluntly stated: .. The ruling circles of the 

u.s.A. view space as one of the Theaters of HT1itary Operations.'*53 Rudev 

seems to be treating space, in general, as co-equal with the other 

planetary TVDs .. In May 1983. two months after the so-cal led "Star Wars.·· 

speech, E .. Buynovsk iy wrote: "In recent t fmes, reports on the prepa:rat ions 

belng made in the United States for the creation of· a new Theater of 

Military Operatinns the space theater have begun t.o appear more and 

more frequently in the Western press.,t~54 Additfonal clues on the evolution 

of soviet views on a space theater were provided by G. Zhulcov of the 

U .. S.S.R. Academy of Science. writing fn Izvestiya in January 1984, when he 

described "near space as a theater of m1l1tary actions .. s.~55 

A final ingredient in the evolution of the Soviet space theater 

concept can be found 1n an article in Av1atsiya 1 kosmonavtika fn 1983 by 

l. Tkachev in which he states~ 1'In the future space will becomE! the 

principal theatet~ o-r military operations .. "56 The term "principal theater 

of military operations'" is the tra'1slation of the Russian phrase:- glavnyy 

teatr voyennykh deystviy. This tenm w~s defined ln 1965 as: 

The theater in which the main strategic groupings of belligerent 
powers are deployed and operating. both as a ~suit of a..~ 
emerging international arrangement of forces and by virtue of 
prevail1ng econanic, m1litary, pol ftical. and geographfc conc:tf
tions.. The main mil1tary-political and strate~1c qoals in the 
armed conf1 ict are attained 1n the main theater of military 
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operations. as a result of
7 

which there is usually a rapid change 
in the course of the war~5: 

TKachev conclude_ his description of the main TVD in space with the state-

ment~ "In the author's opinion, conbat ope rat ions on the Earth wi 11 

commence after one of the opposing sides gains supremacy ; n space~ "58 

Combined Arms 1n Space 

Given the Soviet emphasis on space as a TVO, and in the future as the 

main TVD. what can be said concerning the roles and mi_sions of such a 

TVO? Further, what types of weapons systems might be found in such a TVD? 

Soviet authors state that at least three classes of '1space 11 weap-:>:'lS 

systems exlst in theory: {1) space-to-surface, (2) space-to-space, and (3} 

surf ac.e-to-space systems .. 59 The first class of weapons systems take the 

form of satellites or spacecraft equipped with directed energy weapons, 

missiles, or bont>s capahle of hitting targets on the ground or at sea.,60 

The second category, the space-to-space systems. includes space stations 

for the defense of satellites a~ainst en~ ant1sate111te systems (ASAT)~61 

and, orbital battl'e stations equipped with lasers and particle beams for 

striking enemy satel Htes or ICBMs as well as equipped with interceptor 

spacecraft .. 6Z The final category:J the surface-to-space systems, include: 

ASAT. manned transatmospheric vehicles, ground based or space based ABM 

systems utilized for intercepting satellites and orbital coni>at stations. 

and "space mines It anned with conventional munitions for the destruct ion of 

en~ systems in space.63 

Coupled with these three categories of "active meansn of space war

far-e-. are m11 itary 11 SUppor-t systems 11 employed in dir-ect support of 

planetary operations. Len1ngradskaya pravda in August 198Z. described 
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--- --~------------------, 

military support systems in space as, " reconoai ssance, 

communications, navigation. meteorological and topographic support and 

others ...... 11 64 The Soviets also describe the use of electronic warfare 

and maskirovka techniques to protect friendly systems and ~o disrupt 

hostile systems in space.65 

Several authors called attention to the logistical requirements for 

manned space stat ions in ci rcumterrestri al space. 66 describing m.a intenance 

and supply bases (located in far space) designed to support three 1,.000 

ton, nuclear powered. 1 aser equipped orbital battle stat ions. each "rna.nned 

by a crew of up to 1,.000 men."[!]67 These corrbat and logistical systems 

would be augmented by intelligence collection and battle management ot• 

command posts in space. In 1971,. for example, A,-.•jreyev described a ground 

based 11Command point" with a back up in orbit .. 68 In 1982,. s. Stashevskiy 

and G. Stakh provided more detail when they discussed the military role of 

the US space shuttle: 

This 

The shuttle is to be used for the creation of orbital military 
stations. which will be manned by 10-14 individuals and should 
function permanently as space based command points (in addition 
to the aircraft used for these purposes) and reconnaissance 
stations for the observation of objects on earth. in the air. and 
in space.69 

Soviet command and control system also incorporates naval 

"command-telemetry stat ions" at s.ea for operational control of orbital 

fac'i l it1es.70 

A final element of contlined arms operations within a space TVD was 

provided by Y. Tamilim 1n 1984,. When he described a space arms r~ce: 

• .. • first one side to be fol1 owed by the other. or the , two 
sides simultaneously develop antisatellite weapons capable of 
attacking spacecraft both at high and low 4ltitudes,. thus posing 
a threat to early warning satellites. i.e.,. satellites designed 
to detect ICBM launches. Then the other side either develops a 
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system capable o'f attacking the enemy's new ant1sate11ite weapons 
systems or produces a comfJat space station capable of defending 
satellites... Or it may create both. Then the other side devises 
a system to attack this ~~eaponry of the enemy,. And the story 
repeats itself all over again.71 

IHPllCATIONS AND CONClUSIONS 

The Soviets have written about the militarization oT space for 

twenty-five years~ They have concentrated on the in~luem:e of circum-

terrestrial and near space on military operations on Earth. They foresee a 

time. as with the evolution of air power, Wlen space superiority will 

become a prerequisite for ground superiority .. Furthermore, they seem to 

suggest thot circ;umterrestt·~al space, and possibly nedr space, can be 

viewed as the "coastalu zones of a space theater, similar in concept to the 

maritime zone of a continental or oceanic TVD.. Thus,. we may be seeing the 

development,. within Soviet military science~ of a space analog to the 

m<~rltlme TVO. Such a zone in space would be responsible for space combat 

operations in support of planetary operations~ and would form a secondary 

theater directly subordinated to the main planetary theater. 

By implication~ once space operations extend beyond a critical 

distance from the Earth -- possibly beyond geostationary orbit -- space 

forces would no longer fall under the direct control of the main planetary 

TVD; but~ would instead -- again using t.he analog of an oceanic TVO -

become an independent theater. pursuing independent missions under the 

direction of Stavka. Once an independent space theater becanes feasible. 

the prediction of Tkachev should reach fruition -- space shoulC then become 

the main TVD. 

Another factor to consider is the possible exis"t.ence of a "command

in-beingH to deal with the day to day operation of a space theater. Such 
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an organization may possess the associated military district structure 

found within a surface TVD in peacetime. 

Currently~ the Soviet Union might be 1n Ute early stages of forming a 

space TVD& This TVD. once created. should possess various offensive and 

defensive weapons "5:·-tems and military support systems for conducting 

combined arms operations in space .. The next phase in development of a 

space TVD might include the building of a permanent orbital space station 

derived from modules.. The Soviets describe these modules as being similar 

in size and mass to that of the Salyut-6.72 Coupled with the development 

of a large modular station. the Soviets describe a requirerent for 

"ultra-heavy tr!lnsports" for placi'ng payloads of up to 500 tons in low 

earth orbit .. 73 Ffnal1y. Soviet long range goals ma,y include but are not 

11mited to: operations in lunar space; construction of space stations at 

the libration points; and. orbital battle stations for dominance of outer 

space .. 74 The net result of such developments would De the ere at: ion of the 

basic. structure necessary to conduct off'ensive and defensive operations in 

space. which would eventually lead to the creation of the 11decis1ve arena 

of future war" -- the space TVD. 

Looking. to the future, Sfbfryak:ov predicted in 1980: .. Whoever can 

seize control of space -- that main arena of future wars -- will be able to 

change the correlation of forces so decisively that it will be tantamount 

to establlshing world supremacy.n75 
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---------------------, 

The general results of the research effort which formed the basis for 

the papers contained fn this vo1 ume are, of course. descrfbed in those 

individual documents and 1n the Overview .. It is appropriate, nonetheless. 

to assembl~ those elements which, in the view of the author, constitute the 

major findings. 

1.. The Soviet concept: of a Space TVD indicates that the u .. s .. S.R .. 

intends to pursue a program, probably lo~g term, to establish 

a capability to conduct the full range o• military cmiDat 

operations in spac!!. Soviet thf nking regardi ny such 

operations probably transcends that which has bee,, done in 

the U.s. 

2. The Sixth Soviet law of War de:.crlbes an increasing Soviet 

awarP.ness of and appreciation for the impact of advanced 

technology in the conduct of military affairs. As a result 

it is expected that the Soviet Union will make a strenuous 

effort to increase the product1vity and general efficacy of 

1ts sc1entif1c and technical community. 

3. The Soviets appear to be developing the technologies which 

would enable them to design. produce and deploy h1gh speed 

cruise misslles fn a time-frame which would confront the 

u.s. with a new. unexpected .eapons delivery mechanism. 

4. The ~st1mated technical/weapons {i.e. non-political) response 

to the SDI are as follows: 

Near term attack u.s. C3! assets to limit .or reduce 

the target-handling capac1ty of the system 

and overload the system with decoys 
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111d term utilize hi~h speed cruise missiles to make 

an "end-run" around the SOl 

long term -- deve 1 op a capability for full scale mil i-

tary operations in space 1ncl udiny offen

sive as well as def@nsive, reconnaissance 

and support activities. 
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